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ABSTRACT 

 

Refracting Ipseity in African American Drama 

 

by 

 

Jesús David Valencia Ramírez 

 

This dissertation interrogates multiple tensions between group identity and personal 

identity in African American drama. Borrowing from Kwame Anthony Appiah’s and Paul 

Ricoeur’s theorizations about group identity and self-formation, I propose two conceptual 

tools of analysis based on an understanding of identity as interaction and drama as a 

refractive medium of experience: ipseity and aesthetic refraction. I develop these concepts by 

applying them to the analysis of six African American plays: Alice Childress’s Trouble in 

Mind, Adrienne Kennedy’s Funnyhouse of a Negro, Suzan-Lori Parks’s The America Play, 

Tarell Alvin McCraney’s The Brothers Size, Ntozake Shange’s for colored girls who have 

considered suicide/when the rainbow is enuf, and June Jordan’s I Was Looking at the Ceiling 

and then I Saw the Sky. In each play, I problematize essentialist readings of group identity, 

disclosing the singularities of the characters’s interactions in relation to the structure of the 

works and the authors’s personal perspectives. My dissertation discloses how singular 

interactions can recast the image of a group, how interracial characters can be torn apart by 

different narratives of belonging, how history acts and is acted upon in relation to 

individuals, how interaction rather than inheritance determines belonging, how communities 
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are dynamic processes in lieu of fixed products, and how a diverse social milieu provides 

different affective value to different groups without absolutely determining the agency of the 

individual. I argue that ipseity and aesthetic refraction allow for a methodology that 

problematizes essentialist perspectives over identity-formation based on group identity. I 

conclude with a discussion of possible applications for ipseity and aesthetic refraction 

beyond dramatic criticism. 
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I. Introduction      

The English word “character,” from the Greek charaktêr, originally denoted a mark 

impressed upon a coin, something fixed and permanent as a warrant for authenticity. 

According to the OED, during the seventeenth century the meaning of “character” changed to 

designate “moral or mental qualities strongly developed or strikingly displayed”1 by an 

individual. Under this new definition, character became a metaphor for a personal distinctive 

mark, a set of qualities that distinguish and authenticate the singularity of a person. It became 

a concept of individuation that marked difference at the individual level. In drama, 

“character” and “persona” have been traditionally used to designate fictional personages. The 

English word “persona,” from the classical Latin persona—a mask used by a player, the part 

played by a person in life, or a social role—relates appearance and agency to social settings. 

It designates the aspects of someone’s character that are perceived by others in social 

encounters. Thus, between the different meanings of “character” and “persona” emerges a 

range of significations in which the singular qualities of the individual and the social milieu 

in which she lives are entwined.  

During the mid-twentieth century, the work of Erik Erikson popularized the word 

“identity,” which became pervasive in everyday language, eventually superseding the use of 

“character” to define individuality. According to Gerald Izenberg, Erikson “formulated his 

notion of identity in clinical work with World War II veterans suffering from what was then 

 
1 “character, n.” OED Online, Oxford University Press, March 2020, 

www.oed.com/view/Entry/30639. 
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called battle fatigue […] their ultimate emotional problem was that under the stress of war, 

because of what they had done or seen, they had lost their previous sense of who they were, 

and were left adrift in unmasterable anxiety.”2 Erikson grounded his theory of identity in 

psychoanalysis, although his approach was not intrapsychic, as most of the contemporary 

work was. As Izenberg points out, for Erikson “identity was as much social as psychological 

from the beginning.” He introduced the concept to the general public “to create a new 

discourse to mediate between the psychological and the sociohistorical.”3 Erikson defined 

identity from a phenomenological perspective as a concept that combined experience, 

selfsameness, continuity and external and internal recognition. In his view, self-recognition 

was intrinsically related to social recognition. Erikson’s idea of identity as psychosocial is 

similar to the understanding of character and persona mentioned above. Identity, character 

and persona are concepts that define selfhood in relation to social settings. Erikson defined 

identity as a dynamic phenomenon, not as a fixed mark impressed upon the individual. But in 

his view selfsameness was a requisite for identity, creating a paradox at the heart of the 

concept. If selfsameness is necessary for identity formation, how can it be a dynamic process 

at the same time? Izenberg summarizes the paradox of identity as something that “is 

simultaneously being and becoming, status and process.”4 Erikson’s dynamic perspective 

 
2 Gerald Izenberg, Identity: The Necessity of a Modern Idea (Philadelphia: University of 

Pennsylvania Press, 2016), 107-108. 

3 Idem, 108. 

4 Idem.  
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introduced “the subjective awareness of time and change into an experience that was 

supposed to provide a sense of permanence and stability.”5 

An understanding of identity as a process of becoming complicates the idea of a set of 

qualities that, as a product, are fixed and stable in the individual. It puts question marks 

around an understanding of character and persona as permanent phenomena rather than 

developmental processes of self-creation. Besides, if identity, character and persona are 

related to social settings, their contingency becomes conspicuous, because they are 

determined, up to a certain extent, by social frameworks that change with the times. An 

understanding of identity, character, persona and social settings as contingent and interrelated 

processes complicates easy readings, stable meanings, and reductionistic approaches. In this 

regard, there was an aspect of Erikson’s identity theory that he did not develop thoroughly. 

When Erikson related self-recognition to social recognition, he did not address the fact that 

some groups in modern societies like the US were de jure and de facto discriminated, 

although he himself experienced the conundrums of growing up as a Jew with Nordic 

ancestry. Nevertheless, his theorization on self- and social recognition was crucial for the 

development of what was later called identity politics. The concept of group identity as a 

paradigm of social recognition acquired notoriety during the 1960s. According to Izenberg, 

“grass roots participants in social movements in the United States in the 1960s and 1970s” 

adopted “the by then common use of identity in its extended Eriksonian sense of collective 

subjectivity, that is, individuals’ identification with a group as their primary psychological 

 
5 Idem. 
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identity.”6 Multiple liberation movements during the second half of the twentieth century had 

in common an understanding of group identity as fundamental for selfhood. Thus, in this 

historical period, the definition of character as the distinctive mark of the individual was 

superseded by the use of group identity as a means to fulfill essential political interests.  

In this work I claim that, as a result of these ideas, the analysis of character in dramatic 

criticism gradually focused its attention on group identity. This procedure was crucial to 

highlight power imbalances embedded in dramatic works that echo imbalances in social 

structures like Western societies, in which contractual presuppositions based on ideas of 

liberty and consensus grant to individuals a purported equality before the law. But Western 

democracies ignored, sometimes willfully, that majorities of any kind in a democratic society 

can shape the law to their favor, tyrannizing minorities. The de jure and de facto 

discrimination of women, ethnic minorities, LGBTQ and other groups undermined 

presuppositions of social justice and fairness. As a result, difference between groups became 

a conspicuous social issue and a crucial concern. Literary critics developed an interest in the 

analysis of power imbalances between groups, their performative constructions and the 

structural biases, inequalities and discriminations pervasive in the social environment. 

Nowadays, even when matters of intragroup power asymmetries are addressed, the usual 

procedure relies on more nuanced classifications of people based on group identities. For 

instance, theories like intersectionality offer a lens to look at individuals as a set of 

affiliations rather than qualities. In this theory, identity is defined by the accruement of 

 
6 Idem, 174. 
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privileges and discriminations based on the group affiliations that coalesce in the individual.7 

This kind of critical endeavor is crucial to determine the morality of legality and reform the 

law when it wrongfully discriminates against people who belong to certain groups. Critical 

endeavors based on group identities can help us to uproot intrinsic biases and structural 

discrimination pervasive in social environments. As a progressive tool of social reform, they 

flesh out inconspicuous oppression, sometimes legalized and legitimated, in purported liberal 

democracies.   

Although group identities rightfully became a paradigm of interpretation in dramatic 

criticism, a critical lens that highlights difference between groups usually dismisses 

difference within groups. Even progressive theories like intersectionality fail to convey a 

sound explanation about singular action and choice. To assume that all members within a 

group act and behave in a similar way or share the same set of groups and discriminations 

amounts to placing an essence within them, ascribing a set of fixed characteristics that all of 

them share as a rule. This is not to say that group identities should be dismissed. On the 

contrary, they are necessary to unveil the pervasive inequalities of different groups in relation 

to others. But differences between groups do not necessarily address and erase the singular 

differences within them. The problem of being an individual in the world, although it 

depends upon structural constructions like the law and identitarian procedures like group 

 
7 Kimberle Crenshaw, “Demarginalizing the Intersection of Race and Sex: A Black Feminist 

Critique of Antidiscrimination Doctrine, Feminist Theory and Antiracist Politics,” University of 

Chicago Legal Forum 1989, no. 1 (1989): 139-167.  
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affiliations, is after all a subjective phenomenon. The singularity of the individual cannot be 

absolutely explained by group affiliation.    

In her seminal essay “Modern Moral Philosophy,” G. E. M. Anscombe critiques 

philosophical notions that reduce moral life to matters of utilitarianism or deontology.8 She 

argues that moral obligation can be addressed by neither the maximization of utility, because 

many wicked acts would be obligations, nor self-legislation, because its justification would 

require a law beyond humanity to avoid circularity. She concludes that either obligation 

should be justified by divine law or dismissed in order to start with the interrogation of what 

is necessary for a human being to flourish and live well, as the ancient moralists pondered. 

Classical moral philosophy was deeply concerned with the normative definition of character. 

Anscombe proposes to return to questions regarding the nature of “virtue” and what makes a 

moral character desirable. As mentioned above, her view is a call to look at human character 

as a way of engaging the world in a fulfilling way. Anscombe’s critique of utilitarianism and 

deontology, and her commitment to the renewal of “virtue,” reconsider the problem of 

character as a way to engage the world. In modern societies the way the individual engages 

the world depends not only upon group identities that make possible different horizons of 

action and social structures that place incentives and deterrents, but also the construction of 

individual character that enables the realization of a life project based on personal choice and 

singular action. In the case of dramatic criticism, analyzing character just from the standpoint 

 
8 G. E. M. Anscombe, “Modern Moral Philosophy.” Philosophy, 33, no. 124 (Jan., 1958): 1-19. 
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of group identity would be dismissive of a core aspect of drama, as an artistic way to make 

singular choices and actions intelligible through representational and performative means.   

As Erikson understood, the problem of identity is not a matter of biological 

determination, intrapsychic issues or social interaction but all of them at once. Identity is 

biopsychosocial and, as such, it has several dimensions. Firstly, it is a matter of a biological 

and psychological individual facing the world. Secondly, it relies on interpersonal 

relationships. Thirdly, it requires an environment in a broad sense for its development. 

Fourthly, abstractions, representations and ideas play a significant role in its construction. 

Identity is a complex interactive process of the individual with herself, others, several 

environments and multiple ideas. As a dynamic process, it depends upon action and choice 

for its development. The dramatic text, as a place in which action is instantiated—among 

other things—through language, provides a compelling site to analyze the problem of 

identity. The English word “drama” derives from the Greek dran, which means “to do,” 

“act,” or “perform.” On the other hand, the English word “text” derives from the Latin textus 

which, according to the OED, means “that which is woven,” “web,” “texture.”9 Thus, 

etymologically speaking, “dramatic text” denotes a woven texture of actions that language 

instantiates in the structure of a poetic work. 

To analyze the conundrums of identity in a dramatic text entails remembering that plays 

are the product of authorial work. A dramatic text instantiates the vision of an author 

 
9 “text, n.1.” OED Online, Oxford University Press, March 2020, 

www.oed.com/view/Entry/200002. 
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regarding human action, which is intrinsically related to her personal experience, and 

contains her biases. Thus, the problem of identity in a dramatic text implicitly refers to the 

author’s experience in the world. This experience is part of a historical milieu with particular 

characteristics that find their way onto the text. In the case of African American playwrights, 

their works traditionally unveil conspicuous racial problems in US society. American racism 

has been historically linked to de jure and de facto discrimination, as the contradiction 

between the phrase “all men are created equal” in the second paragraph of the Declaration of 

Independence and the exercise of legalized slavery reminds us. As a structural problem, 

racial discrimination depends upon matters of public opinion and law. For instance, during 

the Jim Crow era, the social action of African Americans in the South was constrained by de 

jure discrimination, which denied equality before the law for a portion of the populace, 

curtailing civil rights and access to public facilities and private spaces. Social and legal 

structure wrongfully limited the actions of a whole group of individuals. 

Structural discrimination is a conspicuous social problem that beleaguers African 

American life. However, to limit African American identity to racial identity could dismiss 

singularity and difference within the African American community. As mentioned before, 

identity is not only a matter of group affiliation but also singular action and choice. Thus, a 

reading of African American drama, which exclusively looks at group identity as the sine 

qua non of selfhood, can veil the complexity of the works and the vision of the authors. 

African American characters are more than the hypothetical characterization of racial issues. 

The understanding of singularity and difference in African American drama requires a 

paradigm of analysis beyond the repetitive use of group identity as a critical lens. This does 

not mean that group identity should be dismissed outright, but that the complexity of 
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character construction and development should not be reduced to it. In this regard, I am 

proposing two concepts to articulate a paradigm of analysis capable of addressing matters of 

singularity and difference in dramatic criticism in general, and African American drama in 

particular. One of these concepts relies on a theorization of identity as a process of dynamic 

interactions. The other looks at plays as meeting places, in which a living experience in the 

world, a creative experience in art and an interpretive, critical experience converge. All are 

interrelated. 

The first concept borrows primarily from the works on identity of Kwame Anthony 

Appiah and Paul Ricoeur. In The Ethics of Identity, Appiah theorizes about group identity as 

a social script which “requires the availability of terms in a public discourse […] there must 

be a social conception of Ls…] A second element […] is the internalization of those labels 

[…] The final element […] is the existence of patterns of behavior towards Ls such that Ls 

are sometimes treated as Ls.”10 In other words, in his view group identities rely on the social 

availability of labels of categorization that entail the internalization of identifiable patterns of 

behavior. In his later work, The Lies That Bind, Appiah develops his theorization of group 

identities as ideas about a people that entail patterns of behavior which elicit expectations in 

others.11 In this work, he problematizes the idea of group identities as fixed and necessary 

 
10 Kwame Anthony Appiah, The Ethics of Identity (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2005), 

67-68. 

11 Kwame Anthony Appiah, The Lies That Bind: Rethinking Identity (New York: Liveright, 

2018), 12. 
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entities, disclosing their ideality and historical contingency. On the other hand, in Oneself as 

Another, Paul Ricoeur engages in a hermeneutic project to think about the self in relation to 

the other.12 He presents an etymological distinction between identity as sameness or idem-

identity and identity as selfhood or ipse-identity. In his view, idem-identity refers to the 

question of identity in terms of what it is, the whatness of identity, whereas ipse-identity 

refers to it in terms of who it is, the selfhood of the individual.13 The former looks at the self 

through selfsameness, i.e. a being that is always the same, a repetitive entity in the world. On 

the contrary, the latter looks at identity in relation to self-formation, i.e. the dynamic process 

of becoming oneself, a temporal development that involves action and change. Ricoeur 

tackles the paradox of identity, avoiding selfsameness as a definitory quality, focusing 

instead on its interactive and dynamic nature. 

Ricoeur’s hermeneutical approach looks at self-formation as a process of narrativity. In 

his view, the self is like the protagonist of her own story, acting in the world, but at the same 

time a character that is acted upon. The self appears as a subject/object that both acts in and 

is acted upon. Ricoeur finds the otherness of the self as an object in its interactions with its 

own body/flesh—the primordial support for the synthesis of the otherness of the world—in 

other people living in specific social environments, and in conscience, a site of attestation 

and injunction that enjoins the self “to live well with and for others in just institutions and to 

 
12 Paul Ricoeur, Oneself as Another (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1992). 

13 Idem, 16. 
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esteem oneself as the bearer of this wish.”14 Ricoeur grounds his conceptualization of 

selfhood in interaction rather than selfsameness. Interaction becomes the basis of self-

formation that allows the emergence of a sense of ipse-identity, giving birth to the who 

through a self-narrative. Borrowing from Appiah and Ricoeur’s theorizations on identity, I 

am proposing the recovery of the English word “ipseity” to define selfhood in terms of 

interaction. According to the OED, “ipseity” means “personal identity and individuality,” and 

“selfhood.”15 Borrowing from Ricouer’s conceptualization of ipse-identity, I define ipseity as 

an interactive process of the self with herself, others, environments and ideas. It is a concept 

that looks at the self as a process of becoming rather than a fixed being, a self in permanent 

interaction through time and space with the world, a subject that acts and an object that is 

acted upon. 

In this regard, dramatic characters as ipseities can be best understood as active processes 

of interaction and change rather than the product of fixed group patterns or standardized 

social labels. In this view, a dramatic character becomes an interactive process of creation. 

Ipseity allows me to interrogate the singularity of character creation in African American 

drama. I will use it alongside group identity, which I conceptualize following Appiah’s 

definition as an idea or label that entails a set of patterns of behavior and elicits expectations. 

An application of ipseity and group identity to analyze character in African American drama 

 
14 Idem, 352. 

15 “ipseity, n.” OED Online, Oxford University Press, March 2020, 

www.oed.com/view/Entry/99371. 
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enables me to theorize about mechanisms of identity formation implicit in the works that I 

will use as case studies. Specifically, ipseity allows me to interpret character as a process 

which results from multiple interactions in the fictional world of the text. However, I found 

necessary the formulation of an alternative reading lens to mobilize ipseity as a critical tool. I 

am proposing what I call aesthetic refraction as my second concept of interpretation to 

interrogate the dramatic text as an authorial construction. I follow Bruno Latour’s 

interpretation of constructions as gatherings of concerns,16 and interpret the dramatic text as 

an authorial construction that refracts matters of concern important to the playwright. These 

matters of concern are the product of a historical milieu as a specific niche of experience. 

Aesthetic refraction is a tool of interpretation that analyzes interaction in drama in relation to 

an author’s matters of concern and her historical milieu.  

It is common knowledge that dramatic texts are artistic constructions that rely on action 

rather than description and narration.17 Action is the building block of drama. As such, the 

dramatic text becomes a suitable place to assess interaction as a process of ipseity formation. 

Aesthetic refraction allows me to interrogate how characters in a play act and are acted upon 

within the structure of the text. As Shelley Orr points out, a play is the blueprint of a 

“constructed event” which relies on a structure that determines the assortment of its 

 
16 Bruno Latour, “Why Has Critique Run out of Steam? From Matters of Fact to Matters of 

Concern.” Critical Inquiry 30 (Winter 2004): 225-248. 

17 The classical distinction between mimesis and diegesis, showing and telling. 
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elements.18 In the Poetics, Aristotle proposes a tragic plot structure based on beginning, 

middle and end, reversal and recognition.19 Freytag’s pyramid is a popular diagram in 

Western drama of a dramatic structure based on exposition, rising action, climax, falling 

action and resolution.20 Northrop Frye’s dramatic structure offers the metaphor of a U-shaped 

pattern as the shape of comedy, and an inverted U-shape pattern as the shape of tragedy.21 In 

traditional Japanese arts, the concept of jo-ha-kyū, theorized by the Zeami Motokiyo, 

recommends an arrangement of action with slow beginning, acceleration and a swift 

ending.22 All these prescribed arrangements are examples of theorization over patterns of 

dramatic structure. In general, the structure of the play provides the building blocks for the 

development of the action. This development conditions how characters act and are acted 

 
18 Shelly Orr, “Teaching Play Analysis: How a Key Dramaturgical Skill Can Foster Critical 

Approaches,” Theatre Topics 13, no. 1 (Mar 2003): 154. 

19 D. A. Russell and Michael Winterbottom (eds.), Classical Literary Criticism (Oxford: Oxford 

University Press, 2008), 51-90. 

20 Gustav Freytag, Freytag's Technique of the Drama: An Exposition of Dramatic Composition 

and Art, trans. Elias J. MacEwan (Chicago: Scott, Foresman and Company, 1894), 

https://archive.org/details/freytagstechniqu00freyuoft 

21 Northrop Frye, The Great Code (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1982), 169. 

22 Shelley Fenno Quinn, “How to Write a Noh Play: Zeami's Sando,” Monumenta Nipponica 48, 

no. 1 (Spring, 1993): 53-88. 
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upon in the text. Thus, the structure of the play and the character’s interactions become 

codependent for the development of action in the work. Aesthetic refraction focuses on how 

a play characterizes and structures interaction. In relation to ipseity, interaction takes place 

within the structure of the drama. The ipseity of the character is determined by the structure 

of the work and vice versa. Aesthetic refraction depends upon characterizing and structuring 

as two mechanisms that enable the interrogation of interaction in a play. It enables an 

assessment of how a playwright characterizes and structures her work in relation to her 

experience.  

In the case of African American drama, the historical circumstances of the African 

American community in the US have inflected many aspects of the living experience of 

African American playwrights and their artistic perspectives. However, historical 

circumstances are dynamic, and African Americans are singular individuals. Thus, the 

communal experience of being African American, although crucial for the analysis of 

African American drama, does not determine absolutely the perspective of the author and the 

singularity of her works. Aesthetic refraction allows me to analyze the dramatic texts of six 

African American authors, written in different historical moments, in order to determine how 

character and structure contribute to an understanding of ipseity as interaction. As mentioned 

before, I focus my analysis on the interaction of the characters between themselves, others, 

environments and ideas in relation to the structure of the works. Interaction becomes the 

primordial category of analysis, which enables me to interrogate the tensions between group 

identity and ipseity. This critical method allows me to mobilize a simultaneous and 

dialectical interrogation of difference and singularity in African American drama, analyzing 

the plays in relation to the authors’s singular concerns. 
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In this work, I analyze six plays representative of African American authors who 

interrogate singularity in their dramaturgy. Rather than using a patterned racial conflict in 

their work, these authors look at the conundrums of selfhood within the tensions of being 

both members of a community and acting individuals. The tensions between group identity 

and ipseity in the dramatic texts of these authors open a space of difference within African 

American drama. I analyze Alice Childress’s Trouble in Mind, Adrienne Kennedy’s 

Funnyhouse of a Negro, Suzan-Lori Parks’s The America Play, Tarell Alvin McCraney’s The 

Brothers Size, Ntozake Shange’s for colored girls who have considered suicide/when the 

rainbow is enuf, and June Jordan’s I Was Looking at the Ceiling and then I Saw the Sky, 

mobilizing ipseity and aesthetic refraction in each of them as conceptual lenses of 

interpretation. 

In chapter 1, I articulate ipseity and aesthetic refraction to analyze Childress’s Trouble in 

Mind and Kennedy’s Funnyhouse of a Negro. I interrogate how Childress uses a 

metatheatrical structure to problematize the production of performance and the portrayal of 

African American characters. I propose the concept of recasting as Childress’s strategy in her 

text to subvert stereotyped ideas about group identity. I borrow from Bourdieu’s habitus to 

develop the concept of patterns of action as a set of formulaic doings matched to groups 

through performance. In other words, individuals can be “cast” in patterns of performance 

that create ideas about groups. However, Childress’s dramaturgical strategy relies on the 

individual to deliver her critique. She deploys the character of Wiletta Mayers as someone 

who recasts the image of the black character through acts of self-determination. Wiletta acts 

as a singular ipseity to problematize the stereotyping of African American characters. In 

Kennedy’s Funnyhouse of a Negro, I focus my analysis on the structure of repetition and 
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revision of the work to disclose the mental structure of the interracial character Negro-Sarah. 

I develop an analysis of how racial narratives become narratives of belonging. I borrow from 

H. L. A. Hart’s theorization of ascription to mobilize the concept of ascription of value as the 

attribution of worth to narratives of belonging. The ascription of different values to different 

narratives of belonging create a tension within the character’s sense of ipseity, as an effect of 

acculturation and self-valuation, in which some narratives are deemed more valuable than 

others. This process leads the interracial character to embrace an antagonistic sense of ipseity 

that triggers self-hatred and her ultimate self-destruction.  

In chapter 2, I deploy ipseity and aesthetic refraction to analyze Parks’s The America 

Play and McCraney’s The Brothers Size. I interrogate how Parks uses a structure of 

repetition/revision to disclose the performative quality of history, in relation to the use of 

chiasmus as a dramatic device. Parks’s text unveils what I call the theatricality of historicity 

by interrogating how historical images/representations and events/performances interact with 

the characters. I also elaborate Parks’s metaphor of “digging” through what I call historical 

recycling, to examine how the past acts in the present and vice versa, and to unveil the 

discontinuity of historical textuality. My analysis of Parks’s play offers a distinction between 

an idea of history as representation and as actuality, as two modes of historical construction. 

In McCraney’s The Brothers Size, I look at the text as a site of historical inclusion and 

singularization of black male identity through his use of a Caribbean version of Yoruba 

mythology. I analyze how his text interrogates patterned ideas about group identities. I argue 

that McCraney subverts these patterns by deploying interaction as a moment of difference, 

self-knowledge and belonging. I borrow from Roy F. Baumeister and Mark R. Leary 

theorization on “belongingness” to disclose how the text presents belonging as the result of 
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reciprocal doings between individuals. In McCraney’s text, belonging appears not as an 

essence but as a process, something done rather than inherited. This idea is crucial for a 

nuanced understanding of community-making.  

In chapter 3, I mobilize ipseity and aesthetic refraction to analyze Shange’s for colored 

girls who have considered suicide/when the rainbow is enuf and Jordan’s I Was Looking at 

the Ceiling and then I Saw the Sky. I borrow from Martin Buber’s I-Thou relational principle 

to propose the I-Ye relation as foundational for community-making. In Shange’s for colored 

girls, I interrogate how her text instantiates the making and unmaking of community in 

relation to shared experience. The assemblage structure becomes a communal fabric of 

singular experiences that enable an I-Ye relation. Specifically, I analyze the interaction 

between ipseity and community in terms of bonding and the constitution of an affective 

network. This affective network, which relates the individual I to the communal Ye, is the 

product of continuous and variegated interactions. The reciprocity between the I and the Ye 

makes ipseity and community co-constitutive. Lastly, I deploy ipseity and aesthetic refraction 

to analyze Jordan’s Ceiling/Sky to disclose interactions between ipseity in a diverse social 

milieu through an ensemble structure. I present Jordan’s view on the distinction between 

personal and group identity in terms of connections and historical impositions. I borrow from 

Édouard Glissant’s concept of Poetics of Relation to propose what I call a poetics of 

diversity, an assortment of ipseities with different social roles and positions interacting in a 

diverse milieu. In Jordan’s text, the poetics of diversity makes visible an affective rhizome 

that mediates social interactions. This affective rhizome unveils how group identities depend 

not only on ideas, patterns and expectations but also feelings and emotive range. However, 

affects are not fixed. Rather, they result from multiple interactions in an on-going process 
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that transforms the ipseities of the characters. This open-endedness of ipseity makes it 

opaque. The opacity of ipseity, its unknown aspects, influence interaction. In this regard, I 

argue that Jordan’s dramaturgy in Ceiling/Sky also discloses the opacity of diversity in a 

social milieu. 

In sum, this work presents a close reading of six African American plays deploying 

ipseity and aesthetic refraction in hopes of expanding our theoretical tools and perspectives. I 

argue that these two concepts give nuance to our understanding of character development and 

identity formation in African American drama. However, they can also be deployed in 

performance studies in general. In the conclusion, I expand upon the possible application of 

ipseity and aesthetic refraction in several critical endeavors beyond dramatic analysis. My 

need to problematize our understanding of identity comes from critical concerns over the 

tendency to use group identity as an absolute framework for interpretation. This practice is 

conspicuous in the US, where particular historical circumstances dictate the dynamics of race 

relations, gender inequalities and class struggles. But the experience of race, gender and class 

varies in different places and different times. My suggestion of ipseity and aesthetic 

refraction as conceptual tools allows for more contingent critical analyzes. As mentioned 

before, it is not my intent to dismiss group identity outright, but to nuance and problematize 

it, offering a reading of character as a dynamic process of interactions within the structure of 

a play, rather than a fixed product of affiliations, essentialisms or identitarian declarations. I 

hope I have succeeded in my endeavor. 
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II. Chapter 1: Recasting and Ascribing 

Then what have I got  
Why am I alive anyway?  

Yeah, hell  
What have I got  

Nobody can take away  
I got my hair, got my head  
Got my brains, got my ears  
Got my eyes, got my nose  

Got my mouth  
I got my  

I got myself23 

Nina Simone, Ain’t Got No, I Got Life 

One of the most important achievements in dramatic criticism during the twentieth 

century was the recognition of the sociopolitical dimension of character. Representing a 

character is not a neutral endeavor; it comes from a perspective that sometimes is 

purposefully used to reinforce the power of dominant social groups over others, like in the 

case of blackface minstrelsy in the US. However, the tendency to analyze character through 

group identities, to look at how a group representation operates in the work, can neglect the 

individual dimension of characterization and artistic creation, and impose generic 

sociological readings upon the work of art.  

The ongoing application of identity politics as a paradigm of interpretation in the 

humanities tends to make an extensional use of group identity to analyze character. 

Sometimes this tendency obliterates individual experience and difference. I argue that the 

main problem with this critical paradigm is the assumption that groups define individual 

 
23 Nina Simone, “Ain’t Got No, I Got Life,” ‘Nuff Said, RCA Records, 1968. 
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character. In my view, an individual cannot be totally defined by any group identity or their 

intersections but by a singular, long-term interaction with the world. The implicit assumption 

that group identity defines individuality dismisses singularity, specificity and change, and 

can lead to a new form of essentialism in the name of progress and social justice. Kwame A. 

Appiah proposes a definition of group identities as “labels and ideas about why and to whom 

they should be applied” that shape “your thoughts about how you should behave” and affect 

“the way other people treat you.”24 Group identities are ideas about people that entail 

patterns of behavior and set expectations on others. He acknowledges their contingency, 

which means that they are contestable, up for dispute. From this perspective, group identities 

can be interpreted as contingent forms of categorization that ascribe patterns of behavior and 

set up expectations for others. According to Appiah, they enable social categorization 

through the acting out of what he calls a social script.25 In most of the cases, they are 

contingent ways to categorize people that pass as necessary ways of being.26 

 
24 Appiah, The Lies that Bind, 12. 

25 Appiah, The Ethics of Identity, 22. 

26 As Gerald Izenberg points out, identity can be regarded as a contingent necessity, i.e. 

historically contingent but psychosocially necessary. In his analysis, he grounds identity as an 

intersectional phenomenon with five ontological foci: race, sex, ethnicity, labor and aspiration to 

transcendence. For Izenberg, these foci are contingent, i.e. context-dependent, although necessary for 

human existence in a social environment. Izenberg, Identity: The Necessity of a Modern Idea, 425. 
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In his hermeneutical project, Paul Ricoeur offers a distinction between idem-identity as 

sameness, and ipse-identity as selfhood.27 The distinction is crucial for a nuanced 

interpretation of identity in relation to dramatic criticism. Ricoeur conceptualizes idem-

identity as the “what” of one’s identity, and ipse-identity as the “who.” He relates the former 

to permanent qualities of the self, invariable attributes, and the fact of being always the same; 

in contrast, Ricoeur relates the latter to temporality and change, the process of becoming 

oneself. Ipse-identity involves the creation of a personal narrative in which the individual 

acts and is acted upon, as a subject/object, in her process of self-formation. On the one hand, 

idem-identity corresponds to a kind of purported sameness that makes of the individual 

someone similar to herself and others. This sameness underpins group identities like race, 

gender and nationality in the form of an essential set of shared attributes. On the other hand, 

ipse-identity focuses the analysis of selfhood on the singular dimension of individual 

experience, interaction and choice. In short, idem-identity interprets the self as affixed 

product whereas ipse-identity describes it as a changing process. As we will see, there are 

several problems with the assumption of group identity as a necessary and sufficient 

definition of selfhood, an essential property shared by individuals. This procedure can open 

the door to stereotypes, to a lack of self-scrutiny, and to the obliteration of difference within 

groups. The application of collective labels to define individuals invariably welcomes biased 

opinions and ideas about groups and limits the individual’s sense of accountability. This does 

not mean that group identity should be dismissed as a paradigm. Such a move would imply 

the denial of historical oppression perpetrated towards certain groups by others. What I am 

 
27 Ricoeur, Oneself as Another, 2. 
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suggesting is a nuanced interpretation of identity to disclose an individual dimension of 

selfhood, which could complement the sociohistorical dimension of group identity, and help 

us to improve our interpretive endeavors.   

Borrowing from Ricoeur, idem-identity can be roughly equated to group identity in the 

sense of a purported essential sameness shared between individuals, and ipse-identity can be 

related to the English word “ipseity.”28 Ipseity is a concept that focuses on interactions as 

fundamental for self-formation. In contrast to group identity, which relies on sameness and 

affiliation, ipseity as interaction looks at selfhood as a field of changing experiences. In the 

process of self-formation, several interactions take place between the self, others, 

environments and ideas. Appiah’s analytical definition of group identity and Ricoeur’s 

hermeneutics of the self are suitable theoretical lenses to look at how ipseity and group 

identity are instantiated in dramatic works. As an experiential thinking-through process,29 a 

 
28 According to the OED, ipseity comes from the Latin ipse (self) and means “personal identity 

and individuality; selfhood.” First recorded use found in Henry More’s Immortality of Soul, 1659. See 

"ipseity, n.". OED Online. December 2018. Oxford University Press. 

http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/99371?redirectedFrom=ipseity&  

29 In terms of cognition, the meaning of the human condition can be seen through objective or 

subjective lenses. Science looks for objective knowledge about human beings as objects in the world. 

Art looks for subjective knowledge about the experience of being a human in the world. The objective 

analysis of human life looks for meaning in general concepts that offer an objective ground of 

analysis. The subjective dimension of human life interrogates the singular experience of being a 

human in the world. Both dimensions are necessary for a thorough understanding of our shared 
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play should be interrogated not only in matters of group identity. Even if it is more than 

necessary to recognize group power relations in dramatic criticism, several playwrights are 

crafting their works and their characters from singular perspectives. In this regard, I propose 

the concept of aesthetic refraction to look at how a play can refract in an artistic object a 

metaphorical perspective of the world. 

In the first instance, aesthetic refraction refers to the ability of playwriting to instantiate, 

articulate and characterize action in an artistic work. In the second instance, it refers to the 

ability of the work to elicit a comprehensive cognitive response, be it affective, conceptual or 

otherwise, in an audience/reader. Aesthetic refraction is a suitable tool to analyze how an 

imaginative perspective about human action is refracted through characters and dramatic 

structures, and how it is imaginatively experienced by readers and audiences. As a process, 

aesthetic refraction goes from living experience to artistic creation, and from artistic creation 

to perceptual experience. It is a process that goes from life to art and from art back to life. It 

is a perspectivist method of analysis that looks at plays as fields of ideality and disclosure. 

Aesthetic refraction helps me to think about how experiences in the world dialogue with 

crafted experiences in art. It relates a world of living experiences to a world of imaginative 

experiences and vice versa. However, as a caveat, aesthetic refraction does not answer 

questions regarding what the world is. It only suggests how it could be experienced. 

 
humanity and our irreducible differences. In the case of art, the artistic object offers an aesthetic 

experience rather than a conceptual one to interrogate the meaning of being human. 
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In dramatic literature, structure and character are not just the product of artistic 

experimentation but also of particular experiences that condition how the content is 

organized in the work through a particular form.30 Aesthetic refraction allows me to look at 

how experience is imaginatively characterized and structured in a play. As a paradigm of 

interpretation, it allows me to disclose the singularity of the character’s interactions within 

the structure of the play, the singularity of the structure in relation to the characters, and the 

singularity of the play itself. Aesthetic refraction looks at characters as ipseities that interact 

throughout the structure of the work between themselves, others, environments and ideas. 

 
30 Nick Zangwill points out that structure and content are intrinsically related in novels and plays, 

“the structure of the novel or play has a role which is either subservient to that content, or which is at 

least intimately bound up with it.” The non-formal aesthetic properties of a play, like historical 

context, are necessary conditions for its proper assessment. Zangwill, Nick. “Feasible Aesthetic 

Formalism.” Nous, Vol. 33, No. 4 (Dec., 1999), pp. 610-629. Benjamin Harshaw speaks of internal 

and external fields of reference to provide an account of functional features of fiction. The internal 

field of reference relies on the work of art itself, in parallel to the external field of reference of the real 

world. Those fields never meet although they interact thoroughly. Benjamin Harshaw, “Fictionality 

and Fields of Reference: Remarks on a Theoretical Framework,” Poetics Today, 5, no. 2 (1984): 227- 

251. Stacie Friend argues that when a story engages readers and audiences there must be a Reality 

Assumption Principle in operation. When a reader is engaged by the perils of Odysseus, she does not 

need Homer’s words to know that the king of Ithaca has eyes, liver, and functional lungs. The reader 

assumes all these. In Friend’s account, fiction emerges from reality as its metaphor in the work of art. 

Stacie Friend, “The Real Foundation of Fictional Worlds,” Australasian Journal of Philosophy, 95, 

no. 1 (2017): 29-42. 
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Applied to the analysis of African American drama, it allows me to theorize about ipseity, 

breaking up both the idea of a generic black identity and a standardized black aesthetic. In 

order to buttress my theorization, I will make a close-reading of six African American plays 

looking for their treatment of character and structure in relation to ipseity as interaction. In 

this chapter, I propose an analysis of Alice Childress’ Trouble in Mind31 (1955) and Adrienne 

Kennedy’s Funnyhouse of a Negro (1964) using ipseity and aesthetic refraction. I argue that 

Childress problematizes black characterization through a metatheatrical structure and 

Kennedy discloses different ascriptions of value to group identities using a structure that 

works through accumulation.    

A. Planes of Representation 

Olga Dungan recalls how Alice Childress left her acting career and started writing 

because of “racism, a double black-listing system, and a feeling of being somewhat alone in 

my ideas caused me to know I could more freely express myself as a writer.”32 In an 

interview by Ann Shockley, Childress reveals how her being interracial also contributed to 

her decision to shift from acting to writing: “I will never forget the words, ‘you’re too light to 

 
31 The title of the play alludes to the 1924 vaudeville blues-style song by Richard M. Jones that 

became an early blues standard. Childress’s stage directions suggest blues music at the beginning, 

between acts and in a transition by the end of act II, perhaps as a reference to a mournful and troubled 

state of mind.    

32 Olga Dungan, “Telling the Truth: Alice Childress as Theorist and Playwright,” The Journal of 

Negro History, 81, no. 1/4 (Winter - Autumn, 1996): 123-136. 
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play this part’… This is the reason I dropped out of acting, I said I can express myself on a 

piece of paper and I stayed with it trying to do that.”33 These remarks suggest how Childress 

experienced as an individual the collective conundrums of race in the production system of 

her time. The need to express her own ideas, her race, and her “degree” of complexion were 

factors for her own personal commitment as a playwright. In her work Trouble in Mind, 

Stewart F. Lane suggests that she “centers [the play] on the troubled production of a fictional 

anti-lynching show called Chaos in Belleville, written and produced by whites, which 

includes a mostly black cast.”34 Childress’s play confronts the process of producing a 

lynching play on the “Great White Way” (i.e. Broadway) several years before the Civil 

Rights Act of 1964. The title itself alludes to a psychological conflict created by a racialized 

environment that seeps into the rehearsal room. Whose trouble is it? The characters’? The 

cast’s? The production team’s? The audience’s? America’s? 

In Trouble in Mind Childress interrogates the production of theatrical representations in a 

time prior to the major legal achievements of the Civil Rights Movement in the US. As 

Corinne Enaudeau points out, representations are mediations, conventions, or human-made 

constructs.35 In the case of the representation of group identities, they are susceptible to being 

designed by some and cast upon others. In her play, Childress presents the production of a 

 
33 Alice Childress, Selected Plays, ed. Kathy A. Perkins (Evanston: Northwestern University 

Press, 2011), xx-xxi.  

34 Stewart F. Lane, Black Broadway (New York: Square One Publishers, 2015), 138. 

35 Corinne Enaudeau, La paradoja de la representación (Buenos Aires: Paidós, 1999), 27. 
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Broadway show created by whites about a stereotypical version of Black American life in the 

Jim Crow South. She uses a metatheatrical structure that creates two planes of representation: 

one portrays the world of the production process, the other the world of the play that is being 

produced. Through the first plane, Childress offers her perspective about the working 

conditions for Black Americans in the entertainment industry of her time. Her portrayal is so 

appalling that most of her characters in Trouble in Mind reveal a compromising attitude. 

Only one of the black characters, Wiletta Mayer, presents a case of self-determination. 

Through the second plane of representation, Childress portrays a play within the play called 

Chaos in Belleville, in which the black characters are represented as stereotypes of Christian 

submission, lacking social power and political autonomy, victims without agency. The play 

within the play deals with the lynching of a young man for his exercising of voting rights. 

Subsequently, his family gives him away to the white authorities who cannot protect him 

from the rage of a white mob.  

Childress’s structural strategy creates a conflict between these two planes of 

representation, presenting a black cast that must perform a stereotypical play about blacks. 

Her metatheatrical structure discloses a conflict between performer and character, 

particularly embodied by Wiletta Mayers, a character who refuses to play the stereotypical 

role as it is written in which she is cast. Through Childress’s play, it is possible to localize the 

tensions between group identity and ipseity in terms of casting. The connotations of the word 

“casting” make it suitable to describe group identity, in Appiah’s terms, as a patterned idea 

that fulfills certain expectations about people. Here I am mobilizing casting as a process of 

producing patterned representations of groups, matching them to persons, and realizing them 

through performance. In Trouble in Mind, Childress casts a group of black performers, in 
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roles created by a white artistic team, to convey a patterned representation of blacks during 

the Jim Crow era. But at the same time, she recasts the representation of black characters, 

particularly through Wiletta Mayers, offering an image of self-determination as a strategy for 

self-representation. Rather than portraying her as a victimized and static character, Childress 

gives Wiletta a self-determined attitude as the result of a process of interactions throughout 

the play. By the end of Trouble in Mind, Wiletta exchanges a compromising attitude for a 

subversive stance at the risk of losing her opportunity to perform on Broadway. 

It is possible to find an autobiographical dimension in Wiletta’s character. As Olga 

Duncan remarks, Childress was deeply interested as playwright in presenting fully-realized 

characters rather than stereotypical versions.36 She was personally interested in subverting 

the image of the illiterate black character, avoiding the pervasive caricatures of her time in 

which her own husband, Alvin Childress, took part with his role as Amos on the TV show 

The Amos 'n' Andy Show (1951–1953). According to James V. Hatch, Childress works were 

optioned for Broadway eleven times, “and each time never performed because she would not 

compromise.”37 Kathy A. Perkins recalls that Trouble in Mind opened on November 3 or 4, 

 
36 Dugan, “Telling the Truth,” 123- 136. 

37 Errol G. Hill and James V. Hatch, A History of African American Theatre (Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 2003), 361 
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1955 at the Greenwich Mews Theatre in NYC and ran for ninety-one performances.3839 She 

points out that “Childress was asked to move the play to Broadway with a series of rewrites. 

Her frustration with the constant request to accommodate the various white producers 

resulted in her refusing to continue rewriting.”40 Trouble in Mind was meant to be the first 

Broadway production of a Black American female playwright, instead of Lorraine 

Hansberry’s A Raisin in the Sun (1959), but things worked out differently.  

In Trouble in Mind, Childress portrays Wiletta as a performer longing for an opportunity 

to prove her acting talents on Broadway. However, she is hired to perform a character she 

regards as a stereotype. As mentioned above, the conflictive interaction between character 

and performer that Childress unveils is delivered through the meta-theatrical structure of the 

work. Structuring the conflict using multiple planes of representation unveils the political 

implication of characterization and enables an interrogation of the politics of casting. In 

terms of aesthetic refraction, Childress’s metatheatrical structure unveils how representation 

and performance can cast a stereotypical idea on a group identity. But what is crucial in her 

play is how she uses an individual character rather than the whole black cast to deliver her 

critique. As Dungan points out, “Childress linked the meaning of black theatre with the great 

need to represent African-Americans on the stage in images and through stories that 

 
38 Childress, Selected Plays, 48. 

39 Clipping files of the James Weldon Johnson Memorial Collection, “The Greenwich Mews 

Theatre presents Trouble in Mind,” Theatre program, Beinecke Rare Book & Manuscript Library.  

40 Childress, Selected Plays, xxv. 
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vindicate their collective and individual identity.”41 I argue that in Trouble in Mind Childress 

interrogates the politics of casting using a metatheatrical structure, which articulates how a 

performer interacts with a character and how individual self-determination can be mobilized 

as a means for collective self-representation. Childress recasts the performance of black 

identity through a singular character who reclaims it as her own. In what follows I will focus 

my analysis on specific moments within the play wherein the metatheatrical structure 

highlights interactions between performer and character. My focus will be on a reading of 

Wiletta as an ipseity who recasts patterns of performance through self-determination.  

B. Patterns of Performance 

 As mentioned before, the metatheatrical structure of Trouble in Mind is crucial to 

interrogate the politics of casting. In terms of aesthetic refraction, Childress uses structure to 

interrogate the production of theatrical performance, disclosing how a work of fiction can use 

patterns of performance to stereotype a group identity, and how power dynamics in the 

production process can reinforce it. Childress uses a singular character, Wiletta Mayers, as 

main agent of her critique. Through Wiletta, Childress enables a more accurate self-

representation of a collectivity by mobilizing the self-determination of an individual. 

Thinking on Wiletta as a fictional ipseity helps us to focus our attention on her singular 

interactions through the story. In Childress’s text, Wiletta acquires a singular value as a 

differentiated individual among the cast of Black performers. It is possible to follow an arc in 

Wiletta’s development as a character who goes from a compromising attitude to an almost 

 
41 Dungan, “Telling the Truth,” 126. 
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revolutionary stance. Childress depicts her as an experienced professional actress for whom 

an opportunity to perform on Broadway is finally available. In one of the first scenes of the 

play, she presents Wiletta’s point of view regarding the working conditions for black 

performers of the time: “colored” folks do show business, not theatre, and it is expected from 

them to be “natural” rather than literate. Moreover, they should play the “yes man” role, 

always eager to please the white people in charge. Wiletta’s lines reveal her self-

consciousness about her work: “things that aggravate me always run for a long time.”42 

Nevertheless, she compromises herself because of the lack of opportunities available on 

Broadway to fulfill her artistic aspirations. Childress elaborates on this conundrum, when 

Wiletta and another black member of the cast express their frustration over only being cast in 

stereotypical characters to perform formulaic stage business on stage and screen. Wiletta 

states, “I always say it’s the man’s play, the man’s money, and the man’s theater, so what 

you gonna do?”43 These lines disclose a political dimension of casting that will be pervasive 

in the text. Following Appiah’s view, casting appears as a matching between performer and 

character, a site of production and reproduction of ideas, patterns and expectations about 

groups that influences the creative process.  

Childress presents the character of Al Manners, the white liberal director, as the person in 

charge of casting, producing and directing the play within the play, Chaos in Belleville. 

According to his first lines, his motives seem to be benign, advocating social justice as the 

 
42 Childress, Selected Plays, 54. 

43 Idem, 57. 
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main cause for the production. However, Childress presents Chaos in Bellevile as a play 

written and directed by whites about the black experience of lynching. The production of this 

play within the play does not enable a moment of self-representation either in the writing of 

the text or in its staging. The power differential between directing, scripting and performing 

becomes more and more evident in the course of the story, with the black performers being 

cast from someone else’s idea about their own group identity. In the first scene of rehearsal, 

Childress introduces a moment wherein the power asymmetries in the production process 

become apparent. During this scene, Manners becomes frustrated over the inexperience of a 

young, aspiring white actress, and then reacts by throwing a paper on the floor. He asks 

Wiletta to pick it up, and she reacts with “a quick flare of temper,”44 feeling herself insulted 

by the bossy request, but eventually yields. According to Manners’s lines, he was trying to 

provoke Wiletta through Method Acting techniques to elicit a vivid reaction, adducing an 

artistic purpose: “You did what came naturally, you believed… That is the quality I want in 

your work… the firm texture of truth.”45 However, it is ambiguous whether Manners’s 

reaction was a slip of mind or a self-conscious, Method Acting provocation. 

In this scene, the text refracts the image of a white liberal director ordering an action of a 

black performer that associates to the contemporary stereotype of blacks as menial workers. 

The ambiguity with which Childress composes the moment puts into question Manners’s true 

intentions. Arguably, Childress is enticing audiences and readers to question themselves 

 
44 Idem, 64.  

45 Idem, 65. 
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about the director’s true ideas regarding blacks, hinting on the character’s belief in black 

servitude as something “natural,” beneath his purported liberal façade. Later in the story, 

Childress presents a moment in which Manners asks Wiletta to sing a tacky song that he 

regards as a masterpiece. Wiletta sings it in a formulaic way, sorrowful and submissive, 

anticipating his expectations. After the successful performance, Manners interrogates her 

regarding what she was thinking about while singing, but she has no answer. Her 

performance matched a pattern rather than a search for emotional truth, and the director 

demands “truthful” motivation. Through Manners’s subsequent remark, Childress refracts 

again an idea of blacks as menial workers associated to contemporary social roles in the 

1950s: “I’m sure you’ve never worked this way before, but you’re not carrying a tray or 

answering doorbells, this is substance, meat.”46 Then, the text depicts a rehearsal practice in 

which Manners provokes Wiletta through a word-association exercise. In this moment, 

Childress refracts the contemporary social struggle of blacks for equal rights:  

MANNERS: Montgomery!  

WILETTA: Alabama.  

MANNERS: Montgomery!  

WILETTA: Alabama.  

MANNERS: Montgomery!   

WILETTA: Reverend King is speakin’ on Sunday.  

MANNERS: Colored.  

 
46 Idem, 75.  
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WILETTA: Lights changin’ colors all around me.  

MANNERS: Colored. 

WILETTA: They got any colored in that buildin’? 

MANNERS: Children, little children. 

WILETTA: Children… children… ‘Pick up that paper!’ Oh, my… 

MANNERS: Lynching. 

WILETTA: Killin’! Killin’! 

MANNERS: Killling. 

WILETTA: It’s the man’s theater, the man’s money, so what you gonna do? 

MANNERS: Oh, Wiletta… I don’t know! Darkness!  

WILETTA: A star! Oh, I can’t, I don’t like it… 

MANNERS: Sing.47  

According to the stage directions, Wiletta now sings full of strength and self-assurance. It 

is the song of a woman “who could fight the world.”48 However, it elicits a negative reaction 

from Manners, who neglects Wiletta’s second performance. He prefers the first one, 

sorrowful and submissive, which matched his expectations about what black performers 

should do. But Childress uses this moment to signal a crucial turning point in Wiletta’s 

character. For the first time in the play, she does not perform according to a pattern to satisfy 

someone else’s expectations, but instead expresses her inner feelings and her personal stance, 

 
47 Idem, 76. 

48 Idem. 
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transforming her delivery into a defiant performance. The change is crucial. Childress 

transforms Wiletta’s stereotypical way to perform into a new one that recasts her role as 

performer. This time the performance is driven by herself rather than by an imposed pattern 

of performance. Her mode of interaction as performer has radically changed. A different 

sense of ipseity is born. 

Patterns of performance are linked to ideas about groups, which bear behavioral 

expectations associated with social roles. They are related to what Pierre Bourdieu calls 

habitus, a set of behavioral dispositions internalized since early age. Habitus is grounded in 

what Bourdieu calls a bodily hexis, “a durable way of standing, speaking, walking, and 

thereby of feeling and thinking.”49 Habitus is a set of doings that are the outcome of an 

internalized set of behavioral dispositions. Following Bourdieu, patterns of performance can 

be construed as a set of formulaic doings matched to groups through performance. They are a 

performative habitus that determines modes of group identity. But in Childress’s text, Wiletta 

breaks through these expected patterns of performance to recast her role as an artist. Patterns 

of performance are constructions, not fates.  The ends can be rebuilt. 

In Trouble in Mind, Childress develops the moment of personal crisis that Wiletta has as 

a result of Manners’s critical remarks on her singing. In the scene that follows, Childress 

portrays Wiletta together with an old black actor, Sheldon, who asserts that “Man says 

somethin’ to me, I say… ‘Yes, sure, certainly.’ You ‘n’ me know how to do. That ain’t 

 
49 Pierre Bourdieu, The Logic of Practice (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1980), pp. 69-70, 

in Appiah, The Lies that Bind, 21. 
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tommin’, that’s common sense. You and me… we don’t mind talkin’ low because we tryin’ 

to accomplish somethin’…”.50 Sheldon’s lines mirror Willeta’s during her scene at the top of 

the play. The lines refract how patterns of performance become a survival strategy for blacks 

at the risk of falling under the stereotype of Uncle Tom. Their performances correspond to 

expected patterns of behavior rather than moments of self-expression. But at this point in the 

play Wiletta is experiencing an existential conundrum. Her following lines disclose a state of 

psychological bewilderment, “I mind… I don mind… I mind… I mind…,” that resonates 

with the play’s title. On the contrary, Sheldon’s lines reinforce the idea of compromise as 

strategy for the black performer under the working conditions that the play depicts: “Well, 

yeah, we all mind… but you got to swaller what you mind. What you mind won’t buy beans. 

I mean, you gotta take what you mind to survive… to eat, to breathe.”51 In contrast, Childress 

mobilizes for Wiletta a first moment of self-determination triggered by Sheldon’s insistence 

on a compromising attitude: “I mind. Leave me alone.”52 By the end of act 1, it seems as if 

Wiletta is suddenly caught by a realization: “I want to be an actress! […] they stone us when 

we try to go to school, the world’s crazy […] Every damn body pushin’ me off the face of the 

 
50 Idem, 78. 

51 Idem. 

52 Idem. 
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earth! I want to be an actress… hell, I’m gonna be one, you hear me? […] Why in the hell 

not?”53  

The awakening of self-determination in Wiletta is the birth of a new sense of ipseity for 

the character. Up to this point, Childress has been presenting her character with a 

compromising attitude towards the white production team, yearning for an opportunity on 

Broadway. But by the end of act 1, she recasts Wiletta into a character determined to interact 

with the world on her own terms without yielding. This turning point becomes a moment of 

self-determination based on singular interactions. It is the new way the character interacts 

that determines her new sense of ipseity. In act 2, Childress’s dramaturgical strategy will 

make of Wiletta a character who subverts her being cast in patterns of performance within 

both the play within the play and the production process. What is telling about Childress’s 

dramaturgy is that her metatheatrical structure presents the tensions among performer, 

character and production from the perspective of the individual rather than the group. 

Wiletta’s new way of interacting is an instance of self-determination and difference at the 

individual level, which enables a new sense of ipseity and resonates at the collective level as 

an act of self-representation.  

C. Recasting 

Childress presents a different Wiletta in her entrance in act 2. According to the text, she 

comes in “tired and worn” after rehearsing at home with her neighbor, Miss Green, a woman 

who puts on shows at the local church and has an uncle who was a sharecropper in the South. 

 
53 Idem, 80. 
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Apparently, Miss Green told her that she couldn’t find a sound “justification” for Chaos in 

Belleville’s plot, because “‘The third act is not the natural outcome of the first.’”54 Childress 

portrays Manners’s reply to this comment full of dismissiveness, “Make me a solemn 

promise, don’t start thinking.”55 The implication is clear: it is not the job of black performers 

to think about the script, the plot and the characters, just to perform without questioning. The 

performer is cast to a predetermined role. However, Childress’s text subverts this 

deterministic process by making of Wiletta a character who asserts her own point of view 

about dramatic performance, defying the imposition of fixed patterns of performance. 

Trouble in Mind becomes a place that recasts the image of the black character. Childress’s 

text challenges the power asymmetry between scripting, directing and performing by 

asserting an unyielding sense of ipseity in the main character. 

When Childress presents in Trouble in Mind the reading rehearsal of the third act of 

Chaos in Belleville, the characters of the play within the play appear as black peasants in a 

patterned, melodramatic plot: Ruby, Petunia and Sam, the black workers of the manor, are 

waiting with Carrie, the compassionate and young white mistress, for Job, the young black 

who defied white Southerners with his voting, on a foreboding night. Childress purposefully 

uses stereotypical names and a melodramatic conflict to satirize the production. The 

rehearsed scene depicts the moment in which a lynching mob is out there looking for Job 

after he exercised his voting rights. The black characters of the play within the play wait for 

 
54 Idem, 85. 

55 Idem. 
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him singing Negro spirituals and asking for deliverance, full of submission and hopelessness 

in a stereotypical fashion. The choice of Job as a name for the pivotal character of Chaos in 

Belleville is not accidental. It evokes the Judeo-Christian figure as the epitome of resignation 

to divine fate and patience in suffering. According to the stage directions, Wiletta embodies 

Ruby, Job’s mother, in a “direct and thoughtful” way, which Manners initially disapproves 

without openly stating it. She performs her character’s actions convincing Job, interpreted by 

the youngest black member of the cast, to give himself up to the white authorities who will 

take his fate in their rightful hands. Wiletta puts on a frenzied religious ritual invoking God’s 

will to “Reach [Job] tonight! Take the fear and hatred out of his soul.” Job, who initially has 

a defiant attitude towards whites, reacts to the exorcism, saying, “Stop, I can’t stand no more. 

Whatever you say, anything you say.”56 In the play within the play, Childress presents a plot 

in which the defiant political attitude of a character like Job is quenched by the 

submissiveness of his own community. The portrayal of blacks in Chaos in Belleville obeys 

patterns of performance that stereotype group identity.  

When rehearsal is over, Childress depicts a scene in which Wiletta expresses to Manners 

her discomfort about the representation of blacks in Chaos in Belleville. But Manners 

justifies it adducing that the play is sending a message against lynching without antagonizing 

the audience. John, the young actor who interprets Job, favors Manners’s side saying that the 

characters of Chaos in Belleville “Are not like us. They’re good, kind, folksy people… but 

 
56 Idem. 
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they’re ignorant, they just don’t know.”57 With John, Childress depicts a black character 

convinced that the stereotyped representation of Southern blacks in Chaos in Belleville is a 

legitimate characterization. Manners’s influence upon him throughout the play, using 

flattering and promises of greatness, has convinced him that those stereotypes correspond to 

actual people who are not “like us.” In terms of ipseity as interaction, Trouble in Mind 

discloses how a stereotyped idea about blacks can be internalized by blacks, as John does, 

but also questioned, as Wiletta does. There is a range of interactions between performer and 

character in the black cast of Trouble in Mind. The way Wiletta interacts with her character is 

not the same as John’s. Although both Wiletta and John belong to the same group identity, 

they differ as ipseities: their singular interactions with the idea of blacks depicted in Chaos in 

Belleville open a range of perspectives. John confirms as legitimate his being cast in a 

stereotypical character up to the point of believing in its validity. On the contrary, Wiletta 

questions that validity by asserting her own views through an act of self-determination.  

The different interactions of John and Wiletta disclose a personal dimension in these 

characters. Singular interaction, as an instantiation of ipseity, determines their views on 

matters of performance. For instance, when rehearsal restarts after lunch break, the stage 

directions describe Wiletta delivering her lines “with real force,” imbuing her character with 

assurance and assertion. Instead of giving Job up to the white authorities, Wiletta “tries to 

rise” him twice until she says, “Aw, get up off the floor, wallowin’ around like that.” 

According to the text, Manners intervenes to stop her transgression, but she is self-

 
57 Idem, 97-98. 
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determined to keep it going: “Tell me, why this boy’s people turned against him? Why we 

sendin’ him out into the teeth of a lynch mob? I’m his mother and I’m sendin’ him to his 

death. This is a lie […] The writer wants the damn white man to be the hero—and I’m the 

villain […] Why don’t his people help him?”58 In this revelatory moment, Wiletta is the only 

black member of the cast speaking her mind about what she thinks is the right choice in a 

moment of danger for her character in Chaos in Belleville. When Manners affirms, “The 

story goes a certain way and…,” then Wiletta rebukes, “It ought to go another way.”59  

Childress presents a self-determined character who rejects the version of her collectivity 

portrayed in the play that she must perform. Instead of accepting the stereotypical narrative 

and the role in which she is cast, Wiletta asserts her right to tell the story from her own 

perspective. She attempts to recast herself and the representation of black characters, thus 

denying the artistic validity of the script and the director’s vision. Trouble in Mind reaches its 

climax when Wiletta dismisses the purported moral message of Chaos in Belleville, “they 

should stop lynchin’ innocent men! Fine thing! Lynch the guilty, is that the idea?,” and 

accuses Manners of racism, “You don’t want to hear. You are a prejudiced man. A 

prejudiced racist.”60 Subsequently, Childress presents a long speech by Manners in which he 

discloses for the first time his own beliefs. The speech is a recounting of his upbringing in a 

racist environment, his own struggles ascending the ruthless showbusiness ladder, and a 

 
58 Idem, 106-107. 

59 Idem, 107. 

60 Idem. 
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commentary about the American public of the time. Through this speech, Childress offers a 

vision of a hypothetical Broadway of mid-twentieth century. The text implies that Broadway 

theatre culture is mostly white, condescending towards minorities, and in denial of a complex 

social reality covered up by melodramatic portrayals. The action reaches its peak when 

Wiletta questions Manners whether he would send his own son to be murdered by a lynching 

mob. By now, Childress has created a situation in which the character of Manners is so 

“wound up” that he answers to Wiletta “without thinking:” “Don’t compare yourself to me! 

What goes for my son doesn’t necessarily go for yours! Don’t compare him [points to John] 

… with three strikes against him, don’t compare him with my son, they’ve got nothing in 

common… not a goddamn thing!”61 The text presents a shameful disclosure of Manners’s 

true beliefs in contradiction to his purported liberal humanism. The claim for social justice of 

the white liberal character is nothing but a façade.  

This decisive moment in the story has been the result of a multiplicity of interactions 

throughout the play of which Wiletta has been the epicenter. The way she now interacts with 

the role she must perform is the opposite of at the top of the play. Childress now depicts 

Wiletta as defiant and unyielding, capable of cornering the white director to disclose his 

underlying beliefs. After that, the production of Chaos in Belleville goes into a state of 

uncertainty. The reaction of the black cast is mostly compromising, and Wiletta is left alone 

in her struggle for self-representation. Difference and singularity have a price. To be heard, 

she must not stand apart. However, as mentioned above, Childress’s text becomes in itself 

 
61 Idem. 
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the platform for such a call in a time when blacks lacked equality of access to rights and 

representation in society and theatre. It is an affirmation that change can start at the 

individual level. Through Wiletta’s singular interactions and the metatheatrical structure, 

Childress’s play unveils an aspect of the politics of casting. She foregrounds the tensions 

between performer, character and production. Wiletta’s conflict with the role she must 

embody exposes how performance is not a neutral endeavor, and how it can be used to cast 

patterns of performance to stereotype a group identity. But the way Childress unfolds the 

action in her text underlines a singular dimension of character, related to individual 

difference, that cannot be entirely addressed by group identity. Rather, Wiletta is better 

understood through her personal self-determination and her singular interactions, which 

subvert patterns of performance without relying on the group. She acquires an 

uncompromising ipseity that subverts stereotyping through her new way to interact with the 

world.  

In my analysis of Trouble in Mind I show how, on the one hand, ipseity can be a useful 

concept to analyze character looking for the singularity of its interactions throughout the 

story. In other words, the interactive nature of ipseity opens the possibility to analyze the 

singular dimension of character and its process of change, opening a space of difference 

within group identities. On the other hand, aesthetic refraction can be mobilized to recover an 

individual dimension of the play linked to the author’s artistic project. It helps the critic to 

understand how a play refracts, structures and characterizes an imaginative perspective of the 

world. For instance, aesthetic refraction helps to disclose in a work like Trouble in Mind how 

Childress was self-aware of the politics of casting in her time in relation to race, and how the 

work refracts the individual as a source of self-determination and even self-representation. I 
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give a reading of Trouble in Mind using both aesthetic refraction and ipseity underlying the 

singular interaction of some characters in the metatheatrical structure of the work. Ipseity and 

aesthetic refraction expose how Childress’s play unveils a political quality of fiction in 

relation to group identity. The metatheatrical structure of the work and Childress’s 

characterization unfold the political implications of performing a character onstage, as an act 

that can either reinforce or subvert public opinion about group identities.  

As analytical tools, ipseity and aesthetic refraction open an understanding of character 

and structure in African American plays in relation to the author’s singular and collective 

perspectives. An application of both to the analysis of Trouble in Mind reveals how a 

dramatic character can be used to reinforce or defy patterns of performance and stereotype, 

but also how a play can be a medium of self-determination and self-representation. In 

Childress’s work, the politics of casting become a matter of artistic integrity at the heart of 

the constraints imposed by modes of production and reproduction in profit-oriented venues 

like Broadway. In what follows I will expand the use of ipseity and aesthetic refraction as 

analytical tools by interrogating how a play problematizes ideas of social assimilation. I will 

focus my analysis on Sarah-Negro, the protagonist of Adrienne Kennedy’s Funnyhouse of a 

Negro. 

D. The Character is the Statement 

Ricoeur’s account of ipseity as interaction complements our understanding of character. 

In his hermeneutic project, he develops the idea of ipse-identity relating interaction to 

narrativity. In his view, ipse-identity entails the construction of an idea about oneself 

throughout time, based on one’s interactions. The “I” is a subject of action in this narrative, 
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the protagonist of own story, but a character in everyone else’s, an object. The subject “I” 

acts in his own narrative and the object “me” is acted upon in others’s. This relation between 

ipseity as interaction and narrativity can be observed in Funnyhouse of a Negro. The 

protagonist, Negro-Sarah, develops a narrative of selfhood based on the antagonistic 

narratives of her group identities. In Kennedy’s text there are many tensions between the 

different group identities that coalesce in Sarah. A concept like ipseity is suitable to analyze 

how this character interacts with her different narratives, which correspond to the different 

groups that create her conflictive sense of selfhood. I propose a reading of the play looking at 

tensions between what I call the narratives of belonging that determine Sarah’s sense of 

ipseity.  

I will analyze Negro-Sarah’s construction of narratives of belonging through what H. L. 

A. Hart calls ascription.62 Following J. L. Austin’s speech acts theory, Hart proposes a 

performative reading of utterances in terms of what language does in the social realm rather 

than what it merely describes in the world. Hart developed the idea of ascription in lieu of 

description as the prime function of sentences of the form “he did it,” which, according to 

him, ascribe responsibility to the agent. Borrowing from Hart, I will use ascription in terms 

of value rather than accountability as the main performative function. In our present case, 

ascription of value refers to the attribution of worth to racial narratives. I argue that 

Funnyhouse of a Negro, as an expressionistic work, makes visible the effects of Sarah’s 

 
62 H. L. A. Hart, “The Ascription of Responsibility and Rights,” Proceedings of the Aristotelian 

Society 49 (1948 - 1949): 171-194. 
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interactions with her own narratives of belonging in relation to the different values that she 

ascribes to them.  

First performed in 1964, before the main legislative achievements of the Civil Rights 

Movement, Funnyhouse of a Negro offers an introspective and retrospective journey into the 

mind of a college-educated, interracial young woman before her purported suicide. The play 

presents a voyage of recollections, stories and identifications in which the ideas63 of Negro-

Sarah about her interracial heritage are exposed on stage through her multiple inner personae. 

According to Lorraine A. Brown, acculturation plays a significant role in Kennedy’s 

portrayal of her main character by means of internalization and assimilation.64 Acculturation 

pushes Sarah to sever her ties with all things black and African and to identify herself with 

European culture and whiteness. As a process of ipseity formation, acculturation is related to 

casting. In Funnyhouse, Sarah struggles to cast herself in one of her group identities while 

casting out the other. According to David L. Sam and John W. Berry, “humans have the 

tendency to put others and themselves into categories, and this helps us to associate (i.e., 

identify) with certain groups and not others. Moreover, humans compare the group they 

 
63 Elaborating on Appiah’s theorization of group identity as ideas, patterns and expectations, Ian 

Hackings regards group identities as constructs, which corresponds to ideas about people. These ideas 

can be the product of self-expression or impositions. Ian Hacking, The Social Construction of What? 

(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1999). 

64 Lorraine A. Brown, “‘For the Characters Are Myself’: Adrienne Kennedy’s Funnyhouse of a 

Negro,” African American Review 50, no. 4 (Winter 2017): 540-542. 
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belong to with others, and there is a tendency to have a favorable bias toward seeing positive 

qualities of the group to which we belong, thereby boosting our self image.”65 However, they 

point out that “Not every group or individual enters into, participates in, or changes in the 

same way during their acculturation. Vast individual differences in psychological 

acculturation exist, even among individuals who have the same cultural origin and who live 

in the same acculturative arena.”66  

In terms of aesthetic refraction, Kennedy refracts the singular role that acculturation 

played in the US during the mid-twentieth century, when the African American middle-class 

was emerging in the North after the Great Migration a generation earlier. Like Amiri Baraka 

in Dutchman (1964), Kennedy presents a black character who tries to embody the manners, 

costumes and values of white, middle-class America. The play refracts the role of 

acculturation in a singular, interracial individual for whom group identities become a matter 

of either/or rather than both/and. The text instantiates a mental structure in which narratives 

of belonging clash, to the detriment of the character’s sense of ipseity. Kennedy constructs in 

Sarah an interracial character, refracted in a multiplicity of mental personae that cannot be 

reconciled either inside or outside. These personae are textually and visually represented 

using multiple aspects that evoke a cadre of group identities. Europe and Africa, whiteness 

and blackness, male and female, colonizer and colonized coalesce as aspects of Sarah’s sense 

 
65 David L. Sam and John W. Berry, “Acculturation: When Individuals and Groups of Different 

Cultural Backgrounds Meet,” Perspectives on Psychological Science 5, no. 4 (2010): 475. 

66 Idem, 473. 
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of ipseity. The impossibility of harmony between these dichotomies has psychological 

consequences of tragic proportions. Kennedy presents Sarah’s mind as a place of multiple 

group identities in deadly opposition. The opposition is expressed in psychological fashion, 

although the social implication is patent. The ascription of value to different group identities 

is reflective of a culture that renders belonging to some groups more desirable than others. 

In terms of aesthetic refraction, the autobiographical dimension of the play is made 

apparent in Kennedy’s On the Writing of Funnyhouse of a Negro.67 According to her 

account, she completed the play in Rome, in the last week of July 1961. The play was the 

artistic outcome of a journey that started around the end of September, 1960, when she and 

her family left New York by sea on the Queen Elizabeth. They spent time in Europe and 

Africa, stopping in London, Paris, Madrid, Casablanca and Monrovia, before settling in 

Accra. According to Kennedy, “The imagery of Funnyhouse of a Negro was born by seeing 

those places: Queen Victoria, the statue in front of Buckingham Palace, Patrice Lumumba on 

posters and small cards all over Ghana, murdered just after we arrived in Ghana, fall 1960; 

the savannahs in Ghana, the white frankopenny trees, the birth of Ghana newly freed from 

England, scenes of Nkrumah on cloth murals and posters. And this was the first time in my 

life that it was impossible to keep my hair straightened.”68 Kennedy’s testimony is an 

example of how artistic creation refracts personal experience. Like Alice Childress, Kennedy 

 
67 Adrienne Kennedy, The Adrienne Kennedy Reader (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 

Press, 2001), 27-28. If it’s not stated otherwise, further references are from this edition. 

68 Idem. 
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was an interracial author in a time when mixed-race marriages were illegal in some parts of 

the US. Her growing up in an integrated, middle class environment in Cleveland, her 

sojourns to Montezuma, Georgia, the home of her white maternal grandfather,69 her time in 

Ohio State University where she lived in segregated dormitories and suffered racial bigotry,70 

her love for classic Hollywood cinema, and her travels to Europe and Africa during 

decolonization71 were crucial to forge a perspective about race, culture and history at the time 

when she was conceiving Funnyhouse of a Negro. 

In an interview with James V. Hatch, Kennedy reported that “the audiences, particularly 

the Black audiences, did not like [the production], and a controversy broke out in the Black 

press. Some considered Funnyhouse a laundering of ‘dirty linen’ because the racism of 

lighter Blacks against darker African Americans should not be aired in public.”72 This 

suggests a tension between the idea of a homogeneous black community during the Civil 

Rights era and the expression of artistic difference. The assumption that the black community 

was homogeneous, and that black art should be articulated as a collective means to achieve a 

 
69 Alex Soloski, “A Scrapbook Fill with Fury,” The New York Times, January 13, 2013, AR7. 

70 James V. Hatch and Ted Shine, Black Theatre USA: The Recent Period 1935-Present (New 

York: The Free Press, 1996), 333. 

71 Kennedy, The Adrienne Kennedy Reader, 27-28. 

72 Hatch and Shine, Black Theatre USA, 334. 
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common political end, threatened Kennedy’s freedom of expression as an individual artist 

and her interrogation of intragroup racial issues. 

Arguably, Kennedy’s play was not composed to purposefully deliver a social critique or a 

political message. The text can better be seen as a field of interrogation for psychological and 

environmental aspects related to an interracial ipseity. As one exemplary passage from a 

published version of the play suggests, “Too then, there is no theme. No statement. I might 

borrow a statement, struggle to fabricate a theme, borrow one from my contemporaries, 

renew one from the master, hawkishly scan other stories searching for statements, consider 

the theme then deceive myself that I held such a statement within me, refusing to accept the 

fact that a statement has to come from an ordered force. I might try to join horizontal 

elements such as dots on a horizontal line, or create a centrifugal force, or create causes and 

effects so that they would equal a quantity but it would be a lie. For the statement is the 

characters and the characters are myself.”73 The extract illustrates how Kennedy focuses her 

play on the interrogation of character and selfhood rather than on the delivery of a political 

statement. In terms of aesthetic refraction, her play offers an exploration of character through 

a structure that makes visible psychosocial conflicts of an interracial body. Kennedy’s play 

 
73 The cited passage can be found in some editions of the play like William Brasmer and 

Dominick Consolo (eds.), Black Drama: An Anthology (Columbus: Merril, 1970), and Clinton Oliver 

and Stephanie Sills, Contemporary Black Drama, (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1971). It is 

not included in Adrienne Kennedy, In One Act (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1988) or 

Adrienne Kennedy, The Adrienne Kennedy Reader (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 

2001). 
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explores the conundrums of being interracial in a densely racialized environment, and the 

different ascriptions of value to different narratives of belonging.   

E. Narratives of Belonging  

Funnyhouse of a Negro can be regarded as an expressionistic family tragedy in which an 

interracial character is divided between the idealization of whiteness and the rejection of 

blackness. This racial reading links skin color with cultural and historical heritage, making of 

Europe and Africa, mother and father, conflictive lineages within the character’s mind. 

Arranged in dichotomies, one is always desired while the other is rejected and ultimately 

destroyed. According to Rosemary K. Curb, Sarah, the protagonist of Funnyhouse, is 

“obsessed with the contrast between the imagined elegance and manners of White European 

royalty and nobility (especially of the past) and the filthiness and vulgarity of contemporary 

Black American life in the ghettos of northern cities or the rural South.” The play portrays an 

opposition between desire and actuality, between Sarah’s “external Black selves and the 

glorious dreamed White selves which they imagine and desire.”74 As Werner Sollors points 

out, in Funnyhouse Sarah’s enigmatic personae are related more to Kennedy’s personal 

experience than to their historical counterparts. Negro-Sarah “was partly inspired by a 

Georgia neighbor, Sarah Clara.” Jesus links “the images of both Kennedy’s parents’ and [the 

Virgin] Mary’s marriages.” Lumumba “is connected, for Kennedy, with her father, her 

African patrimony, and her quest for a black hero.” Victoria “stands for the culmination of a 

 
74 Rosemary K. Curb, “Fragmented Selves in Adrienne Kennedy's Funnyhouse of a Negro and 

The Owl Answers,” Theatre Journal 32, no. 2 (May, 1980): 180-195. 
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longlasting interest in English descent.” And the Duchess was mainly inspired by the film 

Juarez (1939), among other sources. According to Sollors, “What unites the masks is a 

shared concern for lineage (holy, familistic, or aristocratic) against the contradictory images 

that they also represent […] Kennedy's figures refer to a descendant's confrontation with a 

family legacy that is highly contradictory and embodies deep antagonisms.”75  

As Sollors describes, in Funnyhouse Kennedy problematizes a transparent reading of 

belonging through a character who interacts, tragically, with multiple sources at the same 

time in a mental rather than a social environment. Such a dramaturgic strategy sheds light on 

the possibility of an ipseity whose multiple group identities are inevitably in deadly 

opposition. Sarah constructs her group identities as narratives and interacts with them in 

different ways, to come to terms with her own difference, ascribing different values to each 

one. The asymmetry of ascription of value as a form of interaction reveals a character in 

which a process of acculturation and assimilation plays a significant role. In Funnyhouse of a 

Negro, Kennedy portrays a character who attempts to build “a royal world where everything 

and everyone is white and there are not unfortunate black ones.”76 In this world, the mental 

personae of Sarah, i.e. Queen Victoria, the Duchess of Hapsburg, Jesus and Patrice 

Lumumba, disclose aspects of herself through first-person monologues, which express an 

obsessive identification with whiteness, a compulsive abhorrence of blackness, the 

 
75 Werner Sollors, “Owls and Rats in the American Funnyhouse: Adrienne Kennedy's Drama,” 

American Literature 63, no. 3 (Sep., 1991): 507-532. 

76 Kennedy, The Adrienne Kennedy Reader, 14. 
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antagonism between empire and anticolonialism, the conflict between a morally exemplary 

and a scandalous woman, the distinction of middle-class and the rejection of peasant life. In 

short, Sarah is a character whose voice is fragmented in antagonistic narratives of belonging. 

As a fictional ipseity, Sarah is engaged in a conflictive interaction with her multiple group 

identities, which operate as narratives of belonging and to which she ascribes opposite 

values.  

At first glance, the text challenges readers and audiences by its avoidance of linear 

narrative and causal progression. Instead, Kennedy uses a modernist structure of repetition 

and variation to create a drama of strong lyrical quality, as shown by her preference for 

monologues as a medium of expression. The play also has a strong expressionistic aspect that 

sheds light on a mental environment through distorted imagery. It stages Sarah’s longing for 

an idealized racial purity in contrast to the external appearances of her personae. These 

qualities disclose the psychosocial consequences of living in a highly racialized society that 

ascribes different values to different groups. At the beginning of the text, Kennedy presents 

through the Duchess’s lines the composition of Sarah’s family and her ascription of value to 

her lineages: “My mother looked like a white woman, hair as straight as any white woman’s. 

And at least I’m yellow, but [my father] is black […] I hoped he was dead. Yet he still comes 

through the jungle to find me.” A dual and divided ancestry appears, white and black, Mother 

and Father, one desired, the other rejected. The text adds a connotation of sexual 

transgression and trauma to the parents’s interracial relationship: “It is because of him that 
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my mother died. The wild black beast put his hands on her. She died.”77 The interracial 

relationship between father and mother is presented as taboo, making of Sarah the offspring 

of the unmentionable. Her internalized racial stigma reflects the impossibility of 

acknowledging a double ancestry. An existence in-between is impossible for her. 

Sarah’s positive ascription of value to European culture is made evident in the description 

of her brownstone in the West 90s on Manhattan’s Upper West Side. Her small room is filled 

with images of castles and monarchs of England, and is regarded as Victoria’s chamber. 

There is a gigantic plaster statue of Queen Victoria, an idol who rules over the space. The 

text gives biographical clues about the character, revealing that Sarah is a college student 

fixated on English history, European aristocracy, and white heritage, and that she associates 

blackness with evilness and defilement. She wants to be a “more pallid Negro” than she is 

now, “like Negroes on the covers of American Negro magazines; soulless, educated and 

irreligious.”78 At this moment in the play, Kennedy represents Sarah as an English major like 

her mother, who worked in libraries, and as an avid practitioner of poetry influenced by Edith 

Sitwell. Sarah’s dream is to live in a room with European antiques, photographs of Roman 

ruins, walls of books, a piano, oriental carpets and a white glass table to eat her meals. Her 

friends will live in similar places and all will be white. This narrative becomes repetitive 

within the text, revealing an association between acculturation, identification, assimilation 

and internalization that ascribes a positive and desirable value to a white, middle-class style 

 
77 Idem, 12. 

78 Idem, 14. 
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of life. Through this positive ascription of value, Kennedy creates a character who desires 

some aspects of her heritage in favor of others that she rejects. In terms of ipseity, Sarah 

interacts with her mother’s lineage in a positive way in opposition to her father’s. According 

to the text, she wants to exist in an environment surrounded by European culture. 

Kennedy depicts Sarah as someone whose internalized acculturation serves as an 

“embankment” to keep blackness away. Her negative ascription of value to her father’s 

lineage pushes her to a self-negating attitude: “For, like all educated Negroes, I find it 

necessary to maintain a stark fortress against recognition of myself.” The text describes Sarah 

as good-looking in a boring way, with “no glaring Negroid features,” medium-size nose and 

mouth and yellow skin. Her only conspicuous racial feature is her frizzy hair, “unmistakably 

Negro kinky hair.”79 Among the visual elements with which Kennedy builds the world of her 

play, hair becomes the marker of a black ancestry that Sarah tries to deny. The “sinful” mark 

ties her to what she tries to reject racially, geographically and culturally. For instance, both of 

Sarah’s personae, Victoria and the Duchess, struggle with their “kinky hair” as a feature 

alongside their fake royal paraphernalia of cheap white satin. These two figures, who evoke 

an age of European world dominance and power, have ghostly appearances that hardly match 

their aesthetic aspirations.  

 
79 Idem, p. 15. 
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When Kennedy introduces Sarah’s male personae, Jesus and Patrice Lumumba,80 she 

describes Jesus as a “hunchback, yellow-skinned dwarf, dressed in white rags and sandals,” 

and Lumumba as “a black man” with his head split in two and “blood and tissue in eyes. He 

carries an ebony mask.”81 As with the Duchess and Victoria, distortion of appearance is a 

repetitive feature that maximizes the expressionistic effect of the work. Sarah’s self-image is 

both fragmented in dichotomies and grotesque in fashion. As an aesthetic category, the 

grotesque highlights distortion, incongruity and inappropriateness to shocking degrees. But in 

Kennedy’s text, the grotesque acquires the dimension of an existential experience. As mental 

constructs of a fragmented self, Sarah’s inner personae share similarities with the characters 

of the Theatre of the Grotesque, who “were painfully sincere and at the same time pretenders; 

they were both humans and puppets who analyzed, judged and pronounced punishment on 

themselves with a sort of cruel delight.”82 Sarah’s selves express a sense of inadequacy as the 

 
80 Patrice Lumumba (1925-1961) was the first Prime Minister of the Democratic Republic of 

Congo after it declared independence from Belgium for less than four months, from June 24 to 

September 5, 1960. An African Nationalist and Pan-Africanist, he led the Congolese National 

Movement from 1958 until his assassination by the Belgian-supported Katanga Secessionists. Ludo 

de Witte’s The Assassination of Lumumba (2002) argues that the Belgian government, with the 

complicity of the US and the UN, was partly responsible for Lumumba’s murder. See Ludo De Witte, 

The Assassination of Patrice Lumumba (London: Verso, 2001). 

81 Kennedy, The Adrienne Kennedy Reader, 15. 

82 Giovanni Calendoli and Denise Appli, “The Theatre of the Grotesque,” The Drama Review, 

TDR 22, no. 1, Italian Theatre Issue (Mar., 1978): 14. 
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result of the tension between an unrealizable ideal and a rejected reality, effected through 

antagonistic ascriptions of value.   

As a process of self-valuation, Sarah’s antagonistic ascription of value to her different 

narratives of belonging, visually expressed through the grotesque personae, has ghastly 

consequences in her sense of ipseity and her relationship to the world at large. According to 

the text, she is not only psychologically fragmented but also socially alienated. One of her 

speeches describes her home as a multiplicity of rooms, a Hapsburg chamber, a chamber in a 

Victorian castle, the hotel where she supposedly killed her father, and the jungle. Each of her 

mental personae inhabits these rooms. However, these rooms are not regarded as places 

because “To believe in places is to know hope and to know the emotion of hope is to know 

beauty. It links us across a horizon and connects us to the world. I find there are no places 

only my funnyhouse. Streets are rooms, cities are rooms, eternal rooms. I try to create a space 

for myselves in cities […] but it becomes a lie.”83 Through these lines, Kennedy develops a 

metaphor of the funnyhouse as a site of disconnection and segregation, both social and 

psychological. According to the text, Sarah has tried to connect her selves but the 

connections “are lies.”84 Her mental personae remain severed, living in secluded rooms, 

without connection between themselves and the world. The metaphor of the funnyhouse as a 

collection of isolated rooms and disconnected selves discloses a psychosocial dimension in 

Kennedy’s play. Her main character cannot establish connections between her inner 

 
83 Kennedy, The Adrienne Kennedy Reader, 15. 

84 Idem. 
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personae, and does not find a place to belong in the world. It is almost as if Kennedy creates 

with Sarah a character who must build her own imaginary world, her own room, her own 

desired narrative, to find a place of belonging. What emerges to fill her need is the 

funnyhouse, the play itself, a kaleidoscopic assortment of images, places, histories, desires, 

rejections and lineages that evokes a state of mental bewilderment, seclusion, alienation and 

disconnection. A metaphor of psychosocial segregation and internalized self-hatred. 

As mentioned before, Kennedy refracts Sarah into four mental personae for the 

characterization of her existential dilemma. But this strategy of fragmentation goes along 

with one of repetition and accumulation. The values that each one of her personae ascribe to 

their different narratives of belonging become repetitive and more and more antagonistic 

throughout the text. In other words, the constant repetition of the mother’s idealization and 

the father’s rejection, the desire to live surrounded by European culture and away from 

Africa, create a repetitive narrative of conflictive dichotomies that accumulates different 

ascriptions of value. In terms of aesthetic refraction, repetition and accumulation work within 

the structure of the work, making more acute Sarah’s mental predicament. Throughout the 

play, Sarah’s lines ascribe a positive value to the physical and cultural features of her mother 

and a negative one to her father’s, while several lines describe her as “yellow,” a dated slang 

term for interracial people.85 In sum, the repetition of opposite ascriptions of value to 

 
85 Hilton Als asks a peculiar question: how did the African become a Negro? Kennedy uses the 

word “negro” in the title of her play and tacitly associates it with interracial people (perhaps as an 

effect of the one-drop rule?). Als’s characterization of the negro as “black and white, a bastard child 

of cultures that were not her own, though she was part of them, a product both of Europe’s cultural 
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different narratives of belonging has a cumulative psychological effect that leads Sarah to her 

ultimate mental disjunction.  

F. Accumulation 

As a work that relies on a structure of repetition and revision rather than linearity, 

Funnyhouse of a Negro offers an artistic rendering of the process by which a character 

accumulates inner antagonisms to the point of psychological breakdown. The use of 

monologues is stylistically crucial. Each monologue becomes a space of repetition, revision 

and accumulation for Sarah’s ascriptions of value to her narratives of belonging. The 

monologues reveal a compulsive attitude, thoroughly rejecting the belongings from the 

paternal side, while idealizing the ones from the maternal. But the monologues are not the 

only places for the disclosure of Sarah’s obsessions. Among the characters of Funnyhouse of 

a Negro who do not correspond to Sarah’s selves, Landlady is presented as the woman in 

charge of her rooming house. Kennedy depicts her as a white, tall, thin woman who “laughs 

like a mad character in a funnyhouse” throughout her speech. In her introductory scene, she 

talks from the stairs of the brownstone to Raymond, Sarah’s Jewish lover, who lives in the 

room above. Landlady’s lines mention how Sarah has remained isolated in her room since 

her father “hung himself in a Harlem hotel when Patrice Lumumba was murdered.”86 She 

 
schisms and of American racism,” fits as a description of the interracial character of the play. Hilton 

Als, “Adrienne Kennedy’s Startling Body of Work,” The New Yorker, February 5, 2018. 

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2018/02/12/adrienne-kennedys-startling-body-of-work 

86 Kennedy, The Adrienne Kennedy Reader, 15. 
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also remarks how Sarah has been using European culture as an embankment against reality: 

“she did always hide herself in that room with the walls of books and her statue. I always did 

know she thought she was somebody else, a Queen or something, somebody else.”87  

In another scene, a dialogue takes place between Raymond and the Duchess, the only one 

between one of the personae and another character. In it, the father is described as a “nigger” 

who “is now devoting his foolish life to the erection of a Christian mission in the middle of 

the jungle in one of those newly freed countries.” The Duchess asks Raymond to hide her, 

“so the nigger will not find me […] Hide me from the jungle.”88 The father is presented in 

the dialogue as a haunting figure who raped the mother, a “nigger” in a “pose of agony” who 

speaks in a “niggerly groveling,” “a nigger who drives me to misery.”89 The ascription of sin, 

defilement and the n-word to the father aggravates the narrative of blackness, transforming it 

into a threatening existential burden. In this scene, the Duchess repeats the ascription of her 

father as “the darkest,” her mother as “the lightest,” and she calls herself someone “in 

between.” The polarization of these belongings leaves Sarah halfway, trying to escape from 

one and to belong to the other, without succeeding. Kennedy unveils in her character a form 

of internalized racism as self-hatred, an existential anguish of a character who cannot escape 

from what constitutes herself.  

 
87 Idem, 16. 

88 Idem, 17. 

89 Idem. 
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The ascription of defilement to blackness and the reinforcement of self-hatred are 

features highlighted in Lumumba’s monologue. Kennedy recalls the morning when Sarah 

started losing her hair due to a dream she had about her mother. In the dream, the mother 

calls Sarah to her bedside while she lies “watching the strands of her own hair fall out.” 

According to the text, the mother’s hair, a symbol of purity and beauty, in opposition to the 

“kinky” hair of the father, started to fall after she married him: “Black diseases, Sarah [the 

mother], says.”90 When Sarah/Lumumba judges herself as “the black shadow that haunted 

my mother’s conception,” the judgement inexorably points toward herself. Kennedy’s 

ascription of opposite values to Sarah’s lineages becomes self-referential. 

The text gradually discloses the cumulative effect of Sarah’s inner antagonisms in her 

sense of ipseity. Throughout the play, Sarah’s ascription of value to her narratives of 

belonging become more and more polarized and hostile, as when Lumumba repeats/varies 

the passage about a desired white, middle class life. In the new version, the “nigger father” 

and the mother both majored in social work, Sarah’s poetry becomes a “vile” imitation of 

Sitwell’s, and her dreams of living surrounded by European antiques and white 

acquaintances become the dreams of a “nigger”. The epithets that Kennedy uses now are the 

result of an accumulative process of ascription which is turning toward Sarah herself. The 

progression in Sarah’s character through the play depends upon the repetition/variation style 

that Kennedy employs to create a structure of accumulation, a crescendo through which the 

character radicalizes her own antagonisms alongside her self-hatred.  

 
90 Idem. 
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The use of repetition and variation also has a familial connotation. Kennedy not only 

portrays Sarah as a voice with multiple images represented by her inner personae but also as 

the inheritor of family history. For instance, the loss of hair and the rejection of blackness are 

both elements that Sarah shares with her mother. The obsession with a narrative of belonging 

and maternal approval are traits that Sarah shares with her father. Kennedy elaborates on 

Sarah’s family history in Lumumba’s monologue. According to the text, her father was 

raised by Sarah’s paternal grandmother, who was a maid in a big house in the South, to be a 

Christian missionary who should return to Africa to “walk in Genesis” and “heal the race.” 

Sarah’s father tried to carry out this messianic mission. However, he ended up marrying 

Sarah’s mother, presumably a white woman whom his own mother rejected. The father went 

to New York to live with her and then they both traveled to Africa. There, Sarah’s mother 

“fell out of love with my father.” She didn’t share his messianic mission and rejected him in 

their intimacy. The father ended up drinking and, according to the text, in a night of 

inebriation he raped his wife. Sarah was apparently the result of that outrageous event. Then 

the mother was secluded in an asylum, and Sarah utterly rejected her father’s approaches, 

“dragging him through grass and nailing him on a cross until he bled.”91  

The father’s idealization as a black messiah, committed to a new beginning for the race in 

Africa, implied a call for political emancipation: “he wanted the black man to make a pure 

statement, he wanted the black man to rise from colonialism.” To fulfill this dream, he 

funded a school in an African village. But Sarah rejected him while remaining loyal to her 

 
91 Idem, 20. 
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mother. She “sat by her bedside and helped her comb her straight black hair and wove long 

dreams of her beauty,” and loathed her father when he came at night from his “school in the 

village struggling to embrace” her. The mother “begun to curse the place and spoke of herself 

trapped in blackness.” Eventually, the mother even rejected Sarah because “she saw I was a 

black man’s child and she preferred speaking to owls […] her hair was falling badly.”92 The 

father’s messianic quest for racial emancipation proved to be a family tragedy when he was 

abandoned by his own kin. According to the text, Sarah’s father ended up hallucinating about 

his own mother throwing dead chickens at him because of his marrying a white woman, his 

own father laughing and damning the race, and his wife screaming that she had “trapped 

herself in blackness,” while “he lived in Harlem and no white doves flew.”93 Lumumba’s 

monologue ends by paraphrasing the father’s words, which appear to be the product of 

delirium: he talks about soldiers erecting a cross and nailing him on it, alluding to the fate of 

the historical Lumumba; he recalls his idealized dream of finding Genesis in Africa and his 

longing to be a messiah; he thinks of himself as Judas, a betrayer of his mother, the culprit of 

Sarah’s mother’s mental breakdown, and as the father of “a yellow child.”94 The last line 

discloses his attempt to hang himself in a Harlem hotel.  

Mental degradation of both parents, obsession with racial legacies, antagonism of 

lineages, familial rejection and suicidal tendencies are parallels between Sarah and her 

 
92 Idem. 

93 Idem. 

94 Idem, 21. 
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parents. Sarah repeats and varies the conundrums of her own family history, her inheritance 

of conflictive legacies. In terms of aesthetic refraction, repetition and variation are not only 

an aesthetic device to both structuring and characterizing the work, they also make 

intelligible Sarah’s inner conflict through the accumulation of antagonistic narratives of 

belonging, which leads the character to insanity and her ultimate self-destruction. 

G. Self-destruction 

Looking at the play as an exploration of ipseity, Funnyhouse unveils a mental structure 

eroded by antagonisms of ascription between Sarah’s idealized purity and the reality of her 

body. As mentioned above, hair becomes the visible mark of that which the character 

embodies but rejects. This unavoidable physical trait, her “wild kinky hair,” is symbolically 

used in full by Kennedy in one of the last scenes of the play. In it, Jesus and the Duchess 

attempt to straighten their hair but it starts to fall out. The falling out of hair reaches its peak 

when the personae repeat in unison the story about the returning father, who comes from 

death to torment them, his darkness in opposition to the fairness of the white mother, and the 

perils of being a person “in between.” By the end of their speech, the stage directions portray 

Duchess and Jesus as completely bald. The metaphor of the falling hair evokes an 

accumulation of rejection, identification, and loss. The “wild, kinky hair” of the black father 

is rejected in favor of the straight, fair hair of the white mother. In the scene mentioned 

above, the personae try to transform the former into the latter, but the unintended effect is 

rather the losing of it. The falling of hair goes hand in hand with Sarah’s rejection of 

everything that is linked to her father, including herself. In the last moments of a play that 

works by accumulation, Kennedy uses the loss of hair as a metaphor that evokes a character 

who is losing her mind. In other words, Sarah is losing her own sense of selfhood.  
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Sarah’s utter rejection of one of her lineages is stressed in a hectic way when Jesus 

declares that “Through my apocalypses and my raging sermons I have tried so to escape him, 

through God Almighty I have tried to escape being black.” After these lines, Kennedy 

represents in the stage directions the Duchess hanging from a chandelier. This image of death 

is accompanied by Jesus’s tragic recognition: “all my life I believed my Holy Father to be 

God, but now I know that my father is a black man.” The anagnorisis prompts a deadly 

pledge when Jesus claims that he “will [kill Lumumba/father/Africa/blackness] in the name 

of God, I will do in the name of Albert Saxe Coburg, in the name of Victoria, Queen Victoria 

Regina, the monarch of England, I will.”95 The Duchess’s death and Jesus’s deadly pledge 

foreshadow Sarah’s suicide. After all, killing Lumumba/father/Africa/blackness is killing her 

sense of ipseity. 

In the last scene of Funnyhouse, Kennedy transforms the setting to evoke an African 

jungle, “Red sun, flying things, wild black grass.” The stage directions describe it as “the 

longest scene in the play and is played the slowest, as the slow, almost standstill stages of a 

dream.”96 The dreamlike effect evokes a surrealistic landscape through which art becomes a 

medium of psychological probing. The slow motion evokes the nearness of absolute stillness, 

death. During this scene, all the personae carry nimbuses atop their heads suggesting that 

“they are saviours.” Kennedy uses the personae as a religious chorus that repeats the 

antagonistic ascriptions: the mother’s beauty and whiteness, the father’s impurity and 

 
95 Idem, 23. 

96 Idem, 24. 
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blackness, and Sarah’s yellowness in between. The chorus iterates the description of the 

father as a haunting presence, the “darkest of them all” that poisoned and killed the mother 

with his polluted touch. He is referred to as the “black Negro” that keeps “returning forever 

[…] He returned when I lived in the south back in the twenties.”97  

The metaphor of the returning father, his unavoidable presence in Sarah’s life, is in part a 

reference to her embodying him.  According to Deborah Thompson, Kennedy treats the 

metaphor of the returning father as an absent presence that creates a compulsive repetition 

throughout the text.98 There are four lines at the end of the chorus in which the black father is 

regarded as a ghost, an absent present entity: “But he is dead. And he keeps returning. Then 

he is not dead. Then he is not dead. Yet, he is dead, but dead he comes knocking at my door.” 

The stage directions suggest that these phrases are repeated until they reach “a final pitch,” 

after which the characters start “rushing about the grass.”99 The accumulation of a negative 

ascription of value to the father’s lineage ultimately points towards Sarah herself, as the 

target of a process of self-valuation, leading her to an ultimate destructive act. 

The second part of the chorus of the selves recalls the murder scene in which Sarah 

purportedly killed her father in a room filled with ebony masks: “Then at once the room will 

 
97 Idem. 

98 Deborah Thompson, “Reversing Blackface Minstrelsy, Improvising Racial Identity: Adrienne 

Kennedy's Funnyhouse of a Negro,” Post-Identity 1, no. 1 (Fall 1997):  13-28. 

99 Kennedy, The Adrienne Kennedy Reader, 24. 
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grow bright and my mother will come toward me smiling while I stand before his face and 

bludgeon him with an ebony mask.”100 The stage direction that follows suggests a frenzied 

laugh and a shout from all the personae “as though they are in victory.”101 The killing of the 

father with the ebony mask evokes an act of parricide,102 the outcome of Sarah’s 

accumulation of negative ascriptions, but also of self-destruction, by which Sarah eradicates 

her African ancestry destroying part of herself. It is also a form of repetition and variation 

regarding the father’s possible death, either suicide or parricide, creating an insoluble 

ambiguity. Then, Kennedy uses the stage directions to represent Sarah’s last moments with a 

climactic image. She describes Sarah as standing still while her “father’s black figure with 

bludgeoned hands rushes upon her.” When the light comes up after a blackout, “we see her 

hanging in the room.”103 Rather than accepting the touch of her father’s lineage, Sarah’s 

ultimate rejection is her own self-destruction. The accumulative process of ascription that has 

been working throughout the play reaches with this image a climax of tragic dimension. Self-

 
100 Idem, 25. 

101 Idem. 

102 Werner Sollors finds similarities between Oedipus and Funnyhouse as family tragedies. 

Kennedy’s use of masks with “great dark eyes that seem gouged out of the head” evokes Oedipus’ 

face by the end of Oedipus Tyrannus. Parricide and the quest for who am I? are also common 

features. Sollors, “Owls and Rats in the American Funnyhouse,”, 513.   

103 Kennedy, The Adrienne Kennedy Reader, 25. 
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destruction becomes the telos of an ipseity trapped in the antagonism of her narratives of 

belonging. 

The play ends with an epilogue between Landlady and Raymond. Their clownish figures 

talk about Sarah while her hanging body remains visible on stage. “The poor bitch has hung 

herself,” Landlady repeats twice. “She was a funny little liar,” Raymond replies. Then, 

Landlady informs Raymond that Sarah’s “father hung himself in a Harlem motel when 

Patrice Lumumba died.”104 However, Raymond contradicts Landlady, further complicating 

the ambiguous action of the play: “Her father never hung himself in a Harlem hotel when 

Patrice Lumumba was murdered. I know the man. He is a doctor, married to a white whore. 

He lives in the city in rooms with European antiques, photographs of Roman ruins, walls of 

books and oriental carpets. Her father is a nigger who eats his meals on a white glass 

table.”105 Kennedy creates a bewildering effect by the end of the play that subverts the ideas 

that up until now readers and audiences could have assembled as the story. The lines above 

suggest that Sarah is an unreliable narrator. The passage ascribes to the father the kind of life 

that Sarah repeatedly longed for herself. Suddenly, the play itself becomes a puzzling 

landscape of longing, rejection, and uncertainty. The text refracts the opaqueness of Sarah’s 

mind, a funnyhouse of repetitions, narratives, deformations, ascriptions and deep 

antagonisms. The ambiguous ending caps the journey through a mind full of irreconcilable 

dichotomies, which take the sanity and the life of an interracial ipseity.  

 
104 Idem. 

105 Idem, 25-26. 
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Sarah’s ending signals the existential tragedy of an ipseity besieged by her own 

antagonistic narratives of belonging. Throughout the play, Sarah’s split ipseity is portrayed 

using personae that evoke dualities, whiteness and blackness, Europe and Africa, male and 

female, empire and colony, city and countryside, as sources of belonging that exist in 

opposition, without any possibility of reconciliation, or the opening of a space in between. 

There is no wholesome place to belong for Sarah. The only possibility that Kennedy offers to 

her character is to construct a funnyhouse of seclusion and segregation, in which the 

compulsive rejection of part of her belongings in favor of others annihilates her sense of 

selfhood. Along with a powerful expressionistic imagery, Kennedy employs a musical 

structure of repetition and variation to depict this tragic psychosocial conflict. Rather than a 

causal progression, the play works by compulsive accumulation, depicting the crescendo of 

Sarah’s mental instability up to the point of self-destruction. 

H. Coda  

As fictional ipseities, Childress’s Wiletta and Kennedy’s Sarah can be interpreted as 

characters in opposition. Although both share group identities as black women, the ways in 

which their authors craft them reveal different forms of interaction. One chooses the 

affirmation of her singularity as a form for both self-determination and self-representation to 

recast a stereotypical image. The other accumulates antagonistic ascriptions of value to her 

narratives of belonging. A contrast between the two discloses Wiletta as someone who builds 

a sense of ipseity through her own interactions by activating her agency, while Sarah does it 

by internalizing the antagonisms that the assimilationist society of that time ascribed to racial 

narratives of belonging. In short, one of the characters affirms her singularity while the other 

longs for sameness. In terms of aesthetic refraction, Childress and Kennedy render their 
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characters intelligible in their respective plays by different structural means. In Trouble in 

Mind, Childress uses metatheatre to disclose a conflict between performer and character, 

agent and role, that questions the politics of casting and opens a sense of agency through 

singular interaction. As a character, Wiletta is the sum of her singular interactions rather than 

a racial type. In Funnyhouse of a Negro, Kennedy uses repetition and variation to disclose an 

accumulative conflict between narratives of belonging with opposite ascriptions of value. 

The internalized antagonism between these narratives breaks down Sarah’s sense of ipseity, 

leading her to a climactic self-destruction.   

With my analysis of Trouble in Mind and Funnyhouse of a Negro, I have shown how 

ipseity as interaction can expand our theorization of character in dramatic criticism. It helps 

us to disclose singular aspects of characterization by interpreting it as an interactive process. 

Also, I have shown how aesthetic refraction can help us to disclose an imaginative 

perspective of interaction, instantiated in drama through characterizing and structuring. The 

use of metatheatre in Trouble in Mind and repetition/variation in Funnyhouse of a Negro 

create different pathways of development for the characters, one affirming singularity, the 

other a longing for sameness. Moreover, the structures of both works are related to how 

Childress and Kennedy arranged their imaginative perspectives of interaction in an artistic 

medium, creating unique aesthetic experiences along the way. In this regard, I argue both 

ipseity and aesthetic refraction can help us to interrogate dramatic works by looking for their 

intrinsic singularities. The application of ipseity and aesthetic refraction can combine with 

other theoretical tools to reveal the singular dimension of dramatic works. In the next chapter 

I will use ipseity and aesthetic refraction to interrogate the conundrums of family, history, 
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difference and belonging in Suzan-Lori Parks’s The America Play and Tarell Alvin 

McCraney’s The Brothers Size.  
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II. Chapter 2: Digging and Belonging 

What does Rome know of rat and lizard? What are Olympiads and Consulates to these 
neighboring systems of being? Nay, what food or experience or succor have they for the Esquimaux 

seal-hunter, for the Kanaka in his canoe, for the fisherman, the stevedore, the porter? Broader and 
deeper we must write our annals—from an ethical reformation, from an influx of the ever new, ever 

sanative conscience—if we would truelier express our central and wide-related nature instead of this 
old chronology of selfishness and pride to which we have too long lent our eyes.106  

Ralph Waldo Emerson, History 

The use of group identities in dramatic criticism to highlight inter-group power 

asymmetries within a text has strong historical justifications. For example, during the 

nineteenth century the myth of America as an Anglo-Saxon nation tied national identity with 

a European ethnicity,107 forsaking the multiplicity of other groups and cultures that built the 

country. The “lack” of a cultural history in the new polity led to the linking of American to 

European culture to create genealogical and historical continuities, and to the belief in the 

melting pot as a neutral social framework rather than a process of asymmetric acculturation. 

The institutionalization of violence against minorities bereaved them of their own history and 

culture. The enslavement of African populations and their relocation in the antebellum period 

stole them from their particular ethnic identities, transforming heterogenous groups into 

 
106 Ralph Waldo Emerson, “History,” The Annotated Emerson (Cambridge: The Belknap Press of 

Harvard University Press, 2012), 159.  

107 Frederick G. Detweiler, “The Anglo-Saxon Myth in the United States,” American Sociological 

Review 3, no. 2 (Apr., 1938): 183-189 
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generic “negroes,” with a purported commonality based on race.108 In order to fill the cultural 

and historical gap of the new political entity, European-Americans tied Americanness to 

Western history and culture, erasing them from other groups. This project disregarded non-

Europeans in the construction of a national sense of identity. 

During the late 20th century, the recognition of minorities’s lack of representation in the 

US led to the appearance of Ethnic Studies in academia. These new fields subverted the 

legitimacy of grand narratives coming from what was regarded as Eurocentric disciplines 

(anthropology, sociology, history, literature), reclaiming the right to narrating history, 

studying culture and interpreting society from previously ignored points of view. 

Consequently, the construction of history became a revisionist process, the analysis of culture 

a critical endeavor and the sense of nationhood a multicultural project. These studies became 

a form of historical perspectivism in which some groups were regarded as oppressors of 

others. However, even these emancipating endeavors can arguably create new boundaries 

that subsume singular cases into new grand narratives.  

Historical narratives, the process of transforming events into accounts, always come from 

perspectives that tend to legitimize a point of view. A group historical narrative can create in 

the present moment a sense of belonging that unifies in a timeline all the members of that 

group. History can operate as a framework that determines the sense of belonging of groups 

and individuals. As a narrative that unifies people together in a timeline, it offers temporal 

 
108 Nathan Irvin Huggins, Black Odyssey: The African-American Ordeal in Slavery (New York: 

Vintage Boks, 1990), 23-24. 
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commonalities creating a space/time of belonging. Moreover, symbols and performances 

become part of a particular collective history, like flags, anthems, and events, in that way 

legitimizing the culture of a particular group. In this regard, culture appears as another form 

of collective belonging that also unifies people through sets of attitudes, like belief and value 

systems, affective palettes, patterns of behavior, and symbolic and customary institutions like 

language, marriage and contracts, as well as technological advancements. The unifying 

power of culture becomes an almost legal affair when groups reclaim ownership of specific 

practices, such as clothing. But the limits of what does belong to a group and what does not 

are blurry because cultures, like histories, influence each other over time. There are so many 

points of contact and discontinuities in the historical constitution of a particular culture that it 

can hardly be the creation of a singular group. Instead, cultural expressions and historical 

narratives are the result of asymmetric exchanges that produce all sorts of blendings through 

time and space. 

Traditionally, history and culture are considered spaces of belonging related to broad 

group identities like race, gender and class. However, there is a narrower group identity that 

strongly influences everyday life. As nurturing places, families constitute a group where the 

individual takes its first steps. Families label individuals through surnames, last names, or 

patronymics.109 They influence the development of people in a timeline and provide first 

 
109 In France, children were required by law to take the surname of their father up to 2005. In 

Slavic countries surnames vary depending on gender binary. In Spanish-speaking countries the first 

surname corresponds to the father’s and the second to the mother’s. The adoption of the husband’s 

surname by the wife in the US echoes the practice of coverture inherited from English common law. 
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environmental experiences. Kinship is a primal form of group identity in a bottom-up scale. 

Also, at a more elemental level, the singularity of the individual is attested by the ways in 

which she embodies a particular culture and creates a singular history. Families and 

individuals complicate assumptions of group identities as homogenous sources of belonging. 

The singular ways in which individuals and families interact within broad group identities 

open a space of difference and uniqueness. In this regard, concepts like ipseity and aesthetic 

refraction can help us to interrogate the singularity of individuals and families within group 

identities, in relation to historical and cultural frames, in dramatic works. This emphasis 

supports and goes beyond the usual critiques of group identities and complicates assumptions 

of belonging. 

Ipseity as singular interaction, and aesthetic refraction as a way to look at singular 

characterizations and structures in dramatic works, are concepts that open a space of internal 

difference and complicate assumptions of belonging within group identities. Both provide a 

theoretical ground to interrogate how individuals and families interact with the world. Taking 

into account the relationship between individuals and families with broader sources of 

belonging like race, history and culture, ipseity and aesthetic refraction are suitable tools to 

look at differences within a group identity like African American, interrogating assumptions 

 
Under coverture, women were de jure the property of their husbands, lacking legal identity. Thus, 

surnaming served as a form of branding. During coverture, single women were better off than married 

ones: women forfeited their property rights upon marriage. In England, the practice ended under the 

Married Women’s Property Act of 1870. In the nineteenth-century US, coverture underwent 

piecemeal changes due to market pressure. 
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of homogeneity and belonging. In the case of African American theatre, it is possible to 

analyze the interaction of families and individual characters in relation to history and culture 

in the works of Suzan-Lori Parks’ The America Play (1994) and Tarell Alvin McCraney’s 

The Brothers Size (2007). I propose mobilizing ipseity and aesthetic refraction to disclose 

particular interactions of the characters within the structures of these works, in relation to 

family, history and culture, to complicate assumptions of belonging. 

Arguably, Parks and McCraney are artists more interested in nuanced interrogations of 

ipseity, or selfhood, exploring the possibilities of playwriting, than in returning to 

“traditional” racial conflicts. This is not to say that race is not part of their artistic project, of 

course, but that it is not the only one. In contrast to Childress and Kennedy, neither Parks nor 

McCraney created in this case plays in which whiteness and blackness are in explicit deadly 

confrontation. Using ipseity and aesthetic refraction, it is possible to analyze their works 

without privileging race as the fundamental issue at hand, and disclosing other aspects 

equally relevant.  

A. Refracting History 

Suzan-Lori Parks’s dramaturgy signals a breaking point in American theatre. In her 

theoretical essays, she asserts her rejection of dramatic formulae which inevitably make of 

whites the oppressors and of blacks the oppressed. In “An Equation for Black People 

Onstage” she points out that “Black presence on stage is more than a sign or message of 

some political point […] We should endeavor to show the world and ourselves our beautiful 
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and powerfully infinite variety.”110 According to her, the traditional white vs. black formula 

runs the risk of stereotyping a generic conflict by characterizing blacks as victims, concealing 

the complexity of their lives and the role of difference within the black community. On the 

other hand, when critics try to link Parks in genealogical terms to Africa, they are in 

contradiction with her own assertions. She acknowledges her debt to white, modernist 

authors like Stein, Faulkner, Woolf, Joyce, Beckett and Brecht. Her modernist influences put 

question marks on racial representation through a self-reflexive style. Her concept of “radical 

inclusion” welcomes ideas from any source. Her idea of a small, individuated self in relation 

to the bigger, comprehensive self of existence, i.e. singular entities vis-à-vis the flux of 

cosmic change, opens a transcendental idea of selfhood inspired by Hinduism.111  

Parks’s dramaturgical approach is a celebration and recognition of an artistic lineage with 

multiple heritages.112 In her first experimental works like Imperceptible Mutabilities in the 

 
110 Suzan-Lori Parks, The America Play and Other Works (New York: Theater Communications 

Group, 1995), 21-22.  

111 Rena Fraden, “Everything and Nothing: The Political and Religious Nature of Suzan-Lori 

Parks’s ‘Radical Inclusion,’” in Suzan-Lori Parks: Essays on the Plays and Other Works, ed. Philip 

C. Kolin (Jefferson: McFarland & Company, 2010), 20-33. 

112 In reference to T.S. Eliot’s “Tradition and the Individual Talent” and Dickens’ A Christmas 

Carol, Parks defines three traditions as those which influence the work of the living artist: The Great 

Tradition of the past, the Personal Tradition of the present, and the Tradition of the Next New Thing 

of the future. About the Great Tradition she says that “Each artist, regardless of medium or genre, 
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Third Kingdom (1986-1989), Pickling (1988), and The Death of the Last Black Man in the 

Whole Entire World (1989-1992), she crafted imaginative worlds that revved up the 

connotative power of language, structured the story through a baroque/jazz form, and placed 

theatrical figures in lieu of mimetic characters, questioning stereotypes. Following the 

distinction of Bert O. States, her first experimental works can be described as postrealistic.113 

States identifies a transition in theatre from realism to postrealism that “can best be defined 

in terms of the liberation of the sign.” This liberation has to do with the constitution of a new 

paradigm, which supersedes the representational quality of what he calls semiological 

theatre. Instead of being about something, postrealistic theatre is about itself, it is self-

reflexive, “an artistically mediated view of the world, but one, strangely enough, that did not 

set out to express the world or (in many cases) even to signify it, but to stand, in some 

degree, in its place.”114  

Also, as Karen Jürs-Munby points out, Parks’s experimental works can be addressed 

through Lehmann’s umbrella paradigm of postdramatic theatre.115 Under this aesthetic 

 
who has created before us should be of use.” Suzan-Lori Parks, “Tradition and the Individual Talent.” 

https://read.dukeupress.edu/theater/article-pdf/29/2/26/348568/ddthe_29_2_26.pdf 

113 Bert O. States, Great Reckonings in Little Rooms: On the Phenomenology of Theater 

(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1985), 54. 

114 Idem, 101. 

115 Hans-Thies Lehmann, Postdramatic Theatre, trans. Karen Jürs-Munby (New York: Routledge, 

2006), 6.  
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paradigm, the work “no longer represents the world as a surveyable whole […] It does not 

add up to an Aristotelian dramatic fictional whole but instead is full of holes.”116 Lehmann’s 

groundbreaking theorization allows the scholar to look upon the text beyond its literary 

quality “to consider even the dimension of the text from the perspective of theatrical 

reality.”117 Under this view, the text stops being the representation of a coherent fable as an 

organizing whole. Rather, “When the progression of a story with its internal logic no longer 

forms the centre, when composition is no longer experienced as an organizing quality but as 

an artificially imposed ‘manufacture’, as a mere sham of a logic of action that only serves 

clichés […] then theatre is confronted with the question of possibilities beyond drama.”118 In 

terms of aesthetic refraction, postrealistic and postdramatic texts become a site for the 

disclosure of theatricality per se and what is theatrical about the world. 

In relation to Parks’s dramaturgy, she employs in her essay “Possession” an architectural 

metaphor to define a play as “a blueprint of an event: a way of creating and rewriting history 

through the medium of literature.” She defines history as a “recorded or remembered event” 

and her work as a way to make history by locating “the ancestral burial ground, dig for 

bones, hear the bones sing, write it down.”119 She defines theatre as “an incubator for the 

 
116 Idem, 12. 

117 Idem, 18. 

118 Idem, 26. 

119 Parks, The America Play, 4. 
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creation of historical events.”120 In this essay, Parks is self-conscious about how the creation 

of a play is a way of making theatrical history. Mobilizing States’s definition of postrealistic 

and Lehmann’s paradigm of postdramatic theatre, as a site for the disclosure of theatricality, 

Parks’s experimental plays can be described as works that develop the theatricality of history 

by “making it up,” and disclosing a sort of fictional quality in it. Thus, her plays can be seen 

as the creation of artistic historical events that interrogate the historicity of history. Through 

ipseity and aesthetic refraction, it is possible to disclose the singular dimensions through 

which Parks’s dramaturgical project interrogates historical authenticity and its relation to the 

individual. 

In her essay “Elements of Style,” Parks shares her dramaturgical views of character and 

structure, both related to her idea of theatre as history-in-the-making. Her exploration of non-

linear structures shares similarities with Adrienne Kennedy’s. Like Kennedy, Parks arranges 

her experimental plays through a musical structure of repetition and revision rather than a 

linear one. Citing John S. Mbiti, she talks about contemporizing the past through her 

dramaturgy.121 In her work, the “Rep & Rev” structure creates “a drama of accumulation,”122 

in which characters “refigure their words,” and doing so, “they are experiencing their 

 
120 Idem, 5. 

121 Idem. 

122 Idem, 9. 
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situation anew.”123 It is “a literal incorporation of the past”124 into the changing present. Her 

experimental plays portray characters as “figures” built from fragments and sediments of 

language, history and meaning that overturn the stability of a purely mimetic representation. 

Particularly in The America Play, Parks tells the story of a family that lingers in the exact 

replica of the Great Hole of History. In an interview with Michelle Pearce, she states that the 

play was inspired by her wanting “to write about a hole.”125 Deborah R. Geis points out that 

“She began with the image of a mother and a son digging for the remains of the father.”126 

Parks says that she eventually “found the person” she “was looking for in the past. It was the 

Lincoln impersonator and it became the Lincoln Act.”127 Marc Robinson suggests that “The 

America Play is both a story of a family (and its loss) and a nation (and its loss).”128 The 

epigraph of the play cites John Locke’s Second Treatise of Government, chapter 5, 

 
123 Idem. 

124 Idem, 10. 

125 Michelle Pearce, “Alien Nation: An Interview with the Playwright,” American Theatre 26 

(March 1994): 26, in Deborah R. Geis, Suzan-Lori Parks (Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan 

Press, 2008), 99. 

126 Idem. 

127 Idem. 

128 Idem. 
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“Property”: “In the beginning, all the world was America.”129 Parks mentions that the 

epigraph sets up the idea of a historical moment when the US was a blank slate, and alludes 

to the discrepancy between the “idea” of America and its day-to-day actuality.130 The 

opening stage directions of the play locate it in “A great hole. In the middle of nowhere. The 

hole is an exact replica of The Great Hole of History.”131 Geis points out that this metaphor 

alludes to the Beckettian quality of a no-place, a blank slate waiting to be filled up. Parks’s 

metaphor of history as a hole makes of her text a site for both filling it by making history up, 

and questioning historicity. The postrealistic and postdramatic use of place in the play, 

metaphorically referencing history as a blank slate, adds to a metahistorical quality of the 

text. In sum, The America Play discloses a fictional quality of history by making history up 

through the theatricality of her dramaturgy. 

In an interview by Shelby Jiggetts, Parks mentions that her recurrent dramaturgical 

motifs are “memory and family and history and the past.”132 As mentioned before, in The 

America Play she tells the story of a family whose private history is submerged under the 

 
129 John Locke, Second Treatise of Government, ed. Jonathan Bennet, 18, 

https://www.earlymoderntexts.com/assets/pdfs/locke1689a.pdf 

130 Pearce, “Alien Nation,” 46-47.  

131 Parks, The America Play, 158. 

132 Shelby Jiggetts and Suzan-Lori Parks, “Interview with Suzan-Lori Parks,” Callaloo 19, no. 2, 

(Spring, 1996):  310. 
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History of the US, i.e. the legitimized, top-down historical narrative that Parks interrogates 

and satirizes in her play. The father, a former gravedigger, leaves mother and son to find his 

fortune as a Lincoln impersonator in the uncharted territory of the West. Decades later, they 

follow his footsteps to only find fragments of his presence alongside the fragments of 

History. Although it is possible to analyze the family through a racial group identity in 

relation to historical belonging, Parks distinguishes each family member in its particular way 

to interact with history. Her characters operate by singular rather than general patterns of 

interaction with the past. In terms of ipseity and aesthetic refraction, Parks’s text presents a 

family interacting with American History within a structure of repetition and revision. In this 

regard, ipseity and aesthetic refraction become useful concepts to look upon the singular 

interactions of each family member with history throughout the work. 

B. Performing Images and Events 

Parks composes act 1 of The America Play as a long speech in third-person that the 

Foundling Father as Abraham Lincoln delivers to the audience. The grammatical person in 

the speech, and the fact that it breaks the fourth wall, creates a distancing effect through a 

presentational style that makes the theatrical illusion evident. His name also discloses a 

metatheatrical element referencing him as an orphan who impersonates a “Great Man.” 

Presentational style and metatheatricality are postrealistic and postdramatic aspects of 

Parks’s dramaturgy employed to avoid mimetic representation and interrogate the 

authenticity of history on a metalevel.  A close-reading of the text reveals how Parks employs 

in the first lines “quotations” that exemplify chiasmus, a rhetorical figure that relies on 

crisscross arrangements, which reverses grammatical structures through the use of inverted 

parallelism and symmetry, sometimes to underscore antithesis. However, Parks’s use of 
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chiasmus in The America Play goes beyond figures of speech. In terms of aesthetic 

refraction, Parks makes of The America Play a prism that refracts historical discourse, 

creating multiple chiasmi within the structure of the text through the characters’s interactions 

with history. There is a “chiasmatic” quality in terms of characterizing (the relationship 

between the Great Man and the Lesser Known), structuring (the relation between the two 

acts), and critiquing (the interrogation of historicity through fiction). Parks makes of 

chiasmus, “a grammatical figure by which the order of words in one of two parallel clauses is 

inverted in the other,”133 an integral part of her dramaturgy’s grammar. 

In particular, the chiasmus in The America Play that states “he digged the hole and the 

whole held him,”134 a riff on Psalm 7:15, hints at The Foundling Father’s obsession with 

historicity. His speech, which takes place in the Replica of the Great Hole of History that he 

dug, crisscrosses the history of his life with apocryphal anecdotes about Lincoln and the 

description of his job as a Lincoln impersonator. The speech of act 1 is a discourse delivered 

by a character who imitates a historical figure, in an attempt to be historically “authentic,” in 

the replica of the hole of history. The implicit irony suggests an inversion between Lesser 

Known and Great Man, the Foundling Father as impersonator and Lincoln as historical 

character, which produces a “chiasmatic” relationship between performer and role, as well as 

 
133 "chiasmus, n.". OED Online. March 2020. Oxford University Press. 

https://www.oed.com/view/Entry/31503? 

134 Parks, The America Play, 159. 
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fiction and fact, crucial for Parks’s dramaturgical project about the making up of historical 

discourse.  

In terms of ipseity, Parks portrays the Foundling Father as a character obsessed with 

historical belonging and authenticity.135 According to the text, after hearing from early life 

that he resembled Abraham Lincoln, and before the birth of his son, the Foundling Father 

honeymooned with his wife Lucy at A Big Hole, Parks’s metaphor for History, a theme park 

full of historical pageants. His witnessing of this “Hole and its Historicity”136 produced a 

lasting impression in him that shaped his life thereafter. The speech of act one recounts how 

the “Reconstructed Historicities” of the Big Hole possessed him like “an echo in his head.”137 

He eventually left wife and son and traveled East to West, evoking the US expansion under 

the belief in Manifest Destiny, looking to insert himself in the history of the land. After his 

resemblance to Lincoln was highlighted, he dug the replica of the Big Hole and started a 

career as a Lincoln impersonator, first performing the Great Man’s speeches, later allowing 

strangers to shoot him as if they were at Ford’s Theatre the day of Lincoln’s murder. The 

fake shooting act, which takes place in the replica of the Great Hole of History, brought him 

great fame overnight. Finally, the Foundling Father was “striding in the Great Mans 

 
135 It is possible to see the Foundling Father as someone trapped in a Freudian family romance 

with History as a kind of begetter which could guarantee his historical legitimacy. 

136 Parks, The America Play, 162. 

137 Idem, 163. 
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footsteps.”138 In The America Play, Parks unfolds how the Foundling Father’s obsession with 

belonging to the pageantry of history led him to become a pageant figure himself. He became 

a replica within a replica. In a chiasmatic maneuver, she portrays a character who left a hole 

in his own family history hoping to become one with the History of his nation. The seduction 

to acquiring historicity, to be historically authentic and famous, moved him to shape himself 

according to someone else’s image in detriment to his own life, like an actor whose being has 

been crisscrossed with his role.  The performer disappears in the outfit; he is possessed by it. 

The Foundling Father constructed a “chiasmatic” sense of ipseity in which the myths of 

history became his living reality. 

When Michelle Pearce asked Parks whether The America Play is about Lincoln, she 

pointed out that she was more interested in “costume and greatness,” in seeing the historical 

Lincoln as “the sum of its outfit.”139 The purported resemblance of the Foundling Father to 

Lincoln is key in this regard. According to the speech in act 1, what is supposedly alike 

between them is a matter of shape rather than personality, of seeming rather than being. The 

Foundling Father crafted his sense of ipseity by performing a mask of resemblance. He self-

fashioned himself through someone else’s iconic representation. According to the text, when 

the Foundling Father set himself up to be one with History, he developed a compulsive 

imitation of Lincoln’s historical persona. Although the text never demands it, when the 

Foundling Father is performed by a black actor the irony over the purported alikeness 

 
138 Idem, 172. 

139 Pearce, “Alien Nation,” 46. 
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becomes apparent. As States points out, irony is one of the elements of postrealistic 

theatre.140 Irony highlights the disconnection between the symbols that the Foundling Father 

is wearing and himself. Parks ironizes the presence of Lincoln in her play by making it a 

matter of paraphernalia and fiction. But if the Foundling Father’s impersonation is a matter 

of outfit and apocryphal anecdotes, what is exactly that which he is impersonating? 

According to the speech in act 1, there is a temporal gap between The Foundling Father’s life 

and Lincoln’s: “The Great Man had been murdered long before the Lesser Known had been 

born.”141 This gap leaves the Foundling Father with a depiction to compare himself with, 

denoted by the Lincoln’s bust and pasteboard cutout, to which he winks and nods constantly. 

Both actions, winking and nodding, and their being addressed to representations, add up to 

the ironic tone of the play: only an image is what is left of Lincoln’s presence.  

Parks’s use of the Foundling Father as a Lincoln impersonator suggests her way to 

ironize historicity. As mentioned before, in order to belong to History and to be authentic, the 

Foundling Father created a hole in his own family history. He abandoned his own life to 

embody someone else’s image. This image is constructed by what Peter Brooks calls marks 

of identity,142 which in turn create a mask of identity by repetition. As Parks’s text mentions, 

“Everyone who has ever walked the earth has a shape around which their entire lives and 

 
140 States, Great Reckonings, 75. 

141 Parks, The America Play, 161. 

142 Peter Brooks, Enigmas of Identity (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2011),  18. 
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their posterity shapes itself.”143 Hence the continuous references in the text to the goatee, the 

fake mole and the stovepipe hat as markers of Lincoln’s persona that the Foundling Father 

dons as his. Ironically, the Foundling Father’s search for authenticity buried him under a 

historical fiction. He ends up shaping himself by interacting with an apocryphal construction. 

The Lesser Known submerged himself under the mythical image of the Great Man. Parks 

further ironizes historicity when the Foundling Father mentions his preferring a blonde beard 

for his impersonation. The irony goes even further when she references in a footnote the lines 

from his purported unpublished work, which poetically alludes to Lincoln’s “fair hair.”144 

With this maneuver Parks presents an irony that combines metatheatre with metahistory. Her 

playing with the idea of a footnote as a mark of textual authenticity, by referencing the 

unpublished work of a fictional character, about a fictional feature of a historical character, 

within her work of fiction, is a reductio ad absurdum of textual claims of historicity.  

In sum, in The America Play Parks discloses how the historical Lincoln can be regarded 

as an image, a representation created by accounts and outfits, which the Foundling Father 

wears as a costume, while white grease-paint serves as a mask. Tellingly, Parks never reveals 

the “real” appearance of the Foundling Father behind the outfit of Lincoln in the text, not 

even his own name. He is a character masked by the myth of history.145 Lincoln’s historical 

 
143 Parks, The America Play, 162. 

144 Idem, 168. 

145 The end of the Gettysburg Address states “we here highly resolve that these dead shall not 

have died in vain—that this nation, under God, shall have a new birth of freedom, and that 
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persona becomes a mythical mask that possesses his face and owns his presence. Tellingly, 

the Foundling Father’s interaction with the image of the Great Man made of his ipseity a 

chiasmatic one, an inversion of theatricality and reality. Parks’s refraction of history within 

her text shows how this inversion is the product of an interaction with the fictions of history, 

actualized by its repetitive performance. It is an instantiation of how history acts upon 

individuals. As a metahistorical element, the treatment of Lincoln’s image in the text 

suggests how the past can be actualized as if it were an article of trade in the present.146 Parks 

evokes this idea through the Foundling Father’s impersonation of the Lincoln Act, the title 

that she gives to act 1 of The America Play. Structurally, she interrupts the long speech of the 

 
government of the people, by the people, for the people, shall not perish from the earth.” When Parks 

names her Lincoln’s impersonator as the “Foundling” Father, she ironizes the idea of the victory of 

the Union in the American Civil War as a second foundation of the American republic, especially for 

Americans of African descent. The idea of Lincoln as a Founding Father for Black Americans is 

highly problematic. A supporter of the American Colonization Society since his early political career, 

Lincoln mulled over resettling Black Americans either to Africa or to Linconia, a proposed colony in 

the isthmus of Panama suggested by US Senator Samuel Pomeroy of Kansas in 1862.  

146 The front cover of The American Play and Other Works, published by TCG, presents the 

front-view of a Lincoln’s costume with the American flag as backdrop. The costume appears 

hollowed without someone wearing it. The back cover presents a side-view of a black man wearing 

the same costume, with a flipped American flag as backdrop. Put together, the covers resemble a 

mugshot. The empty costume and the black impersonator complicate the image of Lincoln by 

uncovering its theatricality. Here, Lincoln appears as a fictional rather than a historical character. 
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Lesser Known seven times introducing costumed actors who, impersonating John Wilkes 

Booth, shoot the Foundling Father in his Lincoln outfit, while enunciating purported 

historical lines, to satisfy their drive for sensationalism and consumption of historical 

reenactments. Among the costumers, the one who goes by A Man, someone obsessed with 

historical accuracy, repeats his entrance thrice, pronouncing the lines that Booth supposedly 

said during the murderous event that put him up in History. Another one, who goes by B 

Woman, confronts the audience screaming “lies” and “liars” several times. Parks’s text 

makes of Lincoln’s assassination a repetitive show that leaves the Foundling Father with a 

slight deafness due to the firing of the gun. 

Considering the aforementioned features of the Lincoln Act, the Foundling Father 

interacts not only with the images of history but also its events, in this case a killing with 

lingering consequences. His continuous reenactment of Lincoln’s assassination is a form of 

Rep & Rev within the structure of the play, a repetitive refraction of history through drama. 

Every time it happens, the killing is experienced anew, a new layer of representation is 

accumulated, and the historical event soars more and more from a world of facts up to the 

realm of fiction. In terms of aesthetic refraction, Parks interrogates this historical moment by 

refracting it as a theatrical event in the fiction of her play. The killing performs a repetition 

compulsion, ritualizing Lincoln’s assassination as a mythical event in American history. 

Death has a liminal connotation in The America Play as a threshold between past and present. 

Throughout act 1, Parks repeats the Lincoln Act, a killing, in which a performer who 

previously was a gravedigger is shot down by customers to satisfy their drive for historical 

entertainment. By the end of the act, she develops a chiasmic maneuver by suggesting the 

possibility of the Foundling Father being killed by Lincoln, the former forgetting “who he 
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is,” disappearing without trace, while the latter continues on in his place. The ultimate irony 

of the Foundling Father’s drive for historicity is his erasure by History. In temporal terms, 

this idea presents an inversion of the past supplanting the present. In historical terms, it 

evokes the dead of all the Lesser Knowns whose forgotten acts kept alive the images of the 

Great Ones. In terms of characterization, the impersonator is supplanted by the object of his 

impersonation, the mask takes over the face. 

Aesthetic refraction allows us to analyze how Parks’s text unveils a theatrical quality of 

Lincoln’s historical persona, in relation to the Foundling Father’s characterization and the 

Rep and Rev structure of the play. As a representation, Lincoln’s historical persona appears 

as a compound of depictions, reenactments and speeches, some of them apocryphal, that 

sediment a historical portrait through their repetition. The Foundling Father adopts this 

portrait as symbol of his own historical authenticity, interacting with it as a performer does 

with his character, changing his appearance through makeup, making other’s words his and 

reenacting scripted events. He becomes the prism through which Lincoln’s historical persona 

is made present in the text, disclosing not only a fictional but also a theatrical aspect about 

it.147 Parks’s text refracts this theatrical feature of history, using metahistorical and 

 
147 In Topdog/Underdog, Parks employs Rep and Rev in her use of Lincoln’s image, focusing the 

plot on family history and brotherhood. She portrays the story of another Lincoln impersonator whose 

name is Lincoln. In contrast to the Foundling Father, he took up the job as impersonator out of need 

after witnessing the killing of one of his colleagues, with whom he set up a 3-card monte hustle. In 

this play, Parks continues her exploration of history and theatricality at a more intimate level, with a 

work that is less experimental than her previous ones, employing linear structure and realistic 
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metatheatrical elements related to the postrealistic and postdramatic aspects of her work. 

Aesthetic refraction, as a conceptual tool that depends upon the analysis of both 

characterizing and structuring, reveals how in The America Play the Foundling Father 

becomes a character whose ipseity is pure performance, the continuous reenactment of a 

historical fiction up to the point of making of it and his own life a cliché.  

Parks’s metahistorical experiment in The America Play unveils a fictional quality of 

history but at the same time a kind of chiasmatic feature of it: the power of the past to act 

upon the present and the power of the present to shape the past. Image and event, as echoes 

of the past, can be less a matter of historicity and more of fiction, nevertheless their 

resonances have the sway to alter the present, as the idea of Lincoln’s mask taking over the 

Foundling Father’s presence and the Lincoln Act causing his physical deafness. Also, images 

and events of the past are constantly repeated and varied in a constant exercise of 

accumulation. Parks’s Rep and Rev device becomes a key element that signals how images 

and events are accumulated, creating a variation every time they are actualized in the present 

moment. This chiasmatic feature of history is also structurally developed in the relation 

between the two acts of the work. The last stage direction of act 1 suggests a gunshot echoing 

softly. This sound is the deadly aural bridge that connects act 1 to act 2. The gunshot makes 

 
characterization. Here, Lincoln is a historical figure, a costume/character in an arcade game and a 

man who previously worked as a con artist. But in Topdog there is no trace of the Foundling Father’s 

obsession with historical belonging. As Lincoln, the 3-card monte expert says, “Fake beard. Top hat. 

Don’t make me into no Lincoln. I was Lincoln on my own before any of that.” Suzan-Lori Parks, 

Topdog/Underdog (New York: Theatre Communications Group, 2002), 30. 
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of death a hovering possibility in the world of the text and suggests a chiasmic connection 

with the subsequent act: in The America Play, the second act will be an attempt to recycle all 

that has “died” in the history/story of the first one.  

C. Digging the Past 

Act 2 of The America Play introduces Lucy and Brazil, wife and son of the Foundling 

Father, who are digging up “wonders” in the same place of the previous act, the replica of the 

Great Hole of History. Structurally, this act has a chiasmatic relation with the former. This 

relation is the product of Parks’s structural use of repetition and revision, and her refraction 

of history through fiction. In act 2, instead of bringing back the image of Lincoln, the text is 

digging up the remnants of the Foundling Father. Divided by subtitles that develop an 

archeological metaphor, this act portrays a long dialogue between Lucy and Brazil that 

corresponds to the parts Big Bang, Archeology, Spadework and The Great Beyond, 

interpolated by “Echo[es]” in which, like flashbacks, the Foundling Father recites Lincoln’s 

famous lines and acts out some extracts of Our American Cousin. In “Echo[es],” Parks 

interpolates metatheatre within the structure, mirroring her use of the Lincoln Act in act 1, 

but this time employing Lincoln’s speeches and extracts from the show that he was watching 

when murdered by Booth. As in the previous act, the “Echo[es],” as temporal resonances, 

evoke an operative aspect of history, particularly how the past lingers in the present. This 

feature is closely related to the metaphor of “digging” developed throughout act 2: in order to 

recover and understand their past, Lucy and Brazil will dig in the replica of the Great Hole to 

unbury the Foundling Father. Mother and son try to recover the father’s body, disclosing 

particularities of their family history and, at the same time, evoking the history of America.  
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In act 2, Parks develops the archeological metaphor of “digging” as the character’s way 

to interact with history. She presents Lucy and Brazil digging for bones, whispers and 

wonders for both recovering and understanding their past. Metaphorically, bones, echoes, 

whispers and wonders are the remnants of a fragmented past, unevenly scattered in the 

present, that inhabit the replica of The Great Hole of History. Lucy and Brazil constantly 

excavate their present to unbury their discontinuous family past, in hopes of recreating a 

“whole” out of multiple historical “holes.” According to the text, thirty years have passed 

since the Foundling Father left them, went to the uncharted West and dug the same hole in 

which they are now repeating the digging. This suggests a gap of three decades in the history 

of the family, ironically caused by the father’s obsession with historicity. This gap mirrors 

the one between the Foundling Father and Lincoln in act 1, as well as other aspects of the 

relation between the Great One and the Lesser Known. Parks portrays Brazil as having a 

strong resemblance to his dead father, which tacitly alludes to the possibility of his likeness 

to Lincoln. Brazil inherits his father’s professions, both digging and faking, and the replica of 

the Great Hole of History. However, a paternal absence of thirty years leaves Brazil with a 

huge gap to be filled up.  

Parks depicts Brazil as a character whose memory is built by both hearsay about his 

father’s adventures in the West and Lucy’s stories about family history. His memory is an 

accumulation of rumors and hearsays. In terms of ipseity, Brazil interacts as his father did 

with fictions of the past to create his own present. Moreover, as Laura Dawkins points out, 

Brazil’s bereftness, caused by his father’s neglect, signals a traumatic aspect of the character, 

exemplified by his behavioral quirkiness, his raw nature, and a speech pattern that differs 
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from the one that his father employs.148 Ironically, the Foundling Father obsession with 

historicity deprived her own son of a family history. However, Brazil is by no means a 

character without a past. He digs in the replica of the Hole of History to exhume the leftovers 

that he will showcase at the Hall of Wonders, the title that Parks gives to act 2 of The 

America Play. As his father did with Lincoln’s image in act 1, Brazil actualizes the past by 

making a spectacle out of it. Parks makes him an inheritor of the Foundling Father’s flair for 

faking. As the text reveals, before the Foundling Father’s departure thirty years ago, Brazil 

was part of the family’s funerary trade as the one in charge of “thuh weepin and thuh 

moanin.”149 According to one of Brazil’s speeches, the Foundling Father was the one who 

taught him the Wail, the Weep, the Moan, the Sob, and the Gnash. These postures of 

mourning are deemed as “Formal stances that the Fatherd picked up at the History Hole.”150 

In other words, these rehearsed gestures of grief are inherited performances that the 

Foundling Father bequeathed to Brazil from the Great Hole of History. 

As another chiasmatic aspect of the play, if the Foundling Father “inherits” from history 

the mask of a Great One, Brazil inherits from the Lesser Known theatrical gestures, a flair for 

“faking” and the tendency to mix up fact and fiction. For instance, Brazil tells the story of his 

parent’s honeymoon at the Great Hole (of History) as if George Washington would have 

 
148 Laura Dawkins, “Family Acts: History, Memory, and Performance in Suzan-Lori Parks's The 

America Play and Topdog/Underdog,” South Atlantic Review 74, no. 3 (Summer 2009): 82-98. 

149 Parks, The America Play 179. 

150 Idem, 182. 
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risen “up from thuh dead and walk uhround and cross thuh Delaware and say stuff!!”151 He 

confounds fiction and fact as the Foundling Father did in the previous act. Parks develops 

this feature, as an ironic view of historicity, when Brazil lists historical characters like “Mary 

King of thuh Scots!” alongside fictional ones like “Tarzan King of thuh Apes!”152 as the 

“Greats” that paraded in the Great Hole. The refraction of history as pageantry in the text 

highlights its fictional quality by emphasizing its theatrical aspects. In The America Play 

history operates as a performance which confuses representations with actual happenings. In 

terms of ipseity, Brazil is a character who interacts with history in a similar way to his father. 

Through his actions, he metaphorically transforms the space of the play from hole to hall, 

from empty space to showcase locale. By the end of The America Play, he shifts his role 

from digger to master of ceremonies of the Hall of Wonders, the verbal historical pageant 

that showcases the leftovers of the past. As an ipseity similar to the Foundling Father, Brazil 

is a character who actualizes history by performing it. In this regard, the relationship between 

Lincoln and the Foundling Father mirrors the one between the Foundling Father and Brazil. 

Both are traversed by discontinuity in the historical timeline. This discontinuity, like a 

historical gap, is filled in both cases by acts of spectacle that make of the transmission points 

a matter of performance rather than historicity.  

 
151 Idem, 179. 

152 Idem, 180. 
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According to Parks, “Plays are about space, and, say, fiction is about place.”153 As 

mentioned above, the spatial metaphor of history in The America Play transitions across act 1 

and 2 from “hole” to “hall,” evoking a double sense of empty space and spectacle. In act 1, 

what fills the hole is the staging of The Lincoln Act, the repetition of a killing that elicited 

the mourning of America. In act 2, Brazil’s constant digging exhumes the Foundling Father’s 

body, which he presents in the Hall of Wonders as if it were Lincoln’s, ironically invoking 

the mourning of the nation. This “chiasmatic” relation between the acts makes of the text a 

space for refracting both a performative aspect of historicity of the Great Ones and the 

pervasive forgotten histories of the Lesser Knowns. For example, in the world of the text the 

Foundling Father died without someone mourning for him, like all the Lesser Knowns who 

have died without the mourning of America, although contributing to its creation and 

recreation. It is Parks’s play itself, as a metahistorical and postrealistic spectacle, which re-

members the Foundling Father and invokes all the Lesser Knowns of American history. As 

Laura Dawkins points out, The America Play opens a place of memory which activates what 

Pierre Nora calls a “new history,” a site of recognition.154 However, the metaphor of 

recognition evokes a cognitive act of memory, which leaves out the performative aspect of 

Parks’s metaphorical “digging.”  

The metaphor of “digging” can be best understood as a form of recycling, a physical 

renewal rather than just a mental recollection. Recycling can be construed as an actualization 

 
153 Jiggetts and Parks, “Interview with Suzan-Lori Parks,”, 309. 

154 Dawkins, p. 89. 
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of the past, a temporal form of repetition and revision, a performative chiasmus through 

which the past is made present. Digging as recycling refers to the doings of the past in the 

present. In general, recycling the past is a feature shared by all the family members of The 

America Play, who build their presents through the fragments of the past, both material and 

ideal: in act 1, the Foundling Father recycles the image of Lincoln to insert himself in 

History; in act 2, Lucy and Brazil recycle the fragments and remnants of their own family 

history to recover the Foundling Father’s presence. Recycling is a way to build a sense of 

belonging in history for these characters. However, although in act 2 Lucy and Brazil are 

both recycling the past together, Parks gives them different ways to interact with it, opening a 

space for difference within her fictional family. For instance, as an ipseity that recognizes 

truth from hearsay, Parks depicts Lucy as the force that keeps Brazil’s digging efforts on 

track. For example, Lucy corrects Brazil’s misperception of the authenticity of the pageantry 

at the Great Hole (of History), remarking that “Thuh Mr. Washington me and your Daddy 

seen was uh lookuhlike of thuh Mr. Washington of history-fame, son.”155 Throughout act 2 

she reminds her son to keep his stories/histories “to scale.”156  

Lucy’s reminders are crucial to show her particular way to interact with the past. If in act 

1 the Foundling Father was obsessed with inserting himself in History, in act 2 Lucy is 

obsessed with recovering him from the fiction of history. Parks depicts her as a character 

ashamed of the Foundling Father’s death, “His lonely death and lack of proper burial is our 

 
155 Parks, The America Play, 179. 

156 Idem, 180 
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embarrassment,” and a down-to-earth family member contrary to Brazil and his father. She 

knows how to separate fiction from fact: “Itssalways been important in my line to 

distinguish. Tuh know thuh difference. Not like your Fathuh. Your Fathuh became confused 

[…] Now me I need tuh know thuh real thing from thuh echo. Thuh truth from thuh 

hearsay.”157 Lucy’s job as Confidence, someone in charge of keeping the last words and 

dying wishes of the deceased, makes of her a keeper of “truths” at risk of being erased by the 

passage of time and the fictionality of history. She has an ear trumpet with which she catches 

the “bits and pieces” that linger in the present as echoes of the past. In contrast to the 

Foundling Father and Brazil, Lucy doesn’t built wholes out of the fictions of history. Lucy 

keeps Brazil on track, making him dig again and again each time he is distracted by his 

fascination with performing and the possible discovery of the Foundling Father’s whispers 

and other remnants. Lucy constantly compels Brazil to dig, and only in the last part of act 2 

she answers with assent about the Foundling Father’s whispers, right after a gunshot is heard 

in the last “Echo” part. This gunshot, related to the Lincoln Act, introduces the last segment 

of The America Play, The Great Beyond, as an allusion to death and that which lies beyond 

History. In it, Parks replays the Lincoln Act through a TV screen and, at the same time, “digs 

up” the Foundling Father in front of Lucy and Brazil while “His coffin awaits him 

onstage.”158 

 
157 Idem, 175. 

158 Idem, 194. 
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Although the text does not make it explicit, the Foundling Father who reappears by the 

end of The America Play is metaphorically more ghost than flesh, an absent presence, as his 

televised representation suggests. In the last part of the play, when Lucy asks the Foundling 

Father to do his Lincoln Act “live,” he complies, the echo of a gunshot is heard, and the 

Foundling Father “slumps in his chair” without pronouncing further words. Afterwards, 

Brazil showcases his body alongside “pieces” of history as another object in the Hall of 

Wonders. With the insertion of the Foundling Father’s body in the Hall of Wonders, the 

name of the replica of the Great Hole of History in act 2, the chiasmus presented at the 

beginning of the play becomes his fate: “he digged the hole and the whole [hall] held him.” 

This last irony of the play, which puts the final question mark on historical authenticity, 

inserts the Foundling Father in the replica of history through his son’s performance, 

describing his body as if it were Lincoln’s after being shot down by Booth. In terms of 

aesthetic refraction, with this last gesture Parks once again refracts history through fiction, 

thus disclosing its performative quality, but this time making of the dead body of the Lesser 

Known a double spectacle, a replica integrated within a replica, a fiction within a fiction. A 

body with a “great black hole.”159  

The image of history as a hole is the most pervasive metaphor of the play. It starts with 

Locke’s epigraph, linking America to an “empty” space, a hole wherein a political project 

started anew. In other words, in The America Play Parks discloses how the history of 

America, and History in general, will be always incomplete, full of discontinuities, holes and 

 
159 Idem, 199. 
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gaps, problematizing absolute historiographies and claims of authenticity. As Angenette 

Spalink points out, “By setting the play in a replica of the great hole of history, including 

both the history that was recorded and the history that was left out, Parks toys with the 

traditional historical narrative.”160 In other words, History with a capital “H” passes as an 

actual account of the past when it is only a perspective, a narrative that highlights some 

aspects over the totality of events buried forever under the passage of time. A multifaceted 

sense of history emerges from Parks’s text. One of its aspects looks at history as narrative 

and reconstruction, the other as event and catastrophe. In Parks’s metahistorical and 

“chiasmatic” play, these aspects are interrelated. Images and events that take place at each 

moment in the text constantly disappear, but their echoes remain to affect the future of the 

characters, and inspire new acts of re-membering, through their interactions with the past. In 

this regard, the relationship between past and present in the text becomes a continuous 

“digging,” a constant process of historical recycling through which the past is made present.  

From the point of view of aesthetic refraction, this process of historical recycling operates 

at multiple levels. In the text, each character has a personal history, in relation to a family 

history, in relation to a national history. All levels interact with each other. Thus, the holes of 

history can be found in all instances: individual gaps, family gaps and national gaps. In this 

regard, far from being just a denunciation of the absence of African American history within 

American history, The America Play questions every claim of historical authenticity. Parks’s 

 
160 Angenette Spalink, “Taphonomic Historiography: Excavating and Exhuming the Past in 

Suzan-Lori Parks’s The America Play,” Modern Drama 60, no. 1 (Spring 2017):  84. 
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dramaturgical project discloses how historicity is never absolute. Developing the 

impossibility of absolute historicity inspired by Parks’ dramaturgy, the notion of American 

history as the linear narrative of a political entity, from Washington to Lincoln and beyond, 

cannot accommodate the overwhelming number of events and peoples that created and 

recreate the real moments of the nation. There is an unbridgeable gap between American 

history as actuality, or history as “is,” and American history as representation, or history as 

“was.” In principle, the orderly structure of the latter is a contradiction of the variegated and 

ephemeral quality of the former.161 As Haike Frank points out, “the complexity of historical 

developments can never be more than misrepresented by textualization which is inherently 

linear.”162 From The America Play emerges a performative view of history as a doing rather 

than a telling, a living practice always beyond its representation, which sets up the 

possibilities for the future.  

The metaphor of the Great Hole in The America Play, in relation to American history, 

evokes a gigantic archeological ground, inhabited by sediments of forgotten histories which, 

although out of the official record, constitute the multiple events that created and recreate the 

nation. A question arises: what is the ipseity of American history? A linear narrative from the 

Founding Fathers onwards or a discontinuity of histories waiting to be re-membered? Parks’s 

 
161 “People like they historical shit in a certain way. They like it to unfold the way they folded it 

up. Neatly like a book. Not raggedy and bloody and screaming.” Parks, Topdog/Underdog, 52.  

162 Haike Frank, “The Instability of Meaning in Suzan-Lori Parks’s The America Play,” American 

Drama 11, no. 2, (Summer 2002): 15. 
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dramaturgy is an attempt to provide a place and time to remember the disjointedness of 

America’s dismembered past. I presented an analysis of The America Play using aesthetic 

refraction and ipseity, focusing my inquiry on how the characters interact with history 

throughout the text. What emerges is a metahistorical play of postrealistic style with a 

“chiasmatic” quality, which provides an ironic interrogation of historicity and a structural use 

of repetition and revision that disrupts linearity, refracting history through performance. In 

this regard, masking images and recycling events appear as performative aspects of history 

related to its fictional quality and its actualization in the present. Parks’s text incites a 

provocative questioning of history as representation, in opposition to history as actuality, as a 

central aspect of her dramaturgical project.  

In what follows, I will apply ipseity and aesthetic refraction to the analysis of Tarell 

Alvin McCraney’s The Brothers Size, looking at the interactions of the characters in the 

structure of the play, in relation to ideas of belonging, and regarding the text as a place of 

disclosure for the lives of the lesser knowns that inhabit “the other America.” 

D. The Other America 

McCraney considers his dramaturgical approach in The Brother/Sister Plays as a 

presentational form of storytelling in which “people, though each seeing it slightly 

differently, are believing—following the same course or going on a journey together.”163 His 

 
163 Dan Rubin, “American Bayou: An Interview with Playwright Tarell Alvin McCraney,” in 

Words on Plays: Marcus; or the Secret of Sweet, ed. Elizabeth Brodersen (San Francisco: American 

Conservatory Theater, 2010), 18. 
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use of stage directions as spoken lines is related to this idea of theatre as a communal event, 

which enables a direct communication between performers and audience: “for the actor to 

call to the audience and invite you into the space and remind you that this can’t happen 

without you, you belong here with us. If you’re not here, this is a rehearsal.”164 According to 

McCraney, the performance of The Brother/Sister Plays creates a ritual onstage that takes 

“these very old stories, archetypes, myths, and even rumors,” and “[plays] them out with new 

voices, new bodies, set in new and present times.” He acknowledges that the plays have 

“mixed in lore and theatrical devices from the Greeks, from Spanish Lorca, from Jacobean 

England.”165 He uses several kinds of theatrical traditions and cultures in the composition of 

the plays, in a pluralistic dramaturgical exercise.  For McCraney, the purpose of these plays 

as a syncretic, ritual experience is to create a “communal journey” through what he calls the 

other America, “the America that doesn’t always get depicted in the cinema. The America 

that we are told to pretend isn’t there. And in an attempt to create theater that told untold 

stories, that gave voice to another half of America, I created The Brother/Sister Plays.”166  

His dramaturgy offers a syncretic understanding of ritual and storytelling in relation to a 

Caribbean version of Yoruba mythology. He stresses the paradoxical quality of this 

mythology, which avoids the Manicheism pervasive in Western culture: “Their stories are 

complex, not good versus evil, but good and evil at the same time. Life is good, but so is 

 
164 Idem, 3. 

165 Idem. 

166 Idem, 18. 
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death. Radiantly beautiful is bad, but so too is ugly.” The paradoxical quality of Yoruba 

mythology avoids rigid normative valuations and complexifies the value of human doings. 

His growing up near the Gulf of Mexico made him acquainted with the actuality of these 

myths: “The archetypes of these deities were worn on my friends like sleeves. I began to 

investigate how to use ancient myths, stories, to tell urban ones. I found that the stories are all 

still there.”167 McCraney also uses the Caribbean version of Yoruba cosmology to forge an 

understanding of acting as a process of self-discovery, a search for openness and 

vulnerability for the performers, which allows them to be “at their core,” and to the audience 

“to watch them move in these extraordinary and sometimes foreign circumstances but 

understand and relate to them.” McCraney interprets these moments of self-discovery in the 

theatre as a reminder of its ritualistic and communal quality, in which both performers and 

audience are engaged in an imaginative journey of discovery together. 

Community, ritual, and remembrance are crucial for an understanding of McCraney’s 

dramaturgy in The Brother/Sister Plays. These aspects disclose a performance-based aspect 

of his writing in which the script enables a communal moment through storytelling, an 

encounter with and a reminder of the culture and the stories of “the other America,” between 

characters, performers and audiences. In particular, The Brothers Size, the first play of the 

triptych, was part of McCraney’s reaction to what he thought was a lack in “stories about 

men of color, especially poor men of color, that have to do with intimate relationships.” The 

first time he presented the play was to “friends in the courtyard of the projects in which he 

 
167 Idem, 19. 
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grew up.”168 In terms of aesthetic refraction, as the refraction of experience through dramatic 

characters and structures, McCraney comments in an interview with Jared Bellot that The 

Brothers Size “represent moments in my life when I was trying to understand both who I was 

as a person in the world, and also who I was as the oldest brother of two younger 

brothers.”169 His remark underscores a autobiographical aspect of the work. He 

acknowledges that the writing of The Brothers Size was inspired by “a simple two-line 

Yoruba poem that basically says: ‘Ogun’s brother is missing. Ogun builds tools to find him.’ 

[…] I know what it’s like to miss my brothers. To not know where they are. And then make a 

way to find them. The Brothers Size was my way to find them.”170 Instead of disclosing the 

experience of Black Americans as a whole, McCraney personalizes Yoruba mythology 

through several theatrical traditions, to interrogate his personal and family experience.  

In the interview with Bellot, McCraney states that The Brother Size was a way to explore 

the effects of the US industrial complex in families and individuals: “My brother came out of 

jail completely changed, and there was no way to help him […] That haunts me still. To have 

to watch him suffer—I have no words for it. So all I could do was write about it. Write about 

 
168 Idem, 7. 

169 Jared Bellot and Megan Shuchman, The Brothers Size: Study Guide, Steppenwolf for Young 

Adults (October, 2019), 10. 

170 Idem, 12. 
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the resentment and the guilt and all of those things.”171 He stresses the interrogative and 

personal rather than the declarative and collective aspects of incarceration through his 

dramaturgy, which is “about the intimate moments that these people do in response to that 

system.”172 The refraction of autobiographical content in The Brothers Size underlines 

McCraney’s intent to stage intimate stories coming from “the other America.” He does it by 

structuring the play in what he calls a form of “raw theatre,” inspired by his seeing August 

Wilson plays at The Goodman and Peter Brooks’ Hamlet at Chicago Shakespeare Theatre, as 

well as his work with director Tina Landau on Theatrical Essays at Steppenwolf Theatre 

while he was still studying at DePaul. These theatrical influences inflicted upon his 

dramaturgy a particular understanding of performance: “I was able to witness theater where 

characters spoke directly to the audience, engaging them in the story that they wanted to 

tell.”173 As Kevin J. Wetmore points out, “McCraney writes in a griotesque, presentational 

style in which characters narrate their actions in the third person.”174 He uses the stage 

directions as presentational lines to make the play like a narrated myth, which includes the 

audience in the ritual of storytelling. At the same time, he gives a mythical quality to his 

 
171 Idem, 11. 

172 Idem, 13. 

173 Idem, 10. 

174 Kevin J. Wetmore, Jr., “Children of Yemayá and the American Eshu: West African Myth in 

African-American Theatre,” in Dramatic Revisions of Myths, Fairy Tales and Legends, ed. Verna A. 

Foster (Jefferson: McFarland, 2012), 85. 
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characters while “simultaneously locating them in the realistic lived experiences of rural 

African Americans.”175 He refracts myth, performance styles and personal experience into 

what could be called a syncretic dramaturgy that avoids straightforward categorizations.    

The Theatre Communications Group’s edition of The Brother/Sister Plays mentions that 

the tryptic “draws on elements, icons and stories from the Yoruba cosmology.”176 But in an 

interview with Randy Gener, McCraney asserts that “The hard part is to keep people from 

talking about the West African cosmology of my plays […] you can trace the myths to 

Africa, but that’s not how I learned them. The orisha stories I learned are American myths, 

not West African stories.”177 The presence of the Caribbean version of Yoruba myths in the 

culture of “the other America” discloses the complexity of cultural syncretism and migration 

within the Americas. It also signals Diasporic processes within the Western hemisphere 

which include theatrical ventures like the African Theatre of William Henry Brown and 

James Hewlett. The relocation of peoples and cultures in the Western Hemisphere has 

produced multiple blendings, making hard to classify cultural expressions using discrete 

labels. In an interview with Dan Rubin, McCraney recalls that when he was working in 

England, he was persistently interrogated about his origins, to which he remarked that 

“you’re trying to make me say that I’m AFRICAN American, and I think I’m just American. 
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I’m American and I’m black.” He describes the impossibility of pigeonholing his lineage in a 

singular category, and proceeds to “splintering” it into several group identities: “I can splinter 

[my lineage] off into my Native American grandmother and I can splinter [it] off into my 

Irish great-great-grandmother and then my Senegalese… It just gets complicated, because at 

this point nobody’s one thing anymore, but everybody needs to identify you.”178 His 

avoidance of the label African American to describe his persona highlights McCraney’s 

distrust of hyphenated identifications based on geographical locations, a common practice in 

the US. He stresses the plurality of his lineage over the tendency to pigeonhole people in 

discrete racial groups that correspond to geographical locations.  

McCraney’s assertions about lineage of myths or ancestry complicate the relation 

between labeling and genealogy. As with the origin of the Yoruba myths in his work, the 

complexity of his ancestry confronts the tendency to attach to it labels of classification. He 

openly contests the tendency to surrender a plural ancestry and a plural cultural heritage to a 

single identifiable label. His location of The Brother/Sister Plays in the fictional locale of 

“San Pere, Louisiana, near the Bayou,” is crucial for his syncretic project. As Michael Paller 

points out, McCraney “placed his fictional town in […] Plaquemines Parish, an area south of 

New Orleans at the very end of the Mississippi River Delta, where a thin strip of land juts out 

into the Gulf of Mexico.”179 According to McCraney, “that gulf is a rich and fecund place. 

It’s got old nasty stories about conquistadors and pirates, and French and Spanish and 
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African blood mixed there to make this incredible hodgepodge […] that gulf is where it all 

meets together.”180 From these comments emerges a syncretic understanding of American 

culture that subverts rigid lineages and deterministic labels.   

In The Brothers Size, McCraney creates a distinctive dramaturgy blending his multiple 

artistic influences with his experience in living in what he calls “the other America.” The text 

refracts personal aspects such as his search for personal connections through theatrical 

creation and his interrogation of the personal effects of incarceration; sociocultural aspects 

such as his reclamation of the Yoruba myths as American myths and his location of San Pere 

in the cultural hodgepodge of the Gulf of Mexico; and artistic aspects such as his use of 

presentational theatre to include the audience as active part of the storytelling and his 

conception of a “raw theatre” inspired by his early experiences with the stage. The 

exploration of intimacy, brotherhood, self-discovery and connection are qualities of his 

immersive storytelling which aims for an exploration of difference and inclusivity. It 

revalorizes characters who are marginalized, not only by society but also their own 

communities, by portraying the uniqueness of their lives.  

E. Different Sizes 

As mentioned above, McCraney inspires his characters in their homonymous orishas. 

Ogun Henri Size, the owner of a car repair shop who sacrifices himself for the sake of his 

kin, is named after Ogun, the god of iron, remover of barriers, a powerful warrior who 

presides over deals.  Oshoosi, the divine hunter, wanderer and survivalist, is the brother of 
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Ogun in many Yoruba myths as well as in McCraney’s play. The younger Size is a carefree 

dreamer who returns to his brother’s side and struggles to fight off the memories of prison. 

Both brothers are described in the character list as men of color. Elegba, inspired by 

Eshu/Elegua, guardian of the crossroads, messenger of the gods, and chaotic trickster that 

lures humans into troubles, is the charming and deceiving best friend of Oshoosi in the play. 

He is described as someone of Creole heritage. The time of the play alludes to McCraney’s 

understanding of performance as ritual storytelling. He sets The Brother/Sister Plays in “the 

distant present.” About this temporal oxymoron, McCraney remarks that “If you tell a story 

you’re already telling it in the past tense. It’s already happened, so it’s in the Distance. But 

you’re telling it right now, so it’s therefore the present.”181  

This temporal dislocation is a form of repetition and revision that recycles the past into 

the present. It acknowledges the power of performance to realize the imaginative work of the 

author, bringing into the present a story from the past. As McCraney says, “When you tell a 

story it’s always in the past, but this past can be repeated […] Each time the actor tells you 

where they are, what they are doing, they are reminding you that the story is being unfolded 

for you in a new way that has never happened before.”182 In his view, performing a story is 

an exercise of repetition and variation in which the story happens through performance but 

not in the same way each time. As an artistic practice, performance itself appears as an 

everchanging process of repetition and revision that articulates the world of the play and the 
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world of the production with the world of the audience. For instance, The Brothers Size 

begins with a prologue, which McCraney describes as an “invocation” that “should be 

repeated for as long as needed to complete the ritual.”183 This structural element introduces 

the three aspects that he deploys in his dramaturgy: community, ritual, and remembrance. 

During the prologue, repetition and call and response are mobilized to bring readers and 

audiences together into the imaginative world of the story. A single line becomes pervasive, 

“the road is rough,” pronounced by Elegba as the messenger who connects a story coming 

from “the other America” with the world of readers and audiences.  

In The Brothers Size, McCraney articulates past and present, using the paradoxical 

quality of Yoruba mythology, to disrupt patterned ideas of black masculinity. As Jeffrey 

McCune points out, McCraney creates characters that “occupy complex positions, never 

conceding to easy constructions of any one character as good/evil.” Throughout The Brothers 

Size, he “confounds us through his constant disallowing of these men to be offered as 

exceptional, ideal, or wholly anything.”184 Through his dramaturgy, McCraney renders a 

complex representation of black masculinity by portraying individuals living through 

singular circumstances. Rather than relying on a fixed representational pattern, he discloses 

multiple aspects of Ogun, Oshoosi and Elegba through their intimate interactions in the play. 

He does not craft a patterned group identity for his characters, with ascribed values and 
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prescribed attitudes towards life. Rather, he presents them as complex and singular ipseities 

interacting throughout the structure of his work. In his reflection on black masculinity, 

McCune points out how the saying, “‘a good black man is hard to find,’ has been a common 

refrain in black cultural communities for decades.”185 He remarks how McCraney’s The 

Brothers Size creates a site of contestation for the idea of a negative black, male identity. 

According to McCune, McCraney challenges a patterned idea of black manhood “sized up by 

American culture” through characters with a “complex personhood that moves the spectator 

away from a damage-centered reading, toward richer readings of black men’s real lives and 

representations.”186 McCune offers the metaphor of “one size seems not to fit all” to address 

the complexity of characterization in McCraney’s dramaturgy. In his view, The Brothers Size 

opens a space of difference within the black community for the portrayal of black 

masculinity that complicates assumptions of belonging, emphasizing internal differences 

through complex depictions. 

In terms of ipseity, McCraney presents Ogun as a tough love figure, with a strong work 

ethic, who struggles to put his younger brother into what he thinks is the right path for him. 

Ogun becomes the father figure for Oshoosi in the fictional location of San Pere, a name 

related to the French term sans père, which evokes fatherlessness, a refraction within the text 

of a pervasive aspect of the black community in the US. Released from prison before the 

beginning of the play, Oshoosi depends on Ogun for both having a roof over his head and 
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keeping a good standing with his parole officer. But his wandering nature and longing for 

freedom and self-discovery push Oshoosi away from his brother’s influence and advice. 

These two characters, although both male, working-class members of the black community, 

are in the antipodes in terms of ipseity. Their sharing of several group identities does not 

make them the same fictional person. What defines them as unique characters is rather the 

singular interactions that, as part of a process in the play, create their unique fictional quality. 

Mobilizing the analysis of character as ipseity in terms of singular interaction, rather than 

focusing on group identity as affiliation, opens, nuances and problematizes our discourse 

over identity formation by putting difference and singularity at the forefront. 

The opening scene depicts an almost father-and-son sequence in which Ogun wakes 

Oshoosi to go to work and reprehends him for his lack of sense of duty. Rather than laboring 

in his brother’s car shop, Oshoosi wants to follow a carefree lifestyle: “Nigga need to get up 

and build me a damn car. A nigga need to get around. How I’m supposed to get a girl, pick 

up, walk round on my feet?;” he criticizes Ogun’s hardworking attitude: “I swear this 

nigga… Got the working love, man;” and declares that Ogun is not “black” enough: “Always 

funky. Nigga stay dirty! He ain’t even that black. I was always darker than him. Everybody 

know that…”187 In McCraney’s text, “nigga” is a label constantly shifting meanings, as in the 

lines mentioned above. A “nigga” can be a hardworking man as Ogun, or a more carefree 

person like Oshoosi. But McCraney also presents Oshoosi mentioning that his brother is not 

“darker” enough to be count as a “nigga.” This comment evokes the idea of the existence of a 
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“darker” black male identity, which matches a pattern of behavior and fulfills certain 

expectations of authenticity. According to the text, a less “darker nigga” like Ogun is a man 

whose clothes are regularly dirty for his hard and constant labor in an unfashionable 

endeavor. Oshoosi ascribes a negative value to Ogun’s qualities. 

When Oshoosi describes himself as someone “darker” than his brother, he is 

differentiating himself as someone more authentic than Ogun. This idea of a “darker” 

authenticity is related to having a car to attract women, using cologne to maintain a pleasant 

smell, and lacking commitment to an unfashionable working-class job that requires physical 

exertion. Apparently, rather than thinking of advancing his current condition through a strong 

work ethic, Oshoosi’s priorities purportedly aim to satisfy his “manly” pleasures: “Man I 

need some pussy.”188 However, there is much more in Oshoosi beyond this apparent “darker” 

version, which links an idea of an authentic black male identity to certain patterns of 

behavior and expectations. As Lionel C. Howard points out, “Ideas of masculinity are built 

upon a complex set of rules that governs behavior and determines which attributes and 

characteristics are appropriate for boys and men.” Howard remarks that black males who are 

resistant “to hyper- or exaggerated masculine norms of toughness, strength, and emotional 

control are at risk for social isolation, harassment, and bullying from their peers and adults 

alike […] Similarly, boys who remain conflicted about whether or not, and how, to respond 

to socio-cultural and hegemonic gender scripts that are in conflict with their general sense of 

self and masculine identity, are potentially at risk for acute psychological and social 
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distress.”189 In terms of ipseity, Oshoosi’s interaction with and adoption of this idea of a 

“darker” black male identity appears as a psychosocial mechanism of self-defense more than 

an exercise of truthful self-definition.  

His embracing a “darker” idea of black masculinity is a way to differentiate himself from 

his brother. Oshoosi sees as unauthentic Ogun’s hard-working attitude. His previous 

imprisonment suggests a different attitude towards work and life. But as Howard points out, 

Oshoosi could be acting out a social role as a self-defense mechanism. Although McCraney 

never reveals what caused Oshoosi’s imprisonment, it is clear that the experience marked 

him deeply in several ways. Specifically, McCraney constructs Oshoosi’s imprisonment as 

the beginning of his desire for self-knowledge. According to the text, his vulnerability, 

queerness and curiosity flowered during captivity. Elegba is crucial for this turning point in 

Oshoosi’s life as a character inspired by the orisha of the crossroads. In The Brothers Size, 

Elegba and Oshoosi develop an intimate friendship in prison, which McCraney never 

describes in detail, although the epigraph that tops the play alludes directly to it: “there is a 

friend that sticketh closer than a brother” (Proverbs, 18, 24). With their reencounter in act 1, 

scene 2, Elegba reopens several crossroads in Oshoosi’s path.  

Never explicit, McCraney builds an intimate relationship between Elegba and Oshoosi 

through ambiguous lines, which suggest emotional bonding and sexual intercourse, although 

leaving the details to the imagination. During their reencounter, Elegba acknowledges 
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Oshoosi’s voice, calling it the voice of a siren, “You ope up your mouth and everybody know 

where the pain at,”190 disclosing an emotional life and vulnerability hidden beneath 

Oshoosi’s “darker” sense of ipseity. Afterwards, Elegba asks Oshoosi whether he told 

everything that happened in prison to Ogun, “You say it all? All about the pen?” Two 

Parksian silences follow, evoking a moment in which the characters “experience their pure 

true simple state,” an instant “of great (unspoken) emotion,” a place “for an emotional 

transition.”191 In terms of aesthetic refraction, McCraney develops the Parksian “spell” as a 

moment of intimacy and an instant of self-disclosure in the structure of the text. He deploys 

these moments through the stage directions, which the characters enunciate as lines, 

deepening their intimate connections. For instance, the reencounter between Oshoosi and 

Elegba finishes with the revelation of a powerful emotional bonding. Before leaving, Elegba 

asserts being Oshoosi’s brother and offers his hand to seal a pact, and “Oshoosi takes it, how 

could he not.”192 With his presentational use of stage directions, McCraney magnifies the 

affective implication of a gesture, opening inner layers of meaning for the characters through 

a stylistic feature. 

These two elements, spells and stage-directions-as-lines, are pervasive throughout The 

Brothers Size as moments of self-disclosure. The inner life of a character like Oshoosi breaks 

through his apparent behavior each time a spell takes place. The stage-directions-as-lines 
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sometimes make explicit hidden layers of meaning through narration. Both are crucial for the 

complication of a patterned representation of black masculinity, creating a rich complexity. 

What is telling is that spells and stage-directions-as-lines always take place during 

interactions. As moments of self-disclosure, interactions also enable moments of self-

discovery. For instance, as the trickster orisha of the crossroads and trials, Elegba becomes 

the pivotal character who creates paradoxical outcomes in the brothers Size’s lives, eliciting 

moments of self-discovery for both. Although he sows the seeds of dissent in the brothers’s 

already strained relationship, paradoxically he becomes the catalyst for their ultimate 

bonding, enabling moments of deep care and belonging. According to the text, it is Elegba 

who stirs Oshoosi’s longing for freedom. During their reencounter, Elegba brings up 

Oshoosi’s obsession with acquiring a car. A quintessential element in American culture, the 

car in The Brothers Size becomes an object of desire associated with mobility and 

independence. Oshoosi is already eager to get a car from his brother, and after Elegba’s 

comments during their reencounter, he will insist on it up to the point of straining his 

relationship with Ogun even more. In act 1, scene 4, Ogun recriminates Oshoosi’s insistence, 

reminding him of his time in prison and his being on probation. Struggling to forget his past 

incarceration, Oshoosi reacts belligerently: “You trying to lock me up? […] Fuck the car […] 

I done serve my time Ogun […] You sleep good tonight. I won’t.”193 The memories of prison 

trigger a moment of crisis in Oshoosi, which McCraney develops through a dream sequence. 

In the dream, Ogun is a figure who constantly toils in the background while Elegba appears 

as a redeemer. His lines disclose Oshoosi’s secret fears: “Prison make grown men scared of 
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the dark again. Put back the boogey monsters and the voodoo man we spend our whole life 

trying to forget.”194 In this dream sequence, McCraney explores the psychological outcomes 

of incarceration as a traumatic aspect of Oshoosi’s life. McCraney’s personalization of the 

social conundrum of mass incarceration, which Michelle Alexanders frames as the war on 

drugs and the new Jim Crow195 and John Pfaff as a conflation of violent crime and biased 

enforcement discretion,196 humanizes a social concern that often is coldly regarded as a 

matter of statistics and theory rather than concrete human lives. 

In the dream sequence, McCraney complicates patterned ideas of black male prisoners 

through their portrayal as singular ipseities, presenting an intimate bonding between Oshoosi 

and Elegba: “I could tell when you wanted to eat without you saying it… tell when you 

wanted to piss or sleep […] I know you scared […] I know you in that place.”197 The dream 

presents Elegba as a source of comfort and support, a site of belonging for a frightened and 

lost Oshoosi: “In that night hour when you know nobody else around… Legba come down 
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and sing for you.”198 During the dream sequence, singing becomes an expressive lyrical 

moment that unites the two men. The intimacy of the lines evokes a close relationship in 

which Elegba acts as a guiding force that takes Oshoosi out of darkness: “I am your taker. I 

am here to take you home. Just when you thought you walked alone.”199 With this intimate 

relationship up to the point of harmony, McCraney elaborates on an aspect of Oshoosi that 

contradicts his previous claims about himself. The dream sequence, as a place of 

psychological unveiling and foreshadowing, presents Oshoosi full of vulnerability and 

capable of intimacy with another man. In terms of ipseity, something appears in Oshoosi 

each time he interacts with Elegba, which contradicts his claims of a “darker” version of 

black masculinity. The interaction between the two is so strong that it becomes a place of 

belonging. Through his relationship with Elegba, Oshoosi discovers aspects of himself that 

otherwise would have remain hidden. However, as the text suggests, these hidden aspects 

confuse him, to the point that he regards the dream as a nightmare. 

As mentioned before, Oshoosi’s adopting the idea of a “darker” version of a black male 

as an “authentic” identity, which entails certain patterns of behavior and expectations, can be 

an internalization produced by environmental conditions, a defense mechanism to survive in 

his world. The way Oshoosi frames his longing for freedom, alluding to cars, women and 

autonomy, seems to be driven by his need to belong to a “darker” idea of black manhood. 

Errol Lamont Fields uses the term “homothugz” to name a “Group of Black MSM [men who 
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have sex with men] who have constructed a gangster persona based on the images reflected 

in hip hop and urban inner-city subculture. These young men create a hypermasculine image 

and aesthetic that is consistent with the masculine expectations of their community and 

protects them against the ridicule associated with effeminate behavior.”200 201 McCraney 

discloses Oshoosi’s most intimate struggles and longings, which reside below his “darker” 

version, like his vulnerability, longing for companionship and tenderness, complicating 

Oshoosi’s need to appear as a hypermasculine figure. There is a tension within Oshoosi 

between his “darker” self and the vulnerable ipseity unveiled by his interactions with Elegba. 

Knowledgeable about the social conditions of marginal communities and the structural 

constraints imposed on its members, McCraney presents the existential conundrum of a 

character who adopts a hypermasculine group identity to survive, and struggles with his 

vulnerability and sexuality. 

McCraney develops the social implications of patterned group identities in the last scene 

of act 1 through an unseen character, the Law. Never actually present, the description of the 

Law comes from the shared point of view that Ogun, Oshoosi and Elegba have about him. 

They present the Law as a black sheriff who oversees black people while favoring whites. It 
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is an unseen character that treats Oshoosi, Elegba and Ogun not as individuals but tokens of 

the same group. The three characters disclose a similar type of interaction with the Law that 

alludes to racial profiling. Tellingly, McCraney does not present the Law as a white person 

but as a black man in confrontation with the male members of a black community. According 

to the text, the Law treats Ogun, Oshoosi and Elegba in the same way, suggesting a patterned 

form of interaction. During act 1, scene 7, the three characters deploy a metatheatrical 

moment in which they reenact their encounters with the Law. “Man you know he treat 

everybody like we guilty until proven innocent,” says Ogun, and Elegba replies, “Cept them 

white folks.” They depict the Law as an uncle tom, and a minstrel type who holds blacks 

under suspicion while self-deprecating himself for whites to “Laugh with the darkie play play 

sheriff.”202  

In this scene, Ogun, Oshoosi and Elegba reenact in a chorus-like style the Law’s speech 

when he interacts with them, presenting a contemptuous form of address. Law refers 

indistinctly to black males as “the scum of the earth,”203 thus ascribing a totalizing negative 

value to a heterogenous group. The text highlights instances of racial stereotyping when 

Ogun and Oshoosi mention how the Law calls them by their last name. “He call me Size […] 

Call me Size too […] Like it’s only one of us […] Like we the same.”204 The Law only sees 

one Size, as in the expression, “One size fits all.” This character, another black male, holds 
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an antagonistic relationship with the other three characters. With his depiction of the Law, 

McCraney complicates assumptions of belonging and presents a group perspective over the 

police.  Three black, male characters share the same view regarding the Law due to a 

common pattern of interactions with him. The introduction of the Law as an unseen character 

offers a metaphor for racial profiling and institutionalized presumption of guiltiness for black 

males, ingrained in contemporary US culture. McCraney’s text allows for an interrogation of 

such presumptions, presenting characters as complex, singular ipseities rather than patterned 

tokens of a homogenous group identity. A character like Oshoosi is constantly disclosing 

aspects of himself, in contrast to his purported “darker” version of black male identity, 

through multiple interactions that enable moments of self-discovery and open a rich inner 

life. In The Brothers Size, McCraney aesthetically refracts the tensions between patterned 

group identities and singular ipseities, disclosing the inner complexity of his characters 

through their intimate interactions. His dramaturgy opens a space of difference, which 

problematizes ready-made assumptions. He complicates black, male identity in relation to 

both structural biases, as in the case of the Law, and individual internalizations, as in the case 

of Oshoosi’s idea of a “darker” black male, offering singular interactions as alternative sites 

of belonging. 

F. Interaction as belonging 

With the Law, McCraney questions an understanding of group identity as a homogeneous 

pattern that dismisses difference and complexity, and legitimizes prejudice. As a purported 

site of belonging, a patterned group identity casts an array of different individuals in the same 

mold. In contrast, ipseity as singular interaction can recast such an idea, offering a different 

perspective on belonging as a practice that needs constant reinforcement. As Mark Leary and 
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Roy Baumeister point out, belonging is rooted in actual interpersonal relationships.205 Their 

idea of belonging as interaction supports the psychosocial dimension of ipseity as a process 

by which the individual acts and is acted upon. Besides, it opens a space of difference within 

communities, complicating assumptions of group affiliation as sources of self-definition.  

In The Brothers Size, McCraney elaborates the idea of brotherhood as a site of belonging. 

As two different “brothers,” Ogun and Elegba create an affective tension in Oshoosi in act 2. 

Act 1 ends with Elegba giving a car to Oshoosi, which Ogun agrees to fix for free. At the 

same time, Oshoosi decides to stop working for his brother and look somewhere else for a 

job. At this point, Elegba has become a disruptive influence in the brothers’s life, opening 

new and uncertain paths in their journeys. He satisfies Oshoosi’s longing for a vehicle, and 

triggers changes in his life. Elegba’s presence is felt deeply by both, for instance, in act 2, 

scene 1, when the second dream sequence of the play occurs. This time McCraney depicts 

Ogun’s subconscious experience, in which “His brother Oshoosi and Legba are bound 

together […] And now Shoosi looking confused […] Just feeling trapped […] Elegba is 

dragging his brother Oshoosi along with him and there ain’t nothing he can do about it!”206 

As in the previous dream sequence, Elegba appears as a force that draws Oshoosi out of 
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place. The lines depict Elegba’s influence upon Oshoosi in a negative way, leading him to a 

place of confusion and uncertainty. 

In terms of aesthetic refraction, McCraney uses the two dream sequences almost as 

mirror images of one another, but from different points of view. They refract different 

perspectives. In the first one, the attention was centered on Oshoosi and Elegba, with Ogun in 

the background. In the second one, Ogun discloses his own point of view through stage-

directions-as-lines, narrating Oshoosi’s reactions. From these sequences emerges an image of 

Elegba as a transgressive force whose exploits drive change. Particularly, Elegba becomes a 

source of belonging for Oshoosi in opposition to Ogun, but Oshoosi seems to be more 

confused than otherwise. Incapable of opening a path for his brother, Ogun can only witness 

how Elegba draws him into an uncertain route. However, as mentioned above, Elegba’s 

involvement in the brothers’s relationship is paradoxical. At the top of the play, McCraney 

presents the brothers as having a strained relationship. But since Elegba’s appearance, 

although Oshoosi quits his job in Ogun’s car shop and seems to be driven away from him, 

both are actually coming closer. Arguably, McCraney mobilizes Elegba’s orisha qualities 

and the paradoxical nature of Yoruba cosmology to complicate the interactions between the 

characters. Each interaction appears as a site of change with unforeseeable outcomes.  

Throughout act 2, Ogun and Oshoosi will experience dramatic changes in the nature of 

their relationship. In act 2, scene 2, right after Ogun’s dream sequence, McCraney presents a 

disturbed Ogun trying to talk to his excited brother, who is about to take a ride in his new car 

together with Elegba. Tellingly, now McCraney depicts Oshoosi talking about his future in a 

different way. He is “thinking about going to school” and “finding something like you 
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[Ogun] got,” i.e. his passion for cars. In this moment of openness between the brothers, 

Oshoosi confesses to Ogun something that happened to him in prison. Always reluctant to 

talk about his past incarceration, now Oshoosi is confident enough to let Ogun know that he 

took an aptitude test, and found that “I should work in social work. I’m supposed to be 

sensitive to other people’s needs and shit.”207 Oshoosi recounts how he then went to the 

library and found an image similar to his in a picture book of Madagascar: “This nigga… 

This man… He look just like me!” McCraney elaborates this moment as an instance of self-

discovery: “He standing and you know what he saying […] ‘Come on and let’s go’ […] I 

need to be out there looking for the me’s. He got something to tell me. Something about me 

that I don’t know ‘cause I am living here and all I see here are faces telling me what’s wrong 

with me.”208   

Oshoosi’s lines disclose an aspect of his community related to assumptions of belonging. 

Rather than making a case for an essential solidarity within the black community of the play, 

McCraney depicts Oshoosi as someone who does not fit, who needs to find the “me’s” 

somewhere else, an outcast. Furthermore, he associates Oshoosi’s need to belong to the way 

he connects to others. With everybody “telling me what’s wrong with me,” his brother 

included, Oshoosi does not consider his community a source of belonging. On the contrary, 

McCraney suggests distant places like Madagascar as locations where the wanderer Oshoosi 

can find himself in others like him. Through Oshoosi’s dilemma, McCraney helps us to 
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interrogate the assumption of an inherent solidarity among members of a group as an 

essentialized site of belonging. In contrast, Oshoosi is presented as someone who does not 

find a place for himself in his “own” community. In this regard, McCraney does not present 

belonging as something taken for granted because people share some traits with others, like 

skin color. Instead, he presents the idea of interactions as a possible site of belonging. The 

Brothers Size invites us to look upon the singularity of personal interactions as instances that 

make belonging possible. Interaction can be seen as a process that realizes belonging in lieu 

of some purported essential groupness. From McCraney’s text emerges an idea of belonging 

not as an essence but as a practice realized through reciprocal doings: a matter of ipseity 

rather than group identity. 

The idea of interaction as belonging is crucial for the tragic dénouement of the play. Just 

when the brothers Size are creating a site of belonging for themselves, the circumstances will 

separate them presumably forever. In act 2, scene 3, McCraney introduces the first encounter 

between Ogun and Elegba in which the dangerous nature of the trickster emerges. Elegba 

arrives during the night to the Size’s home to call for Oshoosi, but instead it is Ogun who 

makes an entrance. Avoiding a direct account of what happened previously, Elegba pushes 

Ogun to keep Oshoosi “locked up in your spot […] ‘cause if the Law catch him…”209 

Presumably, Elegba and Oshoosi had an encounter with the Law when they were out in the 

car riding around town. Ogun pressures Elegba to reveal to him what happened, but he 

cunningly diverts the conversation, disclosing an unknown aspect to Ogun of Oshoosi’s time 
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in prison: “he was strong […] but everybody break somewhere.”210 According to Elegba, 

Oshoosi was “Calling for his brother. Crying for his brother […] Sound like a bear trapped, 

sanging. Can’t mock no man in that much earthly pain. He make us all miss our brothers […] 

All the jailhouse quiet […] In respect, respect for this man mourning the loss of his brother 

[…] I can’t never be his brother like you his brother […] I can’t stop you from being his 

brother.” By the end of the scene, Elegba reveals that the Law “might come around this 

morning […] looking for a Size.”211 

Elegba’s lines disclose how the connection between the brothers Size became a source of 

belonging to Oshoosi when he was in prison. He also acknowledges that such a strong bond 

transcends his with the younger Size. With these disclosures, McCraney addresses belonging 

as the result of singular interactions between individuals rather than an essential feature of 

groups. As Elegba’s speech unveils, the quality of the connection between Ogun and Oshoosi 

is strong enough to trigger a lyrical and emotional moment of confession and vulnerability in 

the harsh environment of prison. Furthermore, Elegba acknowledges the connection between 

the Brothers Size and asks Ogun to intervene in what the future is about to bring for his 

brother.  

McCraney focuses the resolution of The Brothers Size on a long dialogue between Ogun 

and Oshoosi, in which the idea of belonging as interaction is thoroughly developed. As 

mentioned before, when the brothers’s relationship becomes more intimate, paradoxically 
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they must part ways. Their dialogue begins with Ogun ranting about his bearing all the guilt 

for Oshoosi’s misconduct since a young age, while struggling to carry him out of trouble: “I 

burned my chance at anything so that I didn’t leave you behind… I would run after you and 

ahead of you always hoping that I could keep my grip on you or at least catch you before 

anyone else did.”212 His reaction comes after his finding out that the Law is looking for 

Oshoosi, since he was busted with a pound of cocaine while driving his car with Elegba. 

Oshoosi defends himself, claiming innocence, and proceeds to relate his version of what 

happened that night. During this sequence, McCraney conflates narration with reenactment to 

create two planes of representation. Oshoosi’s narration of the events is interpolated with a 

flashback in which he and Elegba reenact the events of the night. According to Oshoosi’s 

version, after a time together in an outlet, he decided to drop Elegba near the Bayou where he 

was to spend the night in his cousin Nia’s place. In his narration, Oshoosi claims to be driven 

by the prospect of spending the night with her. However, the reenactment of the events 

discloses a moment of intimacy between Oshoosi and Elegba in a night described as “a 

fucking dream.”213  

It is ambiguous whether Ogun becomes acquainted with the intimacy between Elegba and 

Oshoosi. What is telling is how McCraney depicts Oshoosi upholding his need for women 

rather than revealing his relationship with another man. In any case, it was during this night 

of freedom, sensuality, and vitality that the paradoxical quality of the story and the trickster 
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nature of Elegba’s orisha deliver a plot twist. Elegba is the character who triggers both 

Oshoosi’s longing for freedom and his possible reincarceration. According to the 

narration/reenactment, their moment of intimacy was cut short by the intervention of the 

Law, who searched their car, although without provocation, to find Elegba’s gym bag full of 

cocaine. Oshoosi fled from the scene and ended up in Ogun’s home. Although Oshoosi was a 

victim of the circumstances, his possibility of proving his innocence is almost none: “I see 

them dark-ass halls and the midnights with no sleep […] I just can’t. So I ran […] I ain’t 

going back.”214   

As mentioned above, in The Brothers Size McCraney refracts the intimate moments that 

people from “the other America” must face in response to an environment in which they are 

guilty until proven otherwise. His dramaturgy leads the two brothers to a point in which an 

innocent Oshoosi is trapped by circumstances beyond his control, and the only person on 

whom he can rely is Ogun. In the last moments of their dialogue, McCraney presents 

Oshoosi and Ogun getting closer than ever, recounting their past and acknowledging the 

special qualities that they see in each other. In a play developed through paradox, this 

moment of bonding comes near the upcoming separation. Elegba’s actions are pivotal in this 

regard: his transgressions bring the brothers Size together, create an intimate moment of 

belonging, and make possible the circumstances that will separate them. But most important, 

during this scene the brothers recognize their belonging to each other because “Nobody else 
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care.” Ogun and Oshoosi feel themselves like outcasts in their own community. They just 

have each other to rely on. 

On the one hand, Oshoosi recognizes his brother’s deep and lasting care for him: “You 

act like you don’t care… You act like you so tough but I would catch it… I catch you 

looking at me sometimes like you wanna beat my ass you so mad. Then I see this smile 

crack. I see it and I see you.”215 If McCraney depicts the younger Size as a character who 

must hold a hypermasculine role to face the world, these lines disclose a similar aspect in 

Ogun. His tough love and strong stance hide a tenderness of which Oshoosi is well aware. On 

the other hand, Ogun discloses an aspect of Oshoosi that he regards as his main quality: “You 

give everybody a chance and yeah you fuck up but that’s how the world balance you out. All 

that niceness you pass to everybody they take it and it comes back so that when you do fuck 

up you paying for it ain’t so bad. You good to everybody you meet.” McCraney includes a 

line in which Ogun remarks how “Only thing prison made you was tired.”216 This line 

completely changes the mood of the scene. The memories of prison and its psychological 

scars renew Oshoosi’s deepest fears.  

Afterwards, McCraney depicts Ogun singing in grief and prompting Oshoosi’s remark: 

“Nigga you know you can’t sing.”217 Then Ogun invites his brother to sing instead of him, 
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“Sing that song for me I want to hear.”218 The scene evolves to a moment of lyricism and 

belonging where the brothers come together united by music and art: “Good work brother 

[…] I thought you would enjoy that brother. C’mon sing the song.”219 This moment of joy 

and brotherhood is shattered by Elegba’s appearing at the window “Like a glimmer of 

moonlight.”220 The trickster presence disrupts harmony and brings back a cloud of dejection 

upon Oshoosi. The last scene of the play presents a heartbreaking parting in which Oshoosi 

initially misinterprets Ogun’s intentions. Assuming that Ogun does not believe in his 

innocence, Oshoosi thinks that his brother is ousting him from his life out of contempt, 

“Man… don’t do me like this.” Instead, Ogun is giving him a chance to escape from future 

imprisonment. McCraney uses a Christian reference to portray Ogun’s painful choice in the 

face of constraining circumstances, “When the Law comes here for you… I’m going to deny 

you […] Up to three times […] Don’t cry when you hear about it […] You here with me… 

Always.” 221  

The older Size opens to his younger brother the only path to freedom available, by giving 

him his savings and his own truck to escape to Mexico, and flee from a place where he is 

considered guilty until proven otherwise. Ogun’s lines suggest the possibility of an affective 
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bonding between the brothers across physical distance, “Out there you will still be a Size, 

Oshoosi Size brother to Ogun.”222 He tries to hold his brother together by confessing, “I 

believe you. I do,” and commends him to “Go find you. When you meet him, ask him if he 

remember me.” McCraney finishes the play with a downbeat ending, with Ogun watching his 

brother departure, “how can he not, and is left alone in the early fore day in the morning 

mist.”223  

In The Brothers Size, Oshoosi’s departure from his own community is the only choice 

available for a character who longs to be free under constraining circumstances. Among the 

factors that prompted Oshoosi’s getaway is the Law’s upholding of a patterned idea of black 

males, which considers them a priori criminals, guilty until proven otherwise. McCraney 

subverts these patterned ideas by presenting his characters as ipseities rather than group 

members, i.e. individuals whose life is determined by complex networks of singular 

interactions, which create paradoxical outcomes and enable sites of belonging. By presenting 

a complex portrayal of black males, while depicting their interactions as sites of belonging, 

McCraney offers an alternative to the tendencies of framing belonging as an essential quality 

of group identity. Instead, belonging appears as something created or disrupted by 

paradoxical doings that take place between singular individuals. In this light, something as 

dreadful as the structural conundrum of mass incarceration becomes the product of a 

multiplicity of interactions amongst a myriad of agents, whose practices enable the 
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emergence of appalling social conditions for some members of certain groups. Structural 

problems like racial profiling are not solely the result of groups clashing against each other. 

Oshoosi’s incrimination in The Brothers Size was not entirely the doing of the Law, but the 

conflation of multiple factors: absence of a nurturing family, marginalization, Elegba’s 

interventions, Ogun’s fixing his means of transportation, and a lack of recognition in his own 

community. In this regard, rather than portraying the usual conflicts between communities, 

The Brothers Size discloses the singularity of interactions, opening a space of difference 

within communities and complicating assumptions of belonging.    

A redefinition of belonging as a matter of singular interactions rather than essential 

groupness adds an individual dimension to social problems beyond traditional group 

readings, which simplify accountability by making it a matter of an abstract society rather 

than the product of concrete human interactions. McCraney’s humanization of the social 

conundrum of freedom after incarceration, usually regarded in the abstract, involves 

everyone in its assessment, performers and audiences alike. I offered an analysis of The 

Brothers Size mobilizing ipseity as interaction and aesthetic refraction as characterizing and 

structuring to complicate assumptions of belonging. The result is a study of the play as a 

syncretic work that portrays difference within a community, and provides a nuanced and 

humanized interpretation of social problems usually relegated to statistics. The recognition of 

difference among the characters, in contrast to patterned ideas of group identities, opens an 

understanding of belonging as a matter of reciprocal doings rather than a kind of 

essentialized group trait. In other words, McCraney’s dramaturgy provides a point of 

departure to reevaluate assumptions of belonging, inviting us to look at difference within 
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communities. His work portrays stories coming from “the Other America,” disclosing the 

complexities of self-formation and the psychological consequences of incarceration. 

G. Coda  

The ideas of American history as the narrative of Great Men and of American culture as a 

scion of Western Europe tend to be dismissive of the plurality of groups and cultures that 

have created and continue to create the nation. But an idea of the history and culture of 

America as a battle ground of groups struggling against each other would be dismissive of 

the plurality of individuals and their singular interactions that created and continue to create 

the day-by-day life of the country. From the point of view of identity as sameness, Ogun and 

the Foundling Father are both fatherless and black males. However, from the point of view of 

ipseity, their singular interactions in their respective dramas make them absolutely different 

characters. While the Foundling Father sacrifices his family history to fulfill his personal 

longing for historicity, Ogun sacrifices his chances and desires for the sake of his brother. 

Although it could be said that the Foundling Father and Ogun represent black, male 

identities, their singularities are attested by the distinctive ways in which they interact within 

the world of their plays and create their respective family histories. Considered as ipseities, 

they can be best interrogated by assessing the singularity of their doings.  

In The America Play, the Foundling Father abandons his own family in an attempt to 

belong to the history of his nation, leaving a hole in his own history, specifically in the 

personal histories of Lucy and Brazil. In this play, Parks interrogates the idea of historical 

authenticity and history as representation by disclosing their fictional aspects. Instead, she 

presents the idea of history as actuality, something done rather than merely told, by 
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considering the present as a moment of recycling, in which the past acts upon individuals. 

Under this view, history becomes a matter of singular doings rather than repetitive narrations, 

a changing process through time rather than a timeless account. In The Brothers Size, 

McCraney presents three black males as distinct individuals, each one depicted as an ipseity 

rather than a representative of a group identity. Using elements of Yoruba mythology, he 

opens a space of historical inclusion for what he calls “the other America.” Through his 

paradoxical dramaturgy, he disrupts patterned ideas of black, male identity by putting a 

question mark on normative valuations. Moreover, in his work belonging appears as the 

result of singular interactions, a matter of reciprocal doings rather than the essential feature 

of a group. Specifically, in The Brothers Size Ogun offers to Oshoosi the possibility to escape 

from an alienating environment, paradoxically reaffirming their mutual belonging in their 

moment of departure.  

Group identities, like nationality, gender or race, are usually regarded as oases of 

belonging. However, taking belonging for granted would be considering it an essential 

property of groups rather than a doing between individuals, which needs constant 

reinforcement. Moreover, it can negate difference within communities. An understanding of 

belonging as interaction reflects the interactive nature of ipseity in opposition to identity, 

which runs the risk of reinforcing patterned ideas about groups and customary historical 

narratives. If that which makes history and confers a sense of belonging is the singularity of 

one’s interactions rather than some purported group affiliation, unique doings would be the 

site for history and belonging instead of memberships. An understanding of selfhood as 

ipseity rather than group identity envisions the self as an interactive and creative element 

within the world through its distinctive doings here and now. These doings are sites of 
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historicity and belonging, something which requires an active input and evaluation. 

Belonging is a process, not an essence. However, ipseity as singular interaction is not a call 

for narratives of self-made individuals. It is a recognition of one’s interdependence in relation 

to oneself, others, environments and ideas. 
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III. Chapter 3: Bonding and Connecting 

The critic is not the one who debunks, but the one who assembles. The critic is not the one who 
lifts the rugs from under the feet of the naive believers, but the one who offers the participants arenas 

in which to gather. The critic is not the one who alternates haphazardly between antifetishism and 
positivism like the drunk iconoclast drawn by Goya, but the one for whom, if something is 

constructed, then it means it is fragile and thus in great need of care and caution.224 

Bruno Latour, Why Has Critique Run out of Steam? From Matters of Fact to Matters of 
Concern 

As two different ways to conceptualize selfhood, group identity and ipseity are not 

mutually exclusive. The former helps us to distinguish sociohistorical conditions about 

groups that influence self-formation, and the latter opens a space of difference within groups 

to assess singularity. Both have in common a contingent nature, linked to the particularities 

of historical settings and personal experience. That is why thinking on either group identity 

or ipseity as innate or inherited sources of belonging puts us in a conundrum, because that 

move essentializes a contingent aspect of the human condition. Essentializing group identity 

makes of belonging a fixed condition rather than a contingent process. An understanding of 

belonging as a process of interactions offers a different picture. Under this view, belonging 

appears as the product of reciprocal doings. These reciprocal doings are instantiated through 

singular interactions in specific times and places, explaining how a sense of belonging 

emerges out of concrete human circumstances. Ipseity as interaction reinterprets belonging as 

a process actively made rather than an essence passively inherited, and can help us to analyze 

communities as the result of specific doings. 
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Belonging acts as a bonding force for individuals who act on and are acted upon by 

others in their community-making processes. As affective bonding, belonging can be 

examined through what Peter Strawson calls reactive attitudes. Strawson describes them as 

“attitudes belonging to involvement or participation with others in inter-personal human 

relationships.”225 Reactive attitudes are somatic responses that make us ascribe responsibility, 

elicit judgement and confer value to ourselves and others on account of our and their actions. 

When individuals interact reciprocally, the resultant reactive attitudes enable a sense of 

belonging to the community in the form of an affective network. This affective network 

brings emotional meaning into the community, which reinforces a shared sense of belonging. 

The affective network becomes the substrate for the community which, once established, 

influences subsequent interactions. However, affective structures depend upon the reciprocal 

interactions of individual members to remain existent. Community is something that hardly 

exists out of concrete interpersonal doings. Its construction and maintenance depend upon a 

delicate process open to change, which needs constant reinforcement and requires active 

engagement. Community can offer a sense of belonging to individuals only if individuals are 

engaged in reciprocal interactions to keep it alive.  

The relational nature of belonging, reactive attitudes and community-making can be 

assessed through Martin Buber’s I-Thou relational principle.226 According to Buber, the pair 

I-Thou involves an attitude of the “I” in relation to the “Thou,” in which emotional value 
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makes the “Thou” fundamental to the “I”. The I-Thou principle highlights relation as 

something foundational for human coexistence. It puts the subject in relation to another 

subject rather than merely in front of an object. In the I-Thou relation, interaction appears as 

a constitutive aspect of selfhood, breaking the dichotomous subject-object pair. Instead, I-

Thou transforms the subject-object pair into an inter-reliant couple, a subject-subject duo. In 

terms of ipseity, I-Thou makes of self-formation a living connection and a constant exchange 

between self and the world, in which the world does not appear as an object but as another 

subject fundamental to the self. The deployment of I-Thou as a relational principle of ipseity 

transforms the interaction from individual and community into a process of inter-reliance. In 

this process, community comes into being from the multiple interactions between 

individuals, who ascribe value to their reciprocal doings and affects that they themselves 

create. Belonging emerges as the affective bond that keeps the community together, 

conferring affective meaning to individuals as parts of the group.  

Nevertheless, belonging does not erase the singularity of each individual in the 

community because membership does not entail homogeneity. The uniqueness of ipseity, of 

each “I” and each “Thou” in every relation within the community, is highlighted by the 

uniqueness of each interaction. In this regard, community, as a form of group identity, can be 

addressed as a framework that provides association, a sense of belonging and a space of 

possibilities. But the individual retains her own ipseity as a singular interactive agent within 

the group. Ipseity opens a space for difference within communities without denying 

belonging. On the contrary, it helps to explain difference without dismissing belonging. 

Community is lost when the individual is apotheosized, but difference is lost when group 

identity is enshrined. Ipseity offers the possibility of keeping individual difference alive in 
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relation to group identity without fetishizing either the idea of the self-made individual, 

which overlooks the privilege of some groups over others at the societal level, or the idea of 

group identity as an essence, which makes of belonging a problematic kind of birthright. 

The privilege that some groups still have over others in a heterogeneous society like the 

US is linked to structural mechanisms of discrimination. The myth that in US society anyone 

can pull herself up by her bootstraps must cope with the reality of institutionalized 

discriminatory procedures. For instance, in The Color of Law Richard Rothstein describes 

how federal, state and local government imposed residential segregation and how police and 

prosecutors became the enforcers of such racial zoning. As Rothstein points out, “Racially 

discriminatory government activities did not end fifty years ago. On the contrary, some have 

continued into the twenty-first century.”227 The imposition of legal but immoral structural 

obstacles to some communities have hampered their possibilities of growth and precluded 

opportunities to their individual members. The dissimilar positions of different communities 

within US society are intrinsically related to how social structures enable different 

possibilities of interaction for different groups and individuals. Do all communities and 

groups interact within the structure of US society in the same way? Do all communities and 

groups belong to US society in the same way? The question over how different groups 

“belong” to US society in different ways points towards an assessment of structural 

conditions, which determine social interaction of groups and individuals. Thus, three fields of 
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interaction emerge, at the individual, communal and societal level, each one mediated by 

interpersonal relationships, affective networks and social structures.  

As a conceptual lens, aesthetic refraction helps us to inquire into the role of interpersonal 

relationships, affective networks and social structures in drama. A reading of the characters 

as ipseities in interaction focuses our attention on the singularity of their relationships, affects 

and interactions with society. Some playwrights self-consciously employ dramatic structures 

to interrogate how communities are structured and how social structures condition personal 

interactions. I argue that interactions between ipseity, community and society are central to 

Ntozake Shange’s choreopoem for colored girls who have considered suicide/when the 

rainbow is enuf and June Jordan’s libretto I Was Looking at the Ceiling and Then I Saw the 

Sky. These works present a vision of community and society without erasing an individual 

dimension of selfhood. Mobilizing aesthetic refraction as an analytical tool, I am able to 

assess how these works instantiate affective networks of belonging through the characters’ 

interactions and disclose structural orderings that determine social interaction. I propose a 

reading of Ntozake Shange’s for colored girls and June Jordan’s Ceiling/Sky through ipseity 

and aesthetic refraction to analyze several relations between character, community and 

society, the emergence of community as an affective network of belonging and the effect of 

structural orderings in interpersonal relationships. 
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A. She Who Comes with Her Own Things 

In an interview with Serena Anderlini, Shange recalls living her childhood in a 

segregated neighborhood with immigrants “from countries that were still colonies.”228 Her 

parents were “race people,” part of the integrated African American middle class of the 

postwar period, who looked after “the betterment of the race.”229 Many black luminaries 

visited their home. The family was acquainted with such personalities as W.E.B. Dubois, 

Paul Robeson and Miles Davis. After the result of Brown v. Board of Education in 1954, 

Shange attended a non-segregated school in St. Louis, “where she was harassed and attacked 

by the other students.”230  She graduated with honors from the American Studies program at 

Barnard College. During this time, she “married an older law student, but the marriage 

unraveled while she was still an undergraduate. Shange unraveled with it. She attempted 

suicide several times: sticking her head in an oven, drinking chemicals, slashing her wrist, 

O.D.ing on Valium, and driving her car into the ocean.” In 1970, she travelled to the West 

Coast and enrolled in the American Studies masters degree program at the University of 

Southern California. After graduation in 1973, she settled in the Bay Area, teaching 

humanities and women’s studies courses, and performing in a “a multi-genre style that she 
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thought represented the complexity of black American art,”231 combining poetry, music and 

dance. According to Shange, during that time hers was “a women-centered world.”232 In the 

same year, she experienced an epiphany while driving on Highway 101 in the morning. 

“[S]he found herself passing beneath the arc of a double rainbow” and “realized that she 

wanted to live, that she had to live; she had something to say, not only about the fragility of 

her own existence but about the lives of the other colored girls she knew and loved and 

imagined. ‘In that moment of seeing the double rainbow […] I felt connected to the delicacy 

and irrepressible majesty of life.’”233  

Shange developed a strong political consciousness about the role of black women in the 

US and across the world. Inspired by Judy Grahn’s 1969 collection, The Common Woman, 

“in the summer of 1974 Shange began writing a series of poems about seven nameless 

women, exploring the various trials that black women often confronted, from rape and 

abortion to domestic violence and child abuse.”234 Shange performed this set of texts as a 

“choreopoem,” a fusion of poetry, dance and music. As Anderlini remarks, the initial piece 

was closer to performance art than to drama, combining “elements of theatre, dance, music, 
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poetry, and the visual arts,” which Shange performed “in the settings of real life, such as 

bars, parks, piazzas.”235 After a successful series of performances in the Bay Area, Shange 

traveled to New York to present the work at Studio Rivbea. In New York, she worked with 

director Oz Scott to “give ‘for colored girls’ a dramatic form.”236 According to Shange, Scott 

“assembled a group of actors, five young women,” and “made such a natural leap, 

physicalizing the image, giving the rainbow a human form.”237 Through a process of 

improvisation, rewriting and unpacking of new poems, “The choreopoem took on an arc.”238 

In her interview with Anderlini, Shange highlights how for colored girls was the product 

of a synergetic relation between community and individuality. “The collective effort was that 

of 20 to 30 feminist writers in the San Francisco Bay area, to remedy and explain, explicate 

and extrapolate our situation as women. That was the collective effort. The work itself is 

individual. The stamina and the courage—if there is courage involved in it to tackle issues 

that might be painful or unattractive—comes from that collective effort, but the work itself is 

individual.”239 During a time in which the Black Arts Movement, with its heavily political 
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tone, was deemed as the “aesthetic and spiritual sister of the Black Power concept,”240 

Shange opened up a space of difference within the black community, refracting the 

experience of black women through innovative aesthetic devices. In an interview with Henry 

Blackwell, she remarks that “The same rhetoric that is used to establish the Black Aesthetic, 

we must use to establish a women's aesthetic, which is to say that those parts of reality that 

are ours, those things about our bodies, the cycles of our lives that have been ignored for 

centuries in all castes and classes of our people, are to be dealt with now.”241 In terms of 

aesthetic refraction, Shange’s dramaturgy refracts female experience into drama. The 

innovative structure of for colored girls combines collective and individual experiences 

through an avant-garde form. She points out that her work “was meant for a women’s 

audience, initially. In most of my work, I’m talking to women, because I’m talking to myself 

when I write. As for specifically Black audiences, I don’t think like that. I write poems, and I 

take them where I think they’ll work.”242 In her interview with Neal A. Lester, she stressed 
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her being “a consciously feminist person. I use tools that are available to me as a feminist 

reconstructing history.”243  

The feminist emphasis of her work elicited peculiar reactions in some quarters of the 

black community: “I was truly dumbfounded that I was right then and there deemed the 

biggest threat to black men since cotton pickin’, and not all women were in my corner either 

[…] I was said to hate men, especially black men […] The reaction from black men to for 

colored girls was in a way very much like the white reaction to black power.”244 As Hilton 

Als reveals, “Reviewing the play in the black-owned Amsterdam News, Curtis E. Rodgers 

wrote, ‘In her unrelenting stereotyping of Black men as always ‘shucking’ and ‘jiving’ . . . 

[Shange], without realizing it, just as insistently caricatures Black women as being easily 

duped, and emotionally frivolous.’ Erskine Peters, writing in the Journal of Ethnic Studies, 

complained that Shange ‘portrays Black men basically as pasteboards or beasts.’”245  These 

reactions from specialized critics within the black community towards Shange’s work 

exemplifies how internal differences play a significant role within groups, and how taking 

belonging for granted diminishes the singularity of historical experience. It echoes the same 

kind of reaction that Adrienne Kennedy faced when Funnyhouse of a Negro was regarded as 

diminishing because it disclosed racism within the black community. In both cases, the 
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interrogation of difference within the black community was considered an attack upon the 

group rather than an artistic exploration of internal contradictions. 

In her interview with Blackwell, Shange embraces singularity within the black 

community and her rejection of a “monolithic” vision of black experience. Reflecting on the 

diversity of experience and its depiction in art, she remarks that “there is a tendency to 

assume that all Black people know that particular rhythm sequence, that all Black people 

migrated up the Mississippi River, and that is not true […] This monolithic idea that 

everybody's the same, that we all live the same lives […] It's not true, but it's very difficult to 

break through some of that […] I don't know why we're trying to become some solid unit of 

something. Part of our beauty is the fact that we're so much.”246 Shange avoids essentializing 

black experience. She recognizes difference, diversity and singularity within the black 

community as empowering rather than diminishing aspects.  Her self-description as a 

feminist writer247 and a third-world writer,248 a recognition of the importance of group 

identity, goes hand in hand with her affirmation of individuality and self-reliance as a way to 

achieve self-realization. “The most important thing I know is that anything you want to do, 

especially pertaining to your work, you can do yourself. You don't have to wait on nobody. 

You don't have to wait on the Black world […] All I need to know is that Black people are 
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not going to sit around waiting for the powers that be in the white community or in our 

community to take care of us.”249 

The interactive relation between individual and community constitutes a central aspect of 

Shange’s dramaturgy in for colored girls. In this work, an ensemble of “colored” ladies 

performs an assortment of poems which refracts the experience of black women in US 

society. Each poem singularizes a specific aspect of the historical experience of black 

women, while the ensemble of colored ladies creates a sense of togetherness and 

communality through their performance. The poems affect the constitution of the ensemble 

in several ways, sometimes dismantling it, sometimes reinforcing it, while the ensemble 

embodies and amalgamates the poetic units in a communal ritual. The singular experience 

that each poem contains is embodied by one, several or all members of the ensemble to be 

communally shared. A community of colored bodies emerges from this interaction between 

poetic experience and performance. Borrowing from Buber’s relational principle, it is 

possible to characterize this interaction as an I-Ye relation, in which multiple connections 

between poetry, individuals and community enable a sense of belonging through an affective 

network of bonding. The I-Ye relation helps us to understand the connection between ipseity 

and community in terms of interaction. In for colored girls, each lady embodies singular 

experiences through performance, creating a space of communal interaction, affective growth 

and bonding that makes belonging possible. Shange’s work offers a journey from the isolated 
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existence of alienated individuals to the transcendent experience of a community of 

performers.  

B. Ipseity and Community 

Shange remarks that the collective work of Oz Scott and the cast in the first theatrical 

production of her choreopoem was fundamental to transform her poetic voice into an 

assortment of several bodies: “I was suddenly surrounded by a circle of women, sacred in 

construction. My solo voice began its journey to many voices.”250 Through a process of 

experimentation and device, the individual poems were gradually assigned to particular 

members of the cast according to their personalities. Hilton Als unveils how “two members 

of his [Scott’s] crew suggested naming the seven women for the colors you would (or 

wouldn’t) find in a rainbow—lady in brown, lady in red, lady in yellow, and so on—so that 

their personalities would be more distinct.”251 What started as a solo poetic project within a 

women-centered group on the West coast eventually became a collective theatrical effort on 

the East coast. The poems became embodied by performers whose ipseities gave birth to the 

peculiar dramatic personae of for colored girls.  

The ensemble of black female performers gave to the choreopoem a progression and a 

dramatic arc. This arc comprises a journey from an initial state of alienation and isolation in 

the poem’s “dark phrases” to a communal experience of self-transcendence in “a layin on of 
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hands.” The process of overcoming alienation through communal performance recasts the 

black female body as a historical depository of experience and ascribes a different value to it. 

As Sarah Mahurin remarks, “Shange sets off to prove the value—a previously 

unacknowledged, or at least untapped, value—of the black female body, to rewrite its 

purpose and its power, to establish its theatrical ‘viability.’”252 This process of recasting and 

ascribing a new value to the black female body operates through communal performance and 

the refraction of experience through poetry. The communal sharing of black female 

experiences, refracted through Shange’s poetry, unites the seven ladies in a performative 

effort toward self-transcendence. There is neither a main character nor a hierarchy of 

dramatis personae in the work. Each one of the ladies is as important as everyone else. As 

Shange notes, “The personal story of a woman became every woman, the solo voice 

becoming many. Each poem felt into its rightful place, a rainbow of colors, shapes, and 

timbres of voices, my solo instrument blossoming into a cosmic chamber ensemble.”253  

The novel dramaturgical approach of for colored girls, which refracts poetry into 

communal performance, presents a community of colored ladies embodying the experiential 

content of Shange’s poetic units. In terms of aesthetic refraction, she develops an innovative 

assemblage-style structure for the choreopoem that gathers a variety of poetic pieces, each 

one rendering a singular experiential content, to form a whole. Shange creates a script that 
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becomes expressive of the experiential diversity of the black female body. The twenty-first 

century edition of the text comprises 21 poems,254 with each poetic unit refracting 

experiences of the black female body, creating what Shange calls an “emotional 

environment.”255 The choreopoem encompasses experiences of childhood, teenage years, 

sexual awakening, young adulthood, adulthood, motherhood and a final apotheosis. Its 

assemblage-style structure arranges the experiential content of each poetic unit as a collective 

performance, creating a sense of belonging through what I call the I-Ye relation. This relation 

implies the transition from the singular experience that each poetic unit offers to the 

communal performance of the ensemble of ladies, each one an ipseity on her own: from the 

diversity of poetic experience to a communal performance of individuals. In Shange’s 

choreopoem, the I-Ye relation connects the ipseities of each member of the ensemble among 

themselves to create a community of shared experience.  

 
254 To the 20 poems which originally comprised for colored girls, Shange added “positive” as a 

response to the “devastation of HIV/AIDS, a clear and present danger particularly to women of color” 

for a 20th-anniversary production that Shange directed in 1996 at the New Federal Theater. Also, in 

the 2010 published edition of the “choreopoem” Shange substituted Iraq for Vietnam as the war from 

which Beau Willie is returning. These changes disclose Shange’s commitment to refract historical 

experience into the poetic texture of her work. She kept her dramaturgical project open and reactive to 

the development of historical reality. 
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The choreopoem starts with the stage submerged in darkness and harsh music cueing the 

entrance of “seven women,” whose names are based on the colors of the rainbow, except one. 

They “run onto the stage” and “all freeze in postures of distress.”256 The character that breaks 

from this stillness suggestive of death is lady in brown, whose color explicitly refers to the 

title of the play. She delivers the first poem, “dark phrases,” while the other women remain 

frozen. This is a poem with strong ritual connotations, which conveys a sense of alienation, 

isolation and dehumanization of black girls, who live in “the spook house,” and who ask 

themselves, “are we ghouls? / children of horror? / the joke? […] are we animals? / have we 

gone crazy?”257 The poem’s grammar shifts midway from the plural to the singular, 

singularizing its subject, and asks for a black girl who has “been dead so long / closed in 

silence so long / she doesn’t know the sound / of her voice / her infinite beauty.” This initial 

description alludes to a sense of ipseity submerged in existential angst. However, in its final 

section, the poem transitions to a ritual of self-creation, with lady in brown inviting partners 

and audience to “sing a black girl’s song” in order to “bring her out / to know herself / to 

know you.” This song involves a black girl’s “rhythms / carin/ struggle/ hard times […] sing 

her sighs / sing the song of her possibilities,” and takes the form of “a righteous gospel” to 

“let her be born / let her be born / & handled warmly.”258 The allusion to a “righteous gospel” 

imbues Shange’s choreopoem with a ritualistic connotation. As a “gospel,” the text becomes 
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an account of black female experience and a space of transcendence, alluding to a 

characteristic style of worshiping of black American culture. This ritualistic aspect involves a 

process in which communal performance is mobilized as a process of self-creation. The 

religious reference suggests that this process is intrinsically related to communal experience.  

As Jonathan Haidt points out, “religion is (probably) an evolutionary adaptation for 

binding groups together and helping them to create communities with shared morality.”259 

Community-making is among the core social functions of religion. It comprises the creation 

of a communal sense of belonging that brings individuals together through shared sets of 

beliefs and doings. In “dark phrases,” Shange’s text evolves from an initial state of self-

negation to invoking community-making as a path towards self-transcendence. Community 

acquires a religious connotation as a place in which a “black girl” can be born and “handled 

warmly.” After the invocation of community in the text, each one of the seven Ladies 

expresses her being “outside” seven major American cities. As outcasts, they lack a sense of 

social belonging. The double reference to self-negation and social alienation in the opening 

poem highlights a psychosocial phenomenon of lacking both self-awareness and social 

recognition, which is contrasted with the constitution of an ensemble of colored girls as a 

nurturing community. The first poem suggests that ipseity needs a nurturing space to grow. 

From the beginning, the choreopoem becomes a site in which an alienated ipseity is nurtured 

by a community of colored ladies, in the form of an I-Ye relation. As the Lady in Brown 
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declares, “this is for colored girls who have considered suicide but moved to the end of their 

own rainbows.”260   

A reading of for colored girls through the I-Ye relation makes each member of the 

ensemble fundamental to the others. Throughout the work, the community of ladies emerges 

as a collectivity that strengthens the uniqueness of each one of its members and as a 

depositary of multiple experiences. The first poem, “dark phrases,” sets into motion this 

symbiotic relation between ipseity and community through the I-Ye relation: the poem 

presents an alienated ipseity who requires a nurturing community to transcend. In this regard, 

it is noteworthy how “dark phrases” ends with nursery rhymes and children games, as a 

moment in which a playful group is born after collectively expressing their social alienation. 

For Shange, these ludic elements helped “grown women find the child in themselves, 

unabashedly shedding the structured worlds their parents had offered them for one of their 

own making, the secret life of girls.”261 The collective nature of children games draws the 

ensemble away from a structured social world into their own playful community of 

performance. The community recaptures a moment of innocence for its members and sets 

them off in a communal journey of sharing and experiential disclosure.  

After “dark phrases,” each one of the subsequent poems will refract singular experiences 

of the black female body. Through a cumulative process of disclosure, embodied by the 

ensemble, black female experience becomes communal performance. The accumulation of 
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singular experiences drives the dramatic action of the choreopoem. For instance, the next two 

poems, “graduation nite” and “now I love somebody more than,” articulate teenage 

experiences, like high-school graduation and the discovery of music as a means of self-

expression. These poems are spatially located in Mercer County, New Jersey, and a Latin 

hub in the South Bronx. The allusion to real locations refracts the reality of black female 

experience into the poetic reality of the choreopoem, which encompasses sexual discovery 

and diasporic connection. At this point, the choreopoem presents a transition from a state of 

alienation and exclusion to the playfulness of childhood, and from childhood to adolescent 

discovery and independence. The assemblage-style structure of the work, the I-Ye relation of 

the performance and the disclosure of experiential content transform the communal 

experience of the ensemble into a process of growth.   

In the next poem, “no assistance,” Shange transitions to the predicaments of adult life and 

interpersonal relationships. Using a first-person narrative, the poem stresses the absence of 

reciprocity in the interaction between lady in red and her unnamed addressee. Without 

mutual caring, interactions are doomed to be one-sided, unrequited and harmful. Lady in red 

entered in a relationship wanting to see “how selfish” she could be. However, “debasing my 

self for the love of another” became an emotional “experiment” that she couldn’t carry on 

anymore. Therefore, she determined to be “endin this affair.”262 At the end, she reveals that 

the entire poem is actually a “note attached to a plant / i’ve been waterin since the day i met 
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you,” and declares “you may water it / yr damn self.”263 The experiencing of an interpersonal 

relationship without reciprocity led lady in red to declare her independence. The conundrums 

of interpersonal relationships, like the ones expressed in this poem, will be a recurrent topic 

throughout for colored girls. In this first instance, Shange addresses the topic from a first-

person perspective and affirms the primacy of self-worth over codependency. In the next 

poem, she affirms the value of community as an alternative to interpersonal romantic 

relationships. The experiential content of the choreopoem transitions from an interpersonal 

lack of reciprocity to communal bonding. 

In “i’m a poet who”, Shange develops the idea of community as a nurturing place. Lady 

in orange affirms her desire to make of dancing her medium of expression, with Willie 

Colón’s “Che Che Colé” providing a sphere of experience that submerges the ensemble in a 

physical ritual. The first stanza of Colón’s lyrics evokes diasporic connection and communal 

dancing: “Vamos todos a bailar // Al estilo Africano // Si no lo sabes bailar // Yo te enseñaré 

mi hermano […] Lo bailan en Venezuela // Lo bailan en Panamá // Este ritmo es africano // Y 

donde quiera va’ acabar.”264 The call for communitarian ritual and diasporic connection, 

through the music of an American artist of Puerto Rican descent, establishes a bond between 

each member of the ensemble and the diasporic community of the Americas. This is a ritual 
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of bonding through dance. As lady in yellow and lady in brown disclose, “we gotta dance to 

keep from cryin,” “we gotta dance to keep from dyin.”265  

Mahurin suggests that dancing in Shange’s choreopoem is not merely a means of self-

expression, but a ritual of collective self-affirmation that envisions the moving body as the 

antithesis of death.266 When the ensemble is engaged in the communal ritual of dancing, 

Lady in Orange—Shange’s role in the original production of for colored girls—declares her 

being “a poet / who writes in english / come to share the worlds witchu.” She is followed by 

the chorus of the ladies repeating “we come here to be dancin.”267 Then the ladies come 

together to dance under Caribbean rhythms to celebrate the independence avowed in the 

previous poem. Music creates a common sphere of experience for them, and dance becomes 

the action through which the singular I stretches out to the communal Ye. The coming 

together of bodies through dance, to keep them from “cryin” and “dyin,” enables a moment 

of bonding in which the I-Ye relation becomes stronger. The ensemble becomes a 

community which achieves temporal fulfillment in the shared experience of dancing together.  

However, the constitution of community in the choreopoem does not preclude the 

singularity of its members. The use of the plural “worlds,” in the line “come to share the 

worlds witchu,” discloses how the text is recognizing a multiplicity of worlds of experience. 
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As a work that emerged in the milieu of the Women’s Liberation Movement, Shange’s text 

refracts the multiple unspoken realities of women during a time in which they were breaking 

out into public light. Not only each poem refracts singular female experiences but also each 

lady has a unique value as a member of the ensemble. Besides, the community created 

through the ritual of dancing is far from being stable. After the moment of togetherness in 

“I’m a poet who,” the stage directions suggest that “all the ladies react as if they had been 

struck in the face.”268 Ladies in green, yellow, orange and brown leave the stage, and only 

ladies in blue, red and purple remain. This is the first time in the work that some of the ladies 

go off stage. The ensemble is partially dissolved. What unmakes the community is a shared 

experience of violence, an invisible power that disrupts the communal bonding. This gesture 

introduces a new chapter in the choreopoem.  

C. Making and Unmaking 

Just when community is constituted, the introduction of gender-based violence into the 

choreopoem opens a new experiential dimension that disrupts it. In the next poem, “latent 

rapists,” Shange refracts the collective burden of rape culture. The poem portrays how date 

rape is a latent threat for women, and how even the closest men can become perpetrators. The 

text decries a lack of safe environments, guarantees under the law, and public support for 

women regarding rape. It condemns a blame-the-victim mentality ingrained in a society in 

which cultural attitudes make men de facto power wielders. As ladies in red and purple 

remark, “women relinquish all personal rights / in the presence of a man / who apparently cd 
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be considered a rapist […] especially if he has been considered a friend.”269 In her interview 

with Lester Neal, Shange states that rape “is an act of violence; it’s not a sexual act. Rape and 

child molestation have to become as heinous to us as lynching was; we have to understand 

them as political crimes.”270 Before the end of the poem, the stage directions suggest an 

imaginary slap hitting ladies in blue, red and purple in the face at the same time. Lady in red 

leaves the stage, and ladies in blue and purple are left alone uttering the words, “eyes,” 

“mice,” “womb” and “nobody,” the last in unison.271 This last word evokes a regression to 

the previous state of self-negation that community-making helped to overcome. The 

regression evokes the brutal psychosocial disruption of gender-based violence, capable of 

destroying community and reducing ipseity to nothing. Immediately afterwards, lady in 

purple exits, leaving lady in blue alone, the first time in the choreopoem that only one lady 

remains onstage. She will deliver the poem titled “abortion cycle #1” all by herself. 

The poem highlights the psychosocial conundrums of an unwanted pregnancy when it 

was regarded as taboo by the general public. Lady in purple recounts her experience in a 

clandestine abortion clinic. In a time in which Roe v. Wade was still recent, and almost two 

decades before Planned Parenthood v. Cassey, Shange’s text refracts the psychological and 

emotional burden of a woman who chooses abortion without acquainting either family or 
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friends, “i cdnt have people / lookin at me / pregnant / i cdnt have my friends see this.”272 She 

is left alone with her painful secret without emotional support, “nobody came / cuz nobody 

knew / once i was pregnant & shamed of myself.”273 Lady in purple exists by the end of the 

poem and desolation lingers on stage. Both “abortion cycle #1” and “latent rapists” refract 

contemporary issues at the core of the Women’s Liberation Movement, which are still urgent 

today. In these poems, the number of ladies onstage diminishes gradually until the stage is 

left empty. The progression from community at the end of “i’m a poet who” to emptiness by 

the end of “abortion cycle #1,” hints at the fragility of ipseity and community, and the 

easiness of their unmaking. Left by herself in a clandestine abortion clinic, without an 

affective network of support, lady in purple can only proclaim “this hurts / this hurts me.”274 

With “nobody” around to help, the burden of experience is almost unbearable for her. 

However, as the next poem makes clear, Shange does not depict women as dependent 

victims. Self-affirmation is also a crucial aspect of her dramaturgical project. 

After a moment of dramatic desolation, lady in purple and lady in green enter together, 

the former as storyteller, the latter as the incarnation of a dancer in the Natchez’s creole 

carnival, whose name, Sechita, resembles Sekhmet’s, the Egyptian warrior goddess of 

healing. In this poem, “sechita,” Shange refracts the antebellum South, specifically an 

improvised dressing room and a tawdry stage in a carnival tent. There, Sechita is “performin 
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the rites/ the conjuring of men/ conjuring the spirit,” with her legs slashing “furiously thru the 

cracker nite/ & gold pieces hittin the makeshift stage […] they were coins tween her 

thighs.”275 Shange interpolates times, recasting Sechita the dancer as Egyptian goddess and 

alluding to her as Queen Nefertiti in a ritual of worshiping and offerings. Although she is 

alone in a lurid environment, she rules over the masculine crowd, affirming her sexual 

freedom with movements that elicit adoration.276 A self-reliant figure of creativity, love and 

harmony, she transforms herself on the tawdry stage through her performance, kicking 

“viciously thru the nite/ catchin stars tween her toes.”277 Sechita’s life is rescued from the 

hole of history and her image is recast by the metaphorical prowess of Shange’s poetry. The 

next poem does something similar, refracting times, foregrounding the validity of women’s 

historical experiences and championing self-reliance. After breaking up community and 

provoking desolation, Shange’s dramaturgical strategy reconstitutes the performance space 

through the refraction of self-reliant figures from the past.  

After “sechita,” Shange continues the process of historical connection with “toussaint.” 

In this poem, lady in brown recounts a childhood experience: at 8 years of age, she found a 
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book about the Haitian revolutionary Toussaint L’Ouverture in the “ADULT READING 

ROOM” of the library, during a summer contest to find “who colored child can read / 15 

books in three weeks.”278 She won but was disqualified for picking up a book from a 

forbidden section to children. The disappointment prompted her rebellion, inspired by her 

imaginary hero, Toussaint, who came to life when she “carried dead Toussaint home in the 

book / he waz dead & livin to me.”279 Set in St. Louis in 1955, one year after Brown v. Board 

of Education, the poem unveils how the discovery of a black emancipator from the past 

connected lady in brown with black history. Her connection to black history, after living 

submerged in White America’s culture during the perilous times of segregation, awakened in 

her a sense of racial identity and historical belonging. Toussaint became for her a source of 

inspiration, an imaginary companion. In an impulsive move, lady in brown decided to flee 

from home to Haiti and live with her hero reading, talking and eating fried bananas. 

Nevertheless, on the way to the docks a boy intercepted her. His name was Toussaint Jones 

and, like his namesake, he “take no stuff from no white folks.” Suddenly, lady in brown 

realized that Toussaint’s spirit remains alive in the younger generation. The real boy 

substitutes for the ideal hero: “toussaint jones was awright wit me / no tellin what all spirits 

we cd move.”280 In retrospect, after the desolation left by “abortion clinic #1,” Shange fills 

the emptiness of the stage with two pieces, which refract black history to reconstitute a 
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historical connection with the past. A sense of historical belonging arises by disclosing how 

the black body has been a depository of historical experience since antiquity. Egyptian 

goddess, female pharaoh, revolutionary emancipator, these figures of the past are in contact 

with a dancer in antebellum America and a girl and a boy in mid-twentieth century.  

Shange’s dramaturgical gesture transitions from unmaking community and evoking 

desolation to recasting history and rebuilding a sense of historical belonging. Her dramaturgy 

expands the I-Ye relation into the past, recovers forgotten experiences and assembles them in 

the fabric of the choreopoem. However, the restitution that “sechita” and “toussaint” bring 

about will be contrasted to other types of experiences that the text refracts. After all, the 

disclosure of a rainbow of experiences is crucial for Shange’s dramaturgical project. These 

experiences include moments of both existential obliteration and self-transcendence, and are 

embodied by individual members of the ensemble, a gesture that signals how black female 

experience—the experience of a group—starts at the individual level, but only becomes 

socially recognizable when collective expression validates it. Thus, after presenting positive 

connections with the past, the text returns to the hazardous present. In the next poem, “one,” 

Lady in Red presents the story of a woman living in LA. She is engaged in a ritual of 

attraction and rejection, and prepares herself for it through an exercise of exuberant self-

fashioning “to be unforgettable […] a wound to every man.”281 Every night, after having sex 

with strangers, she takes a bath to shed the gilded surface away, becoming a “reglar colored 

girl” again. Then, she dismisses the lover of the night from the house. Lady in red is self-
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conscious about why he was there: he was only fulfilling his sexual fantasies with the 

“version” of a woman that she created. In the last moment of her private ritual, she records 

the adventure of the day in her diary “& crie[s] herself to sleep.”282  

“one” brings back the topic of interpersonal relationships to the forefront. After 

“toussaint,” a piece in which a true connection is achieved between two persons, “one” 

stresses the impossibility of a real connection. The poem unveils how a black woman 

presents two versions of herself to her lovers. One has a breathtaking presence, consciously 

crafted to elicit desire. The other one is her “reglar” self, after the illusion is washed away. 

Lady in red intently manipulates these two versions almost like in an experiment. First, she 

presents herself as an object of desire. Then, she appears as a real subject. Her lovers interact 

with her “reglar” self as if she were “fulla the same malice / livid indifference as a sistah.”283 

Without her breathtaking self-fashioning as a cover, she is judged by stereotypes operating 

within the black community, which ascribe negative values to her “reglar” ipseity. The 

unveiling of stereotypes operating within the black community and affecting interpersonal 

relationships complicates assumptions of belonging. The choreopoem stresses the necessity 

of positive and honest interaction to establish an interpersonal sense of belonging. This 

interaction requires a recognition of the other as a subject—an I-Thou relation—which sexual 

objectification makes impossible.  
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The next poem develops the problem of sexual objectification when it becomes 

entrenched in the social environment. In “i usedta live in the world,” lady in blue, backed up 

by ladies in yellow, purple and orange, describes her life in Harlem where her universe is 

“six blocks of cruelty,”284 in contrast with her time on the West Coast where “my oceans 

were life.”285 In her new location, she “can ride anywhere / remaining a stranger.” The 

menace of sexual predators adds up to the already claustrophobic and anonymous physical 

environment: “wdnt be good // not good at all // to meet a tall short black brown young man 

fulla his power // in the dar // in my universe of six blocks.”286 The text confronts the 

assumption that a lonely woman is always available, even for sale: “I SPENT MORE 

MONEY YESTERDAY THAN THE DAY BEFORE & ALL THAT’S MORE N YOU 

NIGGAH EVER GOTTA HOLD TO COME OVER HERE BITCH CANT YA SEE THIS 

IS $5.”287 The interactions in such environment radically change lady in blue’s sense of 

ipseity. The way she interacts with the world now is not full of “free & sweet talkin” 

anymore. She “cant be nice to nobody.”288 She adapts her ipseity to the tough conditions of 

the new environment, which strip her of any regard as a subject. Pervasive sexual 
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objectification diminishes the multiple dimensions of her ipseity and ultimately alienates 

her.289 Notably, the objectifications take place within the black community, producing the 

opposite effect of a sense of belonging. Nevertheless, although her poetry refracts the effects 

of sexual objectification, Shange recasts the representation of black women by disclosing 

their private struggles and affective longings, making them subjects again. In terms of 

aesthetic refraction, the text becomes an experiential meeting point. The cumulative 

disclosure of experience and the interactions between members of the ensemble add to the 

communal dimension of the text. In other words, even when the most distressing experiences 

are being disclosed, Shange’s choreopoem refracts them into the communal fabric of the text, 

creating a space of shared experience and recognition for the black female body.  

The next poem, “pyramid,” exemplifies how interaction and shared experience coalesce 

to create a communal sense of belonging. In this poem lady in purple relates how three 

intimate friends, enacted by ladies in blue, yellow and orange, were attracted to the same 

man, “but he found one / & she loved him.”290 The other two stood aside for the sake of their 

friend, but he kept pressuring them in secret until one gave way. His partner found it out, and 

questioned her friend until she yielded: “i wanna tell you / he’s been after me / all the time / 

 
289 As Naussbaum points out, “Denial of autonomy and denial of subjectivity are objectionable if 

they persist throughout an adult relationship.” In Shange’s text, these denials are present even in the 

environment. The preconception of “women belong to men as objects of satisfaction” installs a 

stereotype and inhibits any recognition of women as subjects. Naussbaum, “Objectification,” 290. 

290 Shange, for colored girls, 54. 
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says he’s free & can explain / what’s happenin wit you […] & i dont wanna hurt you / but 

you know i need someone now / & you know / how wonderful he is.”291 Later, both women 

confronted the man together and found that he was with another woman. He ended up 

dismissing the friends nonchalantly. “pyramid” ends with the friends finding consolation in 

each other, “each understandin how much love stood between them.”292 In “pyramid,” two 

forms of interpersonal connection are rendered visible, eros and philia, sexual passion and 

friendship. As Aristotle remarks, friendship is a form of self-knowledge for those who both 

love and know that their love is reciprocated.293 The metaphor of the pyramid, as a stable 

construction that relies on mutual support, evokes a bonding force of sustenance enabled by 

reciprocated love. In this poem, bonding appears as a core quality of belonging, manifested 

through interpersonal reciprocity, which makes possible the constitution of community. In 

“pyramid,” the making of community happens thanks to the bonding force between the three 

friends effected by reciprocal doings and affects. The characters find mutual support and 

learn something new about themselves. Thus, after unmaking community due to gender-

based violence and sexual objectification in the previous poems, Shange remakes it through 

reciprocal interaction and shared experience.  

However, as in previous instances in the choreopoem, community is easily unmade. The 

whole structure of the work is traversed by a cycle of making and unmaking. In the 
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choreopoem, when the Ye is conformed out of multiple Is, soon afterwards a force 

dismantles its fabric, ripping it apart. For instance, by the end of “pyramid” the stage 

directions suggest sharp music, and “each lady dances as if catching a disease from the lady 

next to her, suddenly they all freeze.”294 Immobility returns as an image of demise. In 

contrast to the reciprocated love found in “pyramid,” the four poems that follow share the 

title “no more love poems.” All except one have in common an attempt to build interpersonal 

relationships, without success. They evoke a sense of love beyond a superficial and 

romanticized idea, inviting us to reconsider it as a complex state of being that requires 

opening the self to the other, embracing risk and vulnerability, mutuality and reciprocity. The 

series “no more love poems” also discloses the conundrums of establishing interpersonal 

relationships, like the stereotyping of black women as “a colored girl an evil woman a bitch 

or a nag,”295 lack of commitment, fear of being vulnerable, and lack of reciprocity. As one of 

the lines suggests, a complex idea of love involves taking emotional risks: “lemme love you 

just like i am/ a colored girl/ I’m finally bein real/ no longer symmetrical and impervious to 

pain.”296 But one of the possible outcomes of taking such risks is ending with “a requiem for 

myself/ cuz i have died in a real way” when there is no mutual commitment. That is why in 

“no more love poems #3” Shange raises the possibility of shunning emotionality as a 

mechanism for self-defense, “& make everythin dry & abstract wit no rhythm & no reelin for 
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sheer sensual pleasure.”297 Nevertheless, immediately afterwards she recognizes that “thinkin 

wont do me a bit of good tonite.”298 This intuition299 is reinforced in “no more love poems 

#4” when lady in yellow realizes that she is “still alive” and depends “on other livin beins for 

love” to survive “on intimacy and tomorrow.” With her last lines, she declares that her “spirit 

is too ancient to understand the separation of soul & gender/ my love is too delicate to have 

thrown back on my face.”300 This lines evolve into an invocation that initiates a new ritual of 

communal bonding, which will remake the community of the ensemble and the sense of 

ipseity of its members. 

At the beginning of this ritual, all the ladies remain frozen and only lady in yellow has 

some freedom of movement. She reasserts that “my love is too delicate to have thrown back 

on my face,” and one by one the rest of the ladies iterate the phrase, exchanging the adjective 
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299 As Michel Serres suggests, sensation is a way to engage the world through embodiment rather 

than merely representing it. In his view, the body becomes an open field of interactions rather than an 

enclosed receptacle of abstractions. The body is a mind, and sensation becomes a form of cognition 

before and beyond representation. This embodied knowledge is intrinsic to self-knowledge to 

rediscover selfhood, not through the mediation of language or the abstraction of thought, but the 

immediateness of sensation. Michel Serres, The Five Senses: A Philosophy of Mingled Bodies 

(London: Continuum, 2008). 
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“delicate” for “beautiful,” “sanctified,” “magic,” “Saturday nite,” “complicated,” and 

“music.” They come back to life, recognizing their complex emotional world, together in 

communal dance and song. They sing in chorus until reaching a climax that leaves them “full 

of life and togetherness.”301 Community is finally restored through this moment of self-

affirmation and bodily bonding. There are no more stage directions in the published script 

until the last lines of the choreopoem. Now, no one will leave the stage until the curtains fall. 

Finally, the I-Ye relation is reestablished once and for all. The remaking of community 

through bodily interaction and affective bonding finally transforms the first-person singular 

into a first-person plural. The constitution of a communal sense of belonging is realized 

through a process that inverts Ricoeur’s theorization of ipse-identity. As mentioned in 

previous chapters, Ricoeur’s hermeneutic project proposes the self as a subject who acts and, 

at the same time, as an object who is acted upon, highlighting a kind of otherness within the 

self—thus the title of his book Oneself as Another. But Shange’s for colored girls inverts this 

relation between self and other. In the choreopoem, community relies on togetherness, which 

depends on empathy, or the recognition of another as oneself. This recognition is necessary 

to create the kind of bonding that makes possible the realization of the I-Ye relation. 

D. Another as Oneself  

As Vittorio Gallese, Christian Keysers, and Giacomo Rizzolatti point out, “Social 

cognition is not only thinking about the contents of someone else’s mind. Our brains, and 

those of other primates, appear to have developed a basic functional mechanism, a mirror 
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mechanism, which gives us an experiential insight into other minds.”302 This innate capacity 

is fundamental for the constitution of the I-Ye relation. As a process that relies on 

intersubjectivity, the I-Ye relation requires the recognition of the other as a subject of 

experience as oneself. It demands a kind of social cognition that depends on embodiment 

rather than abstraction. The embodiment of someone else’s experience enables our having an 

“experiential insight into other minds.” It is a process that does not depend on merely having 

a representation of someone else’s mental states. On the contrary, it necessitates an embodied 

connection with the experience of the other. It needs a somatic understanding of the other. In 

this regard, Mahurin points out how Shange’s choreopoem stresses presence and physicality 

rather than representation and abstraction.303 The initial feelings of alienation, self-negation 

and isolation, manifested in the first poem, are overcome by a sense of communality, self-

realization and togetherness that arise from the sharing of experience. In terms of aesthetic 

refraction, the assemblage-style structure of for colored girls enables the accumulation of 

multiple experiences, embodied by the ensemble, from which emerges a sense of communal 

belonging. In this accumulative process, the individual acts in the community and is acted 

upon, and vice versa, making possible the instantiation of the I-Ye relation. The constitution 

of community through the I-Ye relation is the result of embodying the experiences of the 

other as if they were mine.  
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The constitution of a community of shared experience is vital for the denouement of 

Shange’s choreopoem, which involves some of the most distressing moments of the work. As 

a play that came into being with the Women’s Liberation Movement as its historical milieu, 

it discloses, questions and provokes the recognition of acute cases of gender-based violence 

within the black community. The last series of poems explicitly deals with interpersonal 

relationships, and the last poem offers a space for transcendence and self-actualization. In 

two of these poems, the portrayal of brutal actions against black women invites us to rethink 

power imbalances in the black community. Shange initiates the series with “somebody 

almost walked off wid alla my stuff,” in which lady in green asserts the importance of self-

determination, “this is mine/ ntozake ‘her own things’/ that’s my name,”304 and criticizes the 

perpetuation of interpersonal relationships without reciprocity. This poem evokes an idea of 

ipseity related to William James’s theory of selfhood. According to James, the self can be 

interpreted as a compound of the subject pronoun “I” and the object pronoun “me.”305 In this 

dyad, “me” refers to the objects of selfhood, the moments, deeds and connections that belong 

to the self in the form of predicates, whereas the “I” is the subject of synthesis, the site of 

experience. The “me” comprises the material, social and spiritual dimensions of selfhood 

which are built through interactions in a timeline. In “somebody almost walked off wid alla 

my stuff,” the “mes” of lady in green correspond to her body and possessions (material), 

interpersonal relationships, activities and roles (social), and personality, memories and values 
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(spiritual). Offering her “mes,” her “stuff,” to someone else who didn’t value it, ultimately 

led her to give away her own sense of ipseity, her “I,” or what James calls the pure ego, the 

locus of self-consistency. This loss of self-consistency produced in her an inner imbalance, 

that motivates lady in green to demand everything back, “i gotta have me in my pocket.”306 

Putting herself in the hands of someone who didn’t reciprocate her actions effects in lady in 

green an inner loss and a subsequent realization.  

“somebody almost walked off wid alla my stuff” invites us to consider the value of 

singularity, empathy and reciprocity in an interpersonal relationship. For instance, the 

singular “stuff” that lady in green talks about as part of herself, her “mes,” include “my laugh 

[…] my legs open sometimes […] my toes […] my chewed up finger nail […] my rhythms & 

my voice […] my arm wit the hot iron scar […] my leg wit the flea bite […] my calloused 

feet & quick language […] fried plantains […] pineapple pear juice […] sun-ra & joseph & 

jules [and] my memories.”307 She gave it all to “a man whose ego walked around like 

Rodan’s shadow […] a lover,”308 someone without the capacity to acknowledge herself and 

her earnest acts of giving. Lady in green describes herself as being “in a plastic bag under 

their arm/ me danglin on a string of personal carelessness/ i’m spattered wit mud & city 

rain.” She realizes her becoming worthless in an unrequited relationship. This realization 

awakens in her the need to take her “stuff” back, to be the owner of her ipseity again, because 
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“I’m the only one/ can handle it.”309 She recovers the ownership of her ipseity after realizing 

that there wasn’t a shared existential commitment in her one-sided relationship. She was 

giving her sense of ipseity away without receiving anything back. The refraction of 

experiential content of “somebody almost walked off wid alla my stuff” invites us to 

acknowledge reciprocal interaction as a necessary condition to achieve a fulfilling 

relationship. The act of giving herself to the other without finding reciprocity entails a loss of 

ipseity for lady in green. 

In the next poem, “sorry,” Shange expands the experiential dimension of intersubjectivity 

from the personal to the communal. The ladies share a common grievance in their 

relationships: repetitive wrongdoings are expected to be amended by the utterance of “sorry.” 

But this conciliatory act is insufficient to undo the chronic emotional damage created. As 

lady in blue puts it, “you were always inconsistent / doin somethin & then bein sorry / beatin 

my heart to death / talkin bout you sorry.”310 Lady in blue asserts the truth of her emotional 

life and her right to express it: “well / i will not call / I’m not goin to be nice / i will raise my 

voice / & scream & holler / & break things & race the engine / & tell all yr secrets bout yrself 

to yr face.”311 In terms of aesthetic refraction, this text discloses a radical change in gender 

attitudes that refracts sociohistorical changes in US society. The collective call to stop the 

exculpation of wrongdoings became a matter of gender identity during the 1970s. But this 
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collective call is not merely male bashing in Shange’s choreopoem. As the text discloses, “i 

loved you on purpose / i was open on purpose / i still crave vulnerability and close talk.”312 In 

“sorry,” the lack of reciprocity and empathy in interpersonal relationships acquires social 

connotations. An absence of reciprocity and empathy can lead to brutal outbursts of power 

and violence, which the text makes explicit in the two subsequent poems, “positive” and “a 

nite with beau willie brown.” Both are dramatic depictions of cases in which interpersonal 

relationships deteriorate into private tragedies.  

“positive” is a late addition to the choreopoem during the time of the HIV/AIDS 

pandemic. It depicts the story of a couple getting back together after years of separation. The 

woman is elated by this new opportunity of love and companionship, until a friend of hers 

reveals a secret about her partner, “i don’t know why you’re so happy, i saw dj & tito 

hanging out together in front of that bar over on lexington looking more than friendly.”313 

But this suggestion is received with denial, “he has been faithful to me for years/ girl you 

trippin/ i know you’re not suggesting he’s on the dl.”314 The dl or down-low is an African 

American expression that Errol Lamont Fields associates with Erving Goffman’s impression 

management theory of the self.315 According to Fields, the term describes men who secretly 
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engage in same-sex behavior, but identify as heterosexual. During his study, the down-low 

was used by informants “as a sexual identity that specified their same sex behavior but also 

communicated their masculinity or as a manner of presenting oneself that concealed their 

homosexuality often by exhibiting stereotypical masculine characteristics.”316  

In “positive,” the protagonist of the story decides to follow the suggestion of her friend 

and takes an HIV test. Later, she receives a phone call asking for “#7YG9” with the message, 

“you tested positive for hiv.” The expression “#7YG9” is repeated several times before its 

meaning becomes clear. It is a case number, an institutional tag that evokes a sense of 

anonymity and alienation. When she confronts her lover, he denies any knowledge or 

involvement, “i ain’t going to no goddamn hospital/ you go by urself & get your so called 

treatment/ & i ain’t been wit no fuckin faggot.”317 After a threatening silence, he knocks her 

out with “something that was dangerous,”318 and leaves the place taking all his possessions 

with him while she remains unconscious. When she wakes up, eyes covered in blood, ladies 

in purple and yellow subsequently remark, “i was positive,” “& not positive at all.”319 The 

reaction of the male partner not only discloses a lack of reciprocity and empathy, of 

acknowledging another as oneself, but also problematizes ideas of masculinity and gender-
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based violence within the black community. The suggestion of homosexual intercourse is 

sufficient to trigger her partner’s brutal aggression and abandonment, even if she is already 

dealing with a threatening condition inflicted by him upon her. This distressing experience is 

embodied by ladies in red, yellow, purple and brown together. They share the experiential 

burden through their performance, adding a sense of communality to a heartbreaking 

individual experience that involves violence. Their performance instantiates the I-Ye relation 

by making theirs the experience of a singular woman, creating communal bonding. It enables 

the realization that women share a sphere of experience and are not alone in their private 

struggles. 

The problem of power and violence in interpersonal relationships is highlighted in the 

next piece of the choreopoem, perhaps the most famous (or infamous) of the work. 

According to Shange, this poem came out of a mixture of recollections and feelings. While in 

San Francisco, “I was caught in a traffic jam; there were police cars everywhere. Finally I 

looked up and saw a man holding two children from his terrace.” Back in New York, “I 

moved to a boardinghouse at 149th Street and Amsterdam in Harlem. There was no air. Then 

I started noticing these articles in the New York Post […] Stories of men dropping children 

from windows […] It was brutal outside, no breeze. Smells sat in the air. Through my 

window I could hear some man was screaming and beating his female companion, saying he 

should never have married her. Somehow the memories and beating fell into each other and I 

began ‘a nite with beau willie brown.’”320 In terms of aesthetic refraction, the genesis of this 
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piece exemplifies a process in which experiences in life become experiences in art. As Henri 

Lefebvre suggests, instants and moments are two modes of experiential knowledge.321 

According to Lefebvre, instants are sudden occurrences that impress in the body the mark of 

a sudden event in life while moments are more coherent, with a center around which diverse 

instants are arranged. In the case of Shange’s text, she refracts the transient instants of her 

life into a coherent artistic moment. With “a nite with beau willie brown,” Shange refracts 

her impressions into the story of a family enmeshed in a complex social reality in which hope 

seems to be absent. As Neal A. Lester remarks, such a tragic story is not looking to blame 

males or society for the horrible episodes of life.322 Rather, it is disclosing an instant of the 

human condition which enables a moment of empathy, simulation and social cognition. As 

Bruce McConachie points out, “Embodying others’ emotions produces emotions in us, even 

if the situation is an imagined or fictitious one […] emotions generated through simulation 

change how people think.”323  
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Shange’s poignant piece activates social cognition and societal recognition. Her choice of 

Beau Willie as a veteran with PTSD, coming from Vietnam in the original script and Iraq in 

the twenty-first century edition, unveils the incidence of US military campaigns in singular 

lives.324 Beau Willie is a veteran marginalized by his race, his near-illiteracy, and his 

 
324 Shange uses repetition and variation to actualize Beau Willie Brown as a character in a time in 

which the Iraq War was a prevailing topic. This is an example of how her dramatic text refracts 

present-day issues, connecting artistic representation to historical reality. The twentieth-first century 

edition of for colored girls was published in 2010, one year before the official withdrawal of US 

forces from Iraq in 2011. In an article by Ali Rockett for the Daily Press, Iraq War veteran Chris 

García points out that “[o]ne reason I got out in 2005 was that I no longer believed in what we were 

fighting for […] We make so many of the same mistakes over and over.” Richard St. Peters, an Air 

Force photographer during the Vietnam war, points out that “You would think we would learn. You 

would think our leaders would not send off the young to fight the wars leaders come up with. Old 

men send young boys to war.” See https://www.dailypress.com/military/dp-nws-vietnam-iraq-

afghanistan-20151113-story.html. Although a negative public opinion prevails in the US regarding 

both wars, the reception of veterans coming back from Vietnam and Iraq differed radically. As retired 

Major General William L. Nash remarks in an interview with Bernard Gwertzman, “In the late ’60s 

and early 70s, the nation’s dissatisfaction with the war and with the government policies was directed 

toward those who were but the executors of that policy, not its creators. […] Today, even those of us 

who disagree with the policies do not direct our criticism toward those magnificent soldiers, sailors, 

airmen, and marines who serve our nation, as the Constitution calls for them to do.” See 

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-48779253. In Shange’s text Beau Willie retains the 

mental disorders of someone with PTSD, aggravated by the social stigma associated with Vietnam 
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psychological problems from the war. Without making of him an absolute victim of his 

environment, Shange discloses how Beau Willie is enmeshed in a structural ordering so 

complex that to posit one-factor explanations could veil rather than unveil, simplify rather 

than problematize. The poem presents the story of Crystal, Beau Willie, Naomi Kenya and 

Kwame Beau, a family destroyed in an episode of infanticide and defenestration. As the 

emotional climax of the choreopoem, Shange carefully depicts the circumstances that 

surround this family, like Beau Willie’s lack of opportunity and crack addiction, Crystal’s 

reluctance to radically end a toxic relationship, and oppressive atmospheres full of social 

neglect, stigma and aggression. One of the most conspicuous signs of emotional toxicity in 

Beau and Crystal’s relationship is their reactions towards otherwise wondrous life events, 

like pregnancy, “beau most beat her to death when she tol him/ she still gotta scar under her 

right tit where he cut her up,”325 and marriage, “o no i wdnt marry yr pitiful black ass for 

nothing […] & beau waz beatin crystal with the high chair & her son.”326  

Performed by ladies in orange and red, the story refracts the experiential distress of a 

dysfunctional family in which a psychologically deranged father kills his own offspring. 

Despite a restraining order that was issued against him due to domestic abuse, Beau Willie 

forces his way into Crystal’s home. He coaxes her to give him Kwame and Naomi, and 

 
veterans, although he is now coming back from Iraq. He is probably a veteran of the Second Battle of 

Fallujah, the heaviest urban combat of US troops since the Siege of Huế in Vietnam in 1968. 
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immediately afterwards he holds them out of a window to pressure Crystal into marrying him 

to get more welfare benefits. The poem switch from the third-person to the first-person at this 

climatic point, personalizing its emotional impact, “i stood by beau in the window/ with 

naomi reaching for me/ & kwame screamin mommy mommy from the fifth story/ but i cd 

only whisper/ & he dropped em.”327 The destruction of the future at the hands of the present, 

the presentation of family as a place of annihilation rather than nurturing, breaks apart the 

affective fabric of Shange’s choreopoem. The annihilation of the descendants at the hands of 

their progenitor echoes the emotional dimension of Greek family tragedies and biblical 

sacrifice. This disturbing cathartic moment presents the sacrifice of children as the resolution 

of a state of affairs in which redemption seems impossible. Death, insanity, social 

indifference, racism, sexism, war, family, all coalesce through Shange’s language in this 

piece, refracting the conditions of human life in one of its extreme cases. Beau Willie’s 

psychological state hinders in him his capacity to empathize with his partner and children. He 

is partly the product of a society that neglects its social responsibility towards people who 

sacrificed their mental sanity in the US military campaigns. Beau Willie’s lack of empathy is 

the result of an ingrained lack of social empathy in US society. He cannot regard his own 

offspring as part of himself, just as US society didn’t consider him a part of itself. 

With “positive” and “a nite with beau willie brown,” Shange’s text refracts societal perils 

like the HIV-AIDS pandemic and the incidence of PTSD among war veterans. The 

choreopoem refracts distressing social phenomena through a communal performance that 
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opens a space of empathy and social recognition. The communal sharing of such societal 

issues as gender-based violence, social stigma and lack of personal and social responsibility 

highlights the complex and sometimes tragic nature of human interactions. After the climatic 

resolution of “a nite with beau willie brown,” community-making seems to be impossible. 

The future appears to be tragically destroyed. But the last piece of the choreopoem, “a layin 

on of hands,” offers a moment of redemption out of the depths of tragic despair. As a piece 

with deep religious implications, it presents the ritual of the laying on of hands as the 

ultimate recourse for communal healing and self-transcendence. In Christianity, this religious 

practice serves as an invocation of the Holy Ghost in sacraments, ordinations, blessings and 

healing services. After the distressing experience that the previous poem depicts, the healing 

practice evokes a female ritual of restitution. All the ladies become engaged in this ritual, 

coming together to reconstitute the community. The ritual becomes a search for wholeness, 

openness and holiness, “a layin on of hands […] makin me whole again […] layin me open 

to myself […] the holiness of myself released.”328 The I-Ye relation is restored through 

several invocations, bringing back the communal bonding that makes self-transcendence 

possible. Lady in blue and lady in purple state that the “layin on” is a gathering among 

themselves to fulfill “somethin promised.”329 Lady in red describes an experience of self-

transcendence which involves the opening of consciousness to the world. Her lines describe a 

transition from suicidal despair to self-recognition, “i wanted to jump up outta my bones / & 

 
328 Idem, 84-86. 

329 Idem, 86. 
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be done wit myself [but] i found god in myself / & i loved her/ i loved her fiercely.”330 Her 

recognition of divinity within herself takes place during daybreak, with lady in red upon a 

tree receiving the early sunlight, with the world awakening around her. As Peter Brooks 

points out in reference to a similar moment in Rousseau’s The Reveries of a Solitary Walker, 

“now the self has ceased to be the self-conscious ego, has become instead an organism 

responsive to the sensations of existence.”331  

 
330 Idem, 87. 

331 Peter Brooks, Enigmas of Identity (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2011), 152. A 

similar moment can be found in Eugene O’Neill’s Long Day’s Journey into Night, when Edmund 

narrates his sea adventures to his father, “I became drunk with the beauty and singing rhythm of it, 

and for a moment I lost myself—actually lost my life. I was set free! […] I belonged, without past or 

future, within peace and unity and a wild joy, within something greater than my own life, or the life 

of Man, to Life itself!” Eugene O’Neill, Long Day’s Journey into Night (New Haven, Yale University 

Press, 2014), 156. In contrast, the opposite is depicted in Dostoevsky’s The Idiot, when the text 

describes prince Myshkin’s recollections in Switzerland during his first months of treatment, “In front 

of him was the brilliant sky, with the lake below and the bright and limitless horizon around him, 

seeming to go on forever […] What was tormenting him was that he was completely alien to all this 

[…] Everything had its own path and everything knew its own path, and went forth with a song and 

returned with a song; he alone knew nothing and comprehended nothing, not people, not sounds, he 

was alien to everything, an outcast.” Fyodor Dostoevsky, The Idiot (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 

2008), 446  
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The return to the religious, after a father sacrifices his offspring like in Greek tragedy and 

the Bible, is possible through a female ritual of restitution, which counters the perverted act 

of violence. With this ritualistic gesture the arc of the choreopoem achieves closure. At the 

beginning, in “dark phrases,” the ladies declared themselves as outcasts not only of society 

but of themselves. There is a sense of non-belonging within their selves, a state of shared 

self-negation. In other words, they lack a positive sense of ipseity. But in “layin on of hands,” 

the bonding power of community restores their sense of ipseity and expands it into the 

natural world by way of attunement. This transition highlights the emergence of existential 

meaning by way of sensation, suggesting the possibility of transcendence through communal 

bonding. Shange’s language reimagines divinity through a female pronoun, subverting the 

subordination of the female to a divinely ordained male authority and the restoration of life 

after male sacrifice. The ensemble becomes a divine community of black female bodies. The 

choreopoem offers a final image of the ladies singing “i found god in myself & i love her” in 

unison and ending in a “closed tight circle.” The last words of the text belong to lady in 

brown, echoing the ones at the beginning of their communal journey, “& this is for girls who 

have considered suicide/ but are movin to the ends of their own rainbows.”332 Thus, after the 

ritual of rebirth in the last poem, Shange dedicates her work to a community within the black 

community, which her text does not refract as homogeneous but a compound of multiple 

singularities, whose experiences encompass a wide spectrum. Besides, this community does 

not appear as a stable entity throughout the work. There is a constant movement that 

oscillates between its making and unmaking. Community needs a necessary bonding between 

 
332 Shange, for colored girls, 88. 
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ipseities to be built; it is a project which requires constant reinforcement. The choreopoem 

refracts how multiple ipseities come together to form an I-Ye relation, how reciprocal 

interactions and shared experiences are at the core of this relation, and how togetherness 

requires a recognition of the other as oneself. The instantiation of the I-Ye relation in the 

choreopoem discloses how difference and singularity are not necessarily in opposition to 

communality and togetherness. The acknowledgement of a wide range of experiences within 

a community of “colored girls” enriches rather than impoverishes their communal bonding.  

Shange’s work becomes a place in which ipseity and group identity, individual and 

community, are co-constitutive. The work refracts poetry into drama, making of Shange’s 

poetic vision a panoply of stories, monologues and bodies that coalesce in a rainbow of 

experiences. The process of sharing this rainbow of experiences provides a common ground 

and a bonding force to the participants, from which emerges not only a community of black 

bodies but a new ascription of value to the black female body. As Mahurin suggests, “as the 

play develops, the colored girls achieve a sense of connection and of communion only when 

that desire for ‘more self’ is met—and that they locate ‘more self’ in, and on, the bodies of 

one another. The play suggests that true collective experience among bodies must be of a 

physical nature.”333 The bonding of the colored girls enable community, and community 

enables the self-transcendence of each one of them.  

The idea of the body as an assortment of experiences puts into question the preeminence 

of duality in Western culture since antiquity. Rather than embracing a dualistic view, 

 
333 Mahurin, “‘Speakin Arms’ and Dancing Bodies,” 336. 
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Shange’s choreopoem invites us to reimagine the body as a mind, an embodied mind, 

emphasizing its concreteness and interactive nature.334 From the point of view of aesthetic 

refraction, a nondualist view makes of dramatic literature a depository of concrete feeling 

rather than abstract thought. In this light, Shange’s work becomes a space that makes 

possible the instantiation of the felt experience of diverse black female bodies, inciting an 

individual sense of selfhood and a communal sense of belonging. Ipseity and group identity 

come together into being in for colored girls. 

I presented an analysis of for colored girls through ipseity and aesthetic refraction to 

present an idea of community-making as the result of a process of interactions and embodied 

experiences rather than an essential feature of the self. I offered a view of belonging rooted in 

bonding, which depends on singular ipseities interacting with one another to build fulfilling 

relationships. The somatic nature of belonging makes ipseity and community co-constitutive. 

Ipseities build communities and communities build ipseities. Both are fragile and prone to 

 
334 As Edward Slingerland points out, “A nondualistic approach to the person promises no 

privileged access to eternal, objective truths, but is based upon the belief that commonalities of 

human embodiment in the world can result in a stable body of shared knowledge, verified (at least 

provisionally) by proofs based on common perceptual access. By breaching the mind-body divide—

by bringing the human mind back into contact with a rich and meaningful world of things—this 

approach to the humanities starts from an embodied mind that is in touch with the world, as well as a 

pragmatic model of truth or verification that takes the body and the physical world seriously.” 

Edward Slingerland, What Science Offers the Humanities: Integrating Body and Culture (New York: 

Cambridge University Press, 2008), 7. 
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obliteration when interactions are emotionally distressing. In what follows I will develop an 

analysis of June Jordan’s I Was Looking at the Celling and then I Saw the Sky using ipseity 

and aesthetic refraction to look at the relationship between ipseity and society in a work that 

introduces the incidence of structural orderings into private lives. 

E. Categories and Groups 

Born in Harlem in 1936, June Jordan was the daughter of a Jamaican mother and a 

Panamanian father. The family moved to Brooklyn when she was five years old. Her father 

introduced her to poetry and “forced her to read, memorize, or recite the plays and sonnets of 

William Shakespeare, the Bible, the poetry of Paul Laurence Dunbar, and the poetry of Edgar 

Allan Poe, as well as the novels of Sinclair Lewis and Zane Grey.”335 Jordan endured her 

father’s harsh pedagogical methods, which included “severe beatings for unsatisfactory 

performance.”336 She went to an all-white school and “later attended Northfield School for 

Girls, a preparatory school in Massachusetts.” During her time in Northfield, she developed 

an interest in poetry, although limited to works of White male poets. Later, at Barnard 

College, she endured a similar experience, “no one ever presented me with a single Black 

author, poet, historian, personage, or idea for that matter. Nor was I ever assigned a single 

woman to study as a thinker, or writer, or poet, or life force.”337 After dropping out of college 

 
335 The Editors of Salem Press. American Ethnic Writers, Revised ed. (Pasadena: Salem Press, 

2009), 585. 

336 Idem, 586. 

337 June Jordan, Civil Wars (New York: Touchstone, 1995), 100. 
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due to the impossibility of finding in it “the necessities for radical change and revolution,” 

she kept looking for “the connections between the full identity of my love, of what hurts me, 

or fills me with nausea, and the way things are: what we are forced to learn, to ‘master,’ what 

we are trained to ignore, what we are bribed into accepting, what we are rewarded for doing, 

or not doing.”338 She was interested in connecting the personal to the social, the intimate to 

the political, as interdependent aspects, and exploring the interactions between selfhood and 

society.  

The interrogation of the interaction between the self and social reality became prominent 

in her work. In her essay “Report from the Bahamas, 1982,”339 Jordan interrogates the 

distinction between the social groups in which one is born into and the personal connections 

that one makes through shared concerns. In her characteristic autobiographical style, she 

recounts a trip to the Caribbean, juxtaposing memories of childhood with recollections of her 

work as a college instructor. In the essay, Jordan examines several interactions that she 

sustained with several people from different races, ethnicities, genders and geographical 

locations. She analyzes points of connection between her and others, finding that “So far as I 

can see, the usual race and class concepts of connection, or gender assumptions of unity, do 

not apply very well. I doubt that they ever did. Otherwise why would Black folks forever 

bemoan our lack of solidarity when the deal turns real. And if unity on the basis of sexual 

oppression is something natural, then why do we women, the majority of people on the 

 
338 Idem, 101. 

339 June Jordan, “Report from the Bahamas, 1982,” Meridians 3, no. 2 (2003):  6-16. 
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planet, still have a problem?”340 Jordan interrogates broad group identities like class, race and 

gender as guarantee for connection between people.   

In her essay, personal connection, from the Latin roots con and nectare, literally “to bind 

together”, is contrasted to assumptions of belonging based on broad group identities. Jordan 

points out that “when these factors of race and class and gender absolutely collapse is 

whenever you try to use them as automatic concepts of connection. They may serve well as 

indicators of commonly felt conflict, but as elements of connection they seem about as 

reliable as precipitation probability for the day after the night before the day. It occurs to me 

that much organizational grief could be avoided if people understood that partnership in 

misery does not necessarily provide for partnership for change: When we get the monsters off 

our backs all of us may want to run in very different directions.”341 Jordan contrasts the idea 

of shared historical conflicts, imposed at the social level, with the notion of individual 

connection, which depends on personal concern. She makes a distinction between “a 

common identity that has been imposed and the individual identity any one of us will choose, 

once she gains that chance.”342 Her idea of common identity or group identity as the result of 

external conditions, in contrast to individual identity as something chosen, complicates the 

notion of the former as a necessary basis for selfhood.  

 
340 Idem, 13. 

341 Idem, 13. 

342 Idem, 14. 
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According to Jordan, the distinction between these two notions of identity “is the one that 

keeps us stupid in the face of new, specific information about somebody else with whom we 

are supposed to have a connection because a third party, hostile to both of us, has worked it 

so that the two of us, like it or not, share a common enemy. What happens beyond the idea of 

that enemy and beyond the consequences of that enemy? I am saying that the ultimate 

connection cannot be the enemy. The ultimate connection must be the need that we find 

between us. It is not only who you are, in other words, but what we can do for each other that 

will determine the connection.”343  She offers the example of a South African couple of 

international students, who came to the US in a time when the apartheid was still effective. 

But even racial oppression in their homeland did not stop the abusive behavior of the 

husband towards his wife, who reached out to Jordan looking for help. An Irishwoman, who 

reminded Jordan of the Irish kids of her childhood, “who introduced me to the word 

‘nigga,’”344 came up with a strategy to help the South African student, due to her past 

experience dealing with her alcoholic father, the same condition that plagued the South 

African husband. By the end of the essay, Jordan states her commitment to “make the 

connection real between me and these strangers everywhere before those other clouds unify 

this ragged bunch of us, too late.”345 Written in 1982 by the end of a decade of Cold War 

détente, Jordan’s essay refracts through the metaphor of “other clouds” a collective fear over 

 
343 Idem. 

344 Idem, 15. 

345 Idem, 16. 
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nuclear Armageddon, the global menace of the time. The necessity to “make the connection 

real” between herself and strangers everywhere refers to a common threat of global 

proportions, and her personal commitment to overcome historical conflicts to confront 

present needs. Her idea of connection as foundational echoes Buber’s relational principle. In 

both cases, the self appears as an open process rather than a fixed product that exists in and 

through its multiple interactions.  

In “Report from the Bahamas, 1982,” Jordan suggests that group identity operates as a 

framework imposed upon the individual by historical conditions, whereas personal identity 

depends upon personal choice and connection. For Jordan, the historical contingency of 

group identity depends on historical conflicts. When conflict disappears, there is little else to 

rely upon as a basis for belonging. This perspective sheds light on the distinction between 

belonging to a broad group identity—like race, gender and class—and to a community. As 

mentioned before, community depends on common needs and reciprocal doings for the 

instantiation of an I-Ye relation, which provides affective bonding and a sense of belonging 

to individual members. On the other hand, group identities like race, gender and class depend 

upon conflicts and categories for their instantiation. In “Ethnicity without Groups,” Rogers 

Brubaker interrogates groups as contingent social processes, and presents a distinction 

between group and categories: “If we treat groupness as a variable and distinguish between 

groups and categories, we can attend to the dynamics of group-making as a social, cultural 

and political project, aimed at transforming categories into groups or increasing levels of 
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groupness.”346 Echoing Appiah’s idea of group identities as sets of ideas and practices, 

Brubaker defines group-making as a process of transforming categories into groups. Group 

identities start off as abstractions, which subsequently are used to define sets of individuals. 

For Brubaker, as well as for Jordan, “groupness may be more the result of conflict (especially 

violent conflict) than its underlying cause,” which means that it is possible to “focus our 

analytical attention and policy interventions on the processes through which groupness tends 

to develop and crystallize and those through which it may subside.”347  

For Brubaker, a group is not an entity in the world but the result of a variable process 

through which a category “becomes” a group. Groupness, the process of in-group formation, 

is contingent and highly variable. He advises to begin any analysis with categories rather 

than groups: “it may help to begin not with ‘the Romanians’ and ‘the Hungarians’ as groups, 

but with ‘Romanian’ and ‘Hungarian’ as categories.”348 The distinction between category and 

group offers a unique perspective over group identity. Brubaker points out that “Starting with 

groups, one is led to ask what groups want, demand or aspire towards; how they think of 

themselves and others; and how they act in relation to other groups.” This equates to 

attributing agency, interests, will and consciousness to abstractions like “Colombians” or 

“Americans.” It treats an idea as a substance. This practice not only falls into essentialism but 

 
346 Rogers Brubaker, “Ethnicity without Groups,” European Journal of Sociology / Archives 

Européennes De Sociologie / Europäisches Archiv Für Soziologie 43, no. 2, (2002): 170-171. 

347 Idem, 176-177. 

348 Idem, 183. 
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also reification and anthropomorphism, and is liable to political manipulation. On the 

contrary, “Starting with categories […] invites us to focus on processes and relations rather 

than substances. It invites us to specify how people and organizations do things with and to 

ethnic and national categories; how such categories are used to channel and organize 

processes and relations; and how categories get institutionalized and with what 

consequences.”349 Developing Brubaker’s argument about ethnicity and nationalism, 

categories in general are used to make groups out of individuals and events. Group-making is 

an identifying practice that relies on sorting out individuals into discrete groups.   

When Jordan construes group identities as external impositions, she is addressing them as 

categories. As a social-labelling process, categorization imposes a label on people to create a 

distinct social group. As the result of conflictive historical processes, these groups operate as 

demographic tags for social assortment, imposing upon the individual a label of 

identification. Thus, the individual in society exists as both a member of one or several 

groups and a unique person. Individuals interact within and between groups, establishing 

personal connections within a social framework that conditions them. Interactions in a social 

gathering are mediated by ideas, patterns and expectations that group identities carry over. In 

this regard, Jordan’s libretto I Was Looking at the Ceiling and then I Saw the Sky 

(Ceiling/Sky) can be looked at as a text in which the characters struggle to make personal 

connections within a social framework saturated by group identities. I propose an analysis of 

 
349 Idem. 
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Ceiling/Sky looking at how the text refracts the characters’s attempt to establish personal 

connections in a social gathering that partially shapes their sense of ipseity. 

F. Social Oratorio 

Premiered in 1995 in the Zellerbach Playhouse of University of California, Berkeley, 

under the direction of Peter Sellars, Ceiling/Sky is an opera described by Jordan as “A 

contemporary romance carried by seven young men and women living on the West Coast of 

the United States in the nineties. For them, it’s earthquake/romance.”350 She “visualized this 

work within Elizabethan and/or Brechtian traditions of stagecraft.”351  The title was inspired 

by the comments of one of the survivors of the 1994 Northridge earthquake, Richard Goodis, 

from Sherman Oaks: “This place was moving like a jackhammer was going at it […] Our 

bedroom wall tore away. I was looking at the ceiling one moment, then I was looking at the 

sky. I thought we were dead.”352 According to the composer John Adams, Ceiling/Sky “is 

essentially a polyphonic love story in the style of a Shakespeare comedy. The characters, all 

inner-city young people in their twenties, play out their personal dramas against the backdrop 

of specific social and political themes that were of importance not only to me but to June 

Jordan […] and to the stage director Peter Sellars. They include racial conflict, relations with 

 
350 June Jordan, I Was Looking at the Ceiling and then I Saw the Sky (New York: Scribner, 1995), 
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351 Idem, 12. 

352 Catherine O’Brien, “AP Was There: California’s Deadly 1994 Northridge Earthquake,” 
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the police and authority in general, the persecution of immigrants (so large an issue in 

Southern California), and sexual identity. The Northridge quake, a natural catastrophic event 

that occurs near the beginning of Act II, acts as a kind of Deus ex Machina that forces inner 

transformations in the lives of the various characters.”353 All young adults in the 1990s, the 

characters of Ceiling/Sky represent an ensemble of different group identities coexisting in the 

same social milieu. Ceiling/Sky highlights the dialectical relation between the characters’s 

ipseities, their group identities and the social framework in which they live, delivered 

through several American musical styles. 

Laura Battle suggests that Adams composed Ceiling/Sky inspired by an indigenous 

American art form, the Broadway musical. She regards its assortment of songs as a 

kaleidoscope of Americana, with Bernstein’s West Side Story as one of its models.354 Peter 

Haugen and George Hall highlight Gershwin’s Porgy and Bess as another influence.355Alisa 

Solomon finds in Mahagonny-Songspiel, by Kurt Weill and Bertolt Brecht, another model for 

Ceiling/Sky in which each song has a Brechtian title, and describes Adams’s score as a 

 
353 John Adams, I Was Looking at the Ceiling and then I Saw the Sky (1995), 
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354 Laura Battle, I Was Looking at the Ceiling and Then I Saw the Sky – MUSIC, Financial Times 

(July 92010), 15. 

355 Peter Haugen, “Don’t Look Up, the ‘Sky’ Is Falling,” The Sacramento Bee, May 13, 1996, G3. 
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blending of pop forms and minimalism.356 According to Leighton Kerner, in Ceiling/Sky 

Adams achieves a rendering of American rhythmic patterns.357 Stephen J. Mudge calls the 

work a pastiche and an exploration of American popular music, a kaleidoscope of popular 

styles from Bebop to hard rock underpinned by Adams’s minimalism. Mudge identifies 

Ceiling/Sky as a songplay, suggestive of the German singspiel, but points out that the lack of 

dialogue makes of the work a thematically linked song cycle.358 He finds a lack of a single, 

coherent narrative but ventures that that is the point: the characters and the society in which 

they live are both fragmented. Ceiling/Sky also has similarities with Bernstein’s Songfest: A 

Cycle of American Poems for Six Singers and Orchestra, originally commissioned as a 

tribute to the 1976 American Bicentennial, but not finished in time. Songfest’s binding force 

as a cycle is its “unabashed eclecticism, freely reflecting the pluralistic nature of our most 

eclectic country.”359 Jordan’s poem “Okay Negroes” was part of it. Played against Langston 

Hughes’s “I, Too, America,” it created an ironic effect.    

John Story finds a pastiche-like musical quality in Ceiling Sky. He highlights thematic 

similarities with Brecht-Weill’s Das kleine Mahagonny and Rice-Lloyd Weber’s Jesus Christ 

Superstar and Evita, in which the songs operate as social commentary to the onstage action. 

 
356 Alisa Solomon, “West Coast Story,” The Village Voice, Jul 25, 1995, 83. 
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He critiques the lack of depth in the characters and a large dose of cliché in their portrayal. In 

his view, the characters tell rather than act out the action.360 William R. Braun adds that in 

Ceiling/Sky Adams and Jordan are more concerned with events than characters.361 Arved 

Ashby finds in Adams’s score a rainbow coalition of styles. He interprets the work as a song-

play about social issues in LA told in popular song, and signals a lack of characterization as a 

dramatic flaw. He summarizes the story as “concerning seven young characters of different 

ethnicities who are trying to make their daily way in America but find themselves—by 

reason of themselves, the System, racism, the media—stymied, smothered, in jail, or just 

plain mortally lonely. The 1994 Northridge, CA earthquake (thus the title) arrives as a deus 

ex machina and causes questions to be resolved, bitterness solidified, happiness found, tables 

turned, in a non-poetic-justice way that smacks vividly of real life.”362 

Sydne Mahone focuses her review of Ceiling/Sky on the libretto, stating that “Jordan 

invigorates the libretto form and creates access for a new audience.” In her view, the lack of 

dramatic characterization is balanced by the lyrical quality of the work: “Focused on the very 

politically charged situations of daily life, Jordan seizes every opportunity to cross the 
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boundaries of external differences to explore the interior lives of her characters.” Mahone 

points out how Jordan’s libretto transforms the traditional use of the chorus as “composed of 

townspeople or the community. Here, all of the characters are lead characters and together 

they form a chorus, the ensemble.” In Ceiling/Sky, Jordan uses ensemble as Shange does in 

for colored girls. Rather than a univocal voice, “Jordan’s chorus sings through the individual 

character’s most intimate thoughts; the universality of their consciousness re-casts the chorus 

not as a group, but as the individual representing the group and exposing the common ground 

of anxiety, confusion and pulsating desire for romantic love.”363 As Mahone points out, 

Jordan deploys her ensemble of characters as a whole without erasing their individuality. The 

lyrical quality of her libretto emphasizes expression, offering a vision of the affective 

experience of the characters. These affective experiences vary according to the individual 

background of each member of the ensemble.  

It is worth noticing that in Ceiling/Sky the diversity of social backgrounds of the cast 

mirrors the diversity of music styles of the score. Both share a “popular” appeal and represent 

the diversity of American society and culture. Vlado Kotnik highlights how from late 

twentieth century to early twenty-first, there was a transition from opera to anti-opera, 

“which combines jazz, musical, rock music, pop music, techno, rap and other contemporary 

musical currents,” and from anti-opera to “multi-culti” opera, “which tries to explicate 

through music, drama and libretto new circumstances of local and global cultural diversity 
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and relate them to a new dialogue.”364 I argue that Ceiling/Sky can be interpreted as a “social 

oratorio,” in which the use of choir, soloists, instrumental ensemble, several styles, arias and 

different characters interact to deliver a story, through popular music, with social rather than 

religious themes. The use of ensemble music has the capacity to refract the polyphony of a 

diverse cast that shares the same social milieu through popular music styles, stressing lyrical 

registers. The tangle of pop music, different social backgrounds and private emotional lives 

in a kaleidoscope of “popular” songs creates a diverse experience that, notwithstanding its 

variety, delivers a dramatic arc without resorting to recitatives or a singular line of action. In 

terms of aesthetic refraction, Ceiling/Sky discloses the diversity of a social environment 

through characters with different ethnic and racial backgrounds and a kaleidoscope of music 

styles. Both the characters and the score are diverse. But rather than a celebration of 

diversity, Jordan’s libretto and Adams’s score problematize it. As a social oratorio, their 

work highlights diversity as a feature of American society and, at the same time, refracts 

conflictive interactions within a diverse social milieu. 

In Ceiling/Sky, the eclectic quality of the score, the lyrical nature of the lines, the 

ensemble-style structure of the work, the social commentary of the story and the 

fragmentation of the narrative coalesce to create this type of theatrical experience.  As a 

social oratorio, the cast comprises a heterogeneous group of young adults in an ensemble-

style structure, interpolating choruses with solos, trios and duets, a decision that Jordan took 
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to make “everyone in the cast be equal […] How many times you get a solo, how many times 

you get to the center stage.”365 Jordan chooses South Central, Los Angeles, as the location of 

the story. According to her, LA is “the most heterogeneous city in the United States and 

demographically probably represents the forecast for the country. That’s why. Folks will 

work it out in the context of that extreme diversity, or we won’t.”366 Ceiling/Sky portrays a 

diverse group of characters who attempt to build personal connections within a framework of 

social issues. The opening song refracts this ethnically diverse ensemble, revealing 

everyone’s personal concerns and foreshadowing how the future earthquake will be a shared 

life-changing event for all. The particularities of the work as a social oratorio allow for the 

presentation of a diverse group of people in which each character discloses her personal 

drama. In terms of aesthetic refraction, this structural aspect is crucial for a portrayal of 

diversity that focuses our attention on the personal without losing sight of the collective.   

As Scott L. Pratt points out, works like Ceiling/Sky can be assessed as an aesthetic 

experience that “unifies the parts of the situation into a whole that has a distinctive emotional 

character and comes to fulfillment.”367 The interaction of libretto and score offers an 

aesthetic experience which, at its best, brings about “a transformation that makes the world 
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different.”368 Ceiling/Sky provides an aesthetic experience by refracting the diverse social 

reality of South Central, LA, in the 1990s. The lyrical quality of the lines, the popular style of 

the music and the diversity of the cast enable a representation of the collective, emphasizing 

the individual drama of each member of the ensemble, comprised by David, “A Black Baptist 

minister,” Leila, “A Black graduate student working as family planning counselor in an 

abortion clinic,” Consuelo, “An undocumented immigrant mother of two, from El Salvador,” 

Mike, “A White cop who is also a community activist,” Dewain, “A Black reformed gang 

leader,” Tiffany, “A White TV crime-as-news reporter,” and Rick, “A Vietnamese American 

Legal Aid defense attorney.”369 The characters’s personal dramas are presented against a 

sociopolitical backdrop that includes racial conflict, policing and immigration.  

In his historical analysis of opera’s adaptability from an European perspective, Kotnik 

suggests that opera functions as a social gathering, “a place for enacting the individual's 

attachment to the collective and, even more, it has provided the fantasy of the ‘imagined 

community.’”370 Modern societies are increasingly diverse social gatherings in which several 

groups live together within the same territorial boundaries and under the same rule of law. 

However, throughout history and across the globe, some groups have shaped institutions, 

laws and customs in their favor, as slavery, apartheid or Jim Crow remind us. In any diverse 

social gathering, group identity acquires conspicuous sociopolitical relevance due to 
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369 Jordan, Ceiling/Sky, 11.   
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historical processes and conflicts. Bruno Latour defines a social gathering as a collection of 

agents, constructions and pre-given conditions. He asks “how many participants are gathered 

in a thing to make it exist and to maintain its existence.”371 Under this view, a social 

gathering involves political arrangements, antagonistic interests, and institutions that mediate 

encounters and categorize agents.  

As a social oratorio, Ceiling/Sky problematizes diversity by portraying the interactions of 

individual characters who belong to different groups. Adams refracts a diverse musical 

experience that echoes the eclectic nature of US society, while Jordan presents an 

arrangement of diverse voices in which the lyrical register predominates. The ensemble-style 

structure and the lyrical registry disclose the affective life of each character as a member of a 

group and an individual. The work highlights the problem of embracing diversity without 

thinking it through: due to historical processes, not all groups have the same social position 

within a society. As a result, each group identity experiences US society in a different way. 

Moreover, not every individual within a group shares the same social position, as the singular 

characterization of Dewain, David and Leila in Ceiling/Sky makes patent. Embracing 

diversity for its own sake ignores not only difference at the individual level but also social 

fragmentation.  

 In the opening ensemble song, “I Was Looking at the Ceiling and Then I Saw the Sky,” the 

characters come forward before the story begins. Adams offers an “Instrumental introduction 

 
371 Latour, “Why Has Critique Run out of Steam?, 246. 
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as homage to the minimalist music of the late 1970s.”372 The repetitive pulsation of Adam’s 

music, which allows for an active listening of its internal process, accompanies Jordan’s text, 

in which every character discloses their personal drama in hindsight. Consuelo reveals her 

worries for Dewain’s incarceration, her struggles with living on “the wrong side of some 

arbitrary border,”373 and her lack of hope about finding a “place where I could live without 

hiding my language and my face.”374 Dewain confesses a pessimistic mindset, a lack of self-

worth, skepticism about the permanence of love and joy, and a fatalist attitude regarding 

social mobility. Rick reveals a shortage of self-assurance due to his Vietnamese origin and 

his wish for romantic success. Mike discloses an aversion towards sentimental involvement 

and a strong commitment to enacting traditional masculine roles. Tiffany confesses being the 

victim of self-doubt. David tells of his commitment to live his life as a bachelor. And Leila 

admits her apprehension towards sentimental involvement with someone who lacks a sense 

of loyalty. In the chorus, all the characters assert their lack of self-fulfillment in unison. 

The first ensemble song presents a dialectical tension between the characters’s ipseities, 

their group identities and the social environment that conditions them. Rather than painting a 

homogenous cast in South Central, LA—sharing a common identity and similar concerns—

Jordan presents an ensemble differentiated by groups, social positions and personal journeys. 

Ceiling/Sky interrogates diversity by focusing our attention on the affective content and the 

 
372 Naxos, I Was Looking at the Ceiling and then I Saw the Sky, Hendon Music, Inc., 2004, 5. 

373 Jordan, Ceiling/Sky, 16. 
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mindset of each character. As ipseities, their singular interactions throughout the ensemble 

structure with themselves, others, the social environment and the prevalent ideas in it 

determine their private struggles. Jordan’s social oratorio explores the conundrums of a 

diverse social world in which each ipseity is interconnected. The work unveils the 

interconnection of the characters, their different social positions in relation to their group 

identities and the uniqueness of their affective experience, highlighting the invisible 

connections that all share as Americans. In terms of aesthetic refraction, the ensemble 

structure of the social oratorio operates as an affective rhizome that interconnects several 

ipseities in a diverse social environment. 

G. Poetics of Diversity 

The ensemble structure of Ceiling/Sky interconnects several ipseities, rendering visible a 

network of social interactions. According to the character list, each one of these ipseities is 

defined by a group identity and a social role, such as “Black Baptist minister” or “White cop 

who is also a community activist.” Following Brubaker, group identities are categories that 

cast ideas, patterns and expectations of behavior upon individuals. Social roles operate in a 

similar way. According to Peter J. Burke and Jan E. Stets, social roles “are often described in 

terms of their structural features […] or their behavioral features […] or their expectational 

features.”375 In their view, social roles are not about concrete human beings but the 

relationships, behaviors and expectations that arises in a social environment in which people 

 
375 Peter J. Burke and Jan E. Stets, Identity Theory (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009),  
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act out certain roles like “minister” or “cop.” In Ceiling/Sky, the characters’s interactions are 

determined to a certain extent by their groups and roles. The different group identities and 

social roles in the social oratorio create a diverse ensemble of people whose interactions 

influence their private lives. In terms of aesthetic refraction, the ensemble structure mirrors a 

diverse social structure in which group identities and social roles mediate the ipseities of 

individuals, and the interactions of these individuals problematize their group identities and 

social roles. The kaleidoscopic score, in which minimalism cohabitates with Latin American 

rhythms, echoes this diversity of groups and roles, emphasizing it as a feature of the 

American sociocultural landscape: diverse groups and diverse rhythms coalesce in the same 

milieu.  

In this regard, the relational philosophy of Édouard Glissant offers a vocabulary to 

address diversity from a poetic perspective. According to Glissant, “Rhizomatic thought is 

the principle behind what I call the Poetics of Relation, in which each and every identity is 

extended through a relationship with the Other.”376 In Poetics of Relation, Glissant contrasts 

an atavistic understanding of identity as root, something grounded in origin and territory, to a 

postmodern understanding of identity as rhizome, the interconnection of several roots.377 The 

 
376 Édouard Glissant, Poetics of Relation (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2010), 11. 

377 Glissant borrows the metaphor of the “rhizome” from Gilles Deleuze and Féliz Guattari’s 

conceptualization in A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia. As an “image of thought,” 

the rhizome is a non-hierarchical, horizontal metaphor that embraces interconnectivity, in lieu of the 

vertical, unidirectional relations found in a root-tree organizational structure. A rhizomatic structure 
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metaphor of the rhizome is in close relation to ipseity, and resonates with Jordan’s 

understanding of connection as fundamental aspect of the self. Interconnection and 

interaction rather than identification and affiliation become the main focus of analysis. 

Borrowing from Glissant, in Ceiling/Sky the interconnection of several people, groups, roles 

and music styles render visible a poetics of diversity, a distinctive feature of some American 

social milieus, like South Central, Los Angeles.  

Through an ensemble structure and lyrical registry, Ceiling/Sky discloses the inner worlds 

of a diverse cast of young characters whose interactions influence one another. Each song 

works as a space of affective expression through distinctive American rhythms. For instance, 

after the first ensemble song, “David spins out of the whole group and takes the stage.” He 

delivers a “Gospel, Soul à la Stevie Wonder” in which he courts Leila, but she answers with 

a counterpoint that discloses his womanizing attitude. In this “Black Baptist Sermon of 

Romance,”378 the music and the text highlight the contradiction between David’s social role 

as a Baptist minister and his being a man of the flesh. Through gospel music, traditionally 

praising divinity, David expresses his adoration for Leila and women in general. David and 

Leila form one of the couples who struggles to make an intimate connection in the social 

oratorio, in this case due to his unbridled sexual appetite. The lyrical registry unveils a 

 
allows for the interconnection of several roots, problematizing atavistic thinking, claims of 

authenticity and power dynamics. Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: 

Capitalism and Schizophrenia, trans. Brian Massumi (London: Continuum, 2003). 

378 Jordan, Ceiling/Sky, 20. 
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singular aspect of David as an ipseity that is not addressed by his group identity or social 

role. Also, it expresses Leila’s dissatisfaction and skepticism towards his courtship. 

Moreover, the ensemble structure transfers Leila’s affective reaction towards David into the 

next piece, “Leila’s Song of the Wise Young Woman.” It takes place in a “family planning 

office inside an abortion clinic,” in which Leila works part-time and Consuelo seeks advice. 

As with gospel in the previous song, the use of Latin-American rhythms in this piece 

emphasizes Consuelo’s group identity. Adams’s score ascribes music styles to the characters 

according to their group identities and social role, such as gospel to a black minister and 

Latin American rhythms to an immigrant from El Salvador. As mentioned before, the 

diversity of music styles mirrors the diversity of the cast. In act 2, this aspect of the score will 

be in tension with the libretto, which relies on interaction and process rather than affiliation 

and essence to problematize identity.  

In “Leila’s Song of the Wise Young Woman,” Leila and Consuelo argue over the use of 

contraception. They have stark differences over childbirth that disclose their cultural 

attitudes. Leila is a graduate student focused on social mobility through education. Consuelo 

is mother of a six-year-old Salvadorean son and a seven-month-old “hija de Los Angeles.”  

Throughout the scene Leila advises Consuelo to avoid having more children without a secure 

social foothold. On the contrary, Consuelo regards childbirth as an act “born of a lust for 

justice and dignity.” However, Leila’s lines unveil her projecting her own relationship with 

David to Consuelo, “if he’s the kind of brother with fifteen women on his mind // You better 

get yourself another man […] I don’t care how cute he is // I don’t care how fine // if you 

can’t be his // one and only // You need to move on down the line.” Consuelo finds it hard to 

relate to Leila’s advice, “But I never have to worry // Whenever we’re apart! […] But who 
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are you // talking to? It is not me!”379 Leila’s uncertainty regarding her own sentimental 

relationship with David mediates in her professional interaction with Consuelo. Jordan’s 

libretto connects the inner life of these characters with their social roles and group identities, 

disclosing how private interactions within one instance mediate professional encounters in 

another. In terms of aesthetic refraction, the ensemble structure interconnects ipseities and 

encounters, unveiling how they affect each other. Leila’s own private struggles meddle in her 

assessment of Consuelo’s situation, an immigrant who struggles “to buy or find food I can 

put on the table,” due to social, political, and cultural barriers. Following Glissant’s idea 

about the rhizome as a metaphor for social life, Ceiling/Sky unveils an invisible network of 

relations in a diverse social milieu that influence social and private life. The ensemble 

structure mobilizes a poetics of diversity that renders visible the characters’s interrelations. 

The next song, “Dewain’s First Solo,” a “Hard blues rock à la Joe Cocker,”380 introduces 

Consuelo’s partner “on the sunshine streets outside the Church.” He celebrates his regained 

freedom after serving a second term in jail and ponders his future, “Where am I now and 

where will I go? How do I figure out what should I know? Slammin’ the streets or slammin’ 

for school / I’m fixin for tricks (said) I’m ready for treats whatever the mix.”381 The 

emotional quality of this song conveys an optimistic and energetic disposition. Dewain is a 

reformed gang leader coming back to his community and family in South Central, LA. This 

 
379 Idem, 23-24. 
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spatial location evokes a history of racial discrimination, black resilience and demographic 

shifts.382 Among the three black characters of Ceiling/Sky, Dewain’s social role as “reformed 

gang leader” has a strong connection with South Central’s conflictive history. His 

sentimental relation with Consuelo, an immigrant from Central America, represents 

demographic shifts in a historically Black neighborhood and serves as the dramatic axis of 

the social oratorio. Consuelo and Dewain do not belong to the same group identity, but both 

share a history of social discrimination. As mentioned before, groups hold different positions 

 
382 In early twentieth-century, African Americans migrated to LA, lured by the expanding 

economy, the prospect of jobs and the relatively low cost of real estate. However, as Mike Sonksen 

points out, racially restrictive covenants and redlining practices confined African Americans to the 

area historically known as South Central, until Shelley v. Kraemer (1948) rendered restrictive 

covenants illegal. Nevertheless, police brutality beleaguered the neighborhood during the tenure of 

Chief William Parker from 1950 to 1966, which became a causal factor in the 1965 Watts Riots. 

Structural economic changes during the late 1970s and 1980s influenced the rising of a crack cocaine 

economy and the escalation of street gangs. Immigrants from Central America became minority-

majority by the turn of the millennium, after African Americans moved out to places like the Inland 

Empire and other locations. The 1992 Los Angeles Uprisings took place three years before 

Ceiling/Sky’s premiere. Ethnic tensions between Korean and African Americans in the area, with 

tragic incidents like the killing of 15-year old Latasha Harlins, and episodes of police brutality, like 

the Rodney King incident, were major causal factors. Mike Sonksen, “Inglewood Today: The History 

of South Central Los Angeles and Its Struggle with Gentrification,” June 20, 2018, 

https://lusk.usc.edu/news/inglewood-todaythe-history-south-central-los-angeles-and-its-struggle-

gentrification 
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in a diverse milieu due to historical and systemic factors. The poetics of diversity of the 

social oratorio does not praise diversity as an achievement in itself, addressing social 

unbalances. 

After “Dewain’s First Solo,” in which hope and optimism resonate within the lyrics, 

Jordan juxtaposes “¿Dónde Estás?,” a song that takes place at Consuelo’s kitchen. In this 

space of nurture, she laments over his missing son, who was apparently taken by INS agents: 

“¿Dónde está mi hijo? ¡Es tan tarde! ¿Te han capturado los soldados?”  Written in English 

and Spanish, the lyrics reveal the perils of forced migration and the vulnerability of 

undocumented individuals in Southern California during the 1990s. Having lost her previous 

partner in the Salvadoran Civil War, part of the Central American Crisis during the Cold 

War, in which the US government trained death squads and placed its own officers in the top 

levels of the Salvadoran army, Consuelo asks “El Salvador/Los Angeles / What is the 

difference to me? / The death squads that murdered your father / the INS hunting us down! 

And I must not open my mouth! We live in secret / We live in silence from North to 

South/Oh! // There is no safety // in any village any city any town.”383 Consuelo’s forced 

migration from the violence of her home country, and the social harassment that she must 

face in US territory, evokes the perilous political, affective and social situation that some 

migrants live through. Her predicament is related to the situation of immigrants in California 

during the 1990s, when Proposition 187, or the Save Our State initiative of 1994, aimed to 

establish a state-run screening system for citizenship, in order to curtail access to public 
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benefits to undocumented immigrants.384 A character with a problematic background like 

Dewain is the only one with whom she can relate intimately. For Consuelo, Dewain’s group 

or role are not determinant. What matters to her is the singular interaction that both sustain as 

a couple. In terms of ipseity, interaction and shared experience rather than group or role is 

what constitutes their connection. 

As mentioned before, the poetics of diversity in the social oratorio renders visible several 

tensions between groups, roles and individual doings that mediate social interaction. For 

instance, it is easy to read a character like Mike, the “White cop who is also a community 

activist,” as the antagonist of the story. However, his racial identity, profession and social 

commitment complicate such assumptions. According to Jordan, Mike “really does good 

things. He’s a committed guy. He’s what I call a community activist and he means well. He 

believes that everything he does is about being a good man. So he’s not coming from an evil 

place.”385  In his review of Ceiling/Sky, Arved Ashby does not consider Jordan’s libretto anti-

White. According to Ashby, Mike is not fulfilling the role of a villain.386 Like all the rest of 

the cast, he is enmeshed in a social milieu in which preconceptions about groups and roles 

 
384 Proposition 187 was barred by a permanent injunction a month later after the bill’s passage, 

https://ballotpedia.org/California_Proposition_187,_Illegal_Aliens_Ineligible_for_Public_Benefits_(1

994) 

385 Josh Kuhn, “June Jordan,” Bomb 53 (Fall 1995), https://bombmagazine.org/articles/june-

jordan/ 

386 Ashby, “Guide to records,” n. pag.. 
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prevail. For instance, during the “Song about a Man among Men and a Man among Many 

Women,” the text discloses that Mike “heads up several youth program” in David’s Baptist 

church. He is truly concerned for the community that he serves and wants “to work with the 

guys / I yank them outta gangs and drug stuff and then / it’s counseling for jobs if my 

strategy flies.”387  But his views are marred with cultural biases. Mike is deeply committed to 

promote traditional masculine roles, up to the point of making homophobic statements: “So 

we all know (like) exactly who we are / and nobody’s confused or demoralized or queer! / 

I’m not about to teach baseball to queers! […] I tell them: show me that you know what it 

takes to be a man! […] Be proud! Be a man! / Don’t slouch like a coward or mince like a 

fag!”388  Mike’s commitment to help the community comes from a sociocultural perspective 

that ascribes values, patterns of behavior and expectations to people. He turns a cultural idea 

of masculinity into a necessary condition to be a man: in his mindset an ideal becomes a 

requisite. In Ceiling/Sky, Mike himself realizes his ideal of masculinity through his doings. 

He performs a category.  

Acting out a category like “man,” is a way in which social roles translate into 

performative schemas, embodied at the individual level. Judith A. Howard and Daniel G. 

Renfrow point out that “Role schemas are organized knowledge about the norms and 

expectations associated with particular social positions. Role schemas are mechanisms for 
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stereotyping and intergroup prejudice and discrimination.”389  Howard and Renfrow’s 

theorization over role schemas shed light on the performative aspect of categories their 

influence in interactions. Following Brubaker and Glissant, the poetics of diversity of 

Ceiling/Sky unveils how relations in a diverse social milieu are mediated by categories and 

ideas about groups and roles. Encounters with the other are not neutral. Preconceptions 

mediate interactions. Their pervasive nature is not only related to stereotyping, prejudice and 

discrimination, but also desire. 

In “Song about a Man among men and a Man among Many Women” Mike and David 

express their desire for being surrounded by a specific group identity. Mike enjoys the 

“feeling to deal like a man among men // The police corps, the Army, and basketball at night! 

// It gives me a whole lotta pride that I must be doing (something) right!” For David it is “the 

ladies who carry the church // and I love all those females under my wing! […] I lead as I 

please; I have privilege divine // and the Church and the women make sure that I shine.”390 

For Mike and David, groups and roles have affective value. They are places of desire that 

confer affective fulfillment. For instance, Tiffany’s fascination with Mike is related to his 

acting out a specific idea of masculinity. In “Tiffany’s Solo,” she confesses her fascination 

 
389 Judith A. Howard and Daniel G. Renfrow, “Social Cognition,” 2003, 259–81, in Handbook of 

Social Psychology, ed. J. Delemater (New York, NY: Kluwer), in, Mathew W. Hughey, “Identity 

Isomorphism: Role Schemas and White Masculinity Formation,” Sociological Inquiry 84, no. 2 (May 

2014): 273. 
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with Mike: “Oh God! // He’s so fine! He’s so strong! /// I’m excited just tagging along!” As a 

news-as-crime reporter, Tiffany accompanies Mike in his patrolling, recording his day-to-day 

routines, “Night after night in the car/night after night // on the passenger seat // I feel good I 

feel right // around and beside his beautiful head and his chest // and his beautiful legs and his 

beautiful feet.” Her fascination not only corresponds to physical features. She is mostly 

enthralled by his performance of a specific idea of masculinity: “It’s even okay if I fall asleep 

// because he’s in charge/he’s // a guy who can keep // things under control // no matter the 

roll // of the dice.”391 In a diverse milieu, groups and roles not only serve the purpose of 

categorizing others.  Mike performing a man “who can keep things under control” becomes 

attractive to Tiffany. He is performing a role schema with which he identifies himself, and 

his performance elicits affective value to others. In opposition to the stereotypes of “queer” 

or “fag,” Mike embodies the idea of a “man” that has the most positive value in his social 

environment. It is desired by a member of the media establishment like Tiffany, who admires 

the performance of an ideal identity. 

If group identities are places of desire, they can also become the opposite. As Brubaker 

points out, the mediation of ideas about groups and roles in diverse social environments is 

heightened during conflicts. In the social oratorio, Consuelo’s missing son triggers a chain of 

events that alter the life of all the members of the ensemble. The stage directions describe 

“Dewain in a phone booth, taking the call from Consuelo (her solo “¿Dónde estás?”).”392 As 
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she concludes, he tries to decide the best course of action in this emergency. He stops to pick 

up two bottles of beer from a local convenience store, but due to a long line at the checkout 

he doesn’t wait around to pay. Mike arrests him when he is leaving the store, and Tiffany 

captures the whole incident on camera during the hard rock song “Mike’s Song about 

Arresting a Particular Individual.” Mike explains the arrest procedure to Tiffany while he 

manhandles Dewain. He tells Tiffany that Dewain holds a prominent position in South 

Central: “This individual is one of our local community Lights! […] A Leader of Thugs! […] 

they listen to him and they trust this joker.” Mike judges Dewain according to his social role 

as an irredeemable recidivist who will “get a high-price attorney to broker // a Second and 

Third gift of probation // for good behavior/his alleged reform // That’s the norm! And then 

on the next day the next punk perpetration // of another felonious violation.” He confesses 

“Hell! I honestly believed that this one had really turned around!”393 The incident escalates to 

an open confrontation in which members of the community get involved. 

In “Song about the On-Site Altercation,” a “Rhythmically fixed speech-song over 

aggressive free jazz à la Herbie Hancock”394 that accentuates the severity of the situation, 

Dewain urges Tiffany to stop recording him, but the incident worsens and Leila intercedes in 

his favor. At this point, the poetics of diversity shows individuals belonging to different 

racial identities clashing over the snatching of two bottles of beer. What should be a minor 

incident becomes a major altercation. The whole situation is indicative of the racial tensions 
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experienced in a location with the history of South Central. As mentioned before, in a diverse 

milieu group identities and social roles bear historical backgrounds and affective meanings 

that condition social interaction. For instance, Leila attempts to minimize Tiffany’s 

accusation but ends up confronting Mike and the reporter over their “violating my 

neighborhood/my space!” Mike threatens to charge her too and change his report about 

Dewain “from a misdemeanor // to a felony crime!” In the heat of the moment, he calls 

Dewain a “Big Boy.” This label triggers an aggressive reaction in Dewain due to the 

historical connotations of the appellative “boy” for Black Americans.  

As Ronald L. F. Davis points out, the use of “boy” to address a Black American of any 

age was part of the Jim Crow “etiquette” that “governed the actions, manners, attitudes, and 

words of all black people when in the presence of whites. To violate this racial etiquette 

placed one's very life, and the lives of one's family, at risk.”395 In the social oratorio, “boy” 

becomes a loaded term with a perilous racial history of discrimination, terror and brutality. 

When it triggers Dewain’s aggressive reaction, Tiffany points out that “That’s precisely what 

// all of America wants to see! // Single-handedly // you’ll make my ratings soar!” For her, 

and presumably her viewers in “all of America,” the whole episode appears as an exotic and 

sensational moment rather than an excruciating situation. Leila reacts accordingly, 

stereotyping the social roles of “cops” as legalized executioners of black people, ignoring 

Mike’s service to the community in David’s church: “Why don’t you shoot me? Go ahead! 

 
395 Ronald L. F. Davis, “Racial Etiquette: The Racial Customs and Rules of Racial Behaviour in 
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Shoot! What are you waiting for? Don’t act like you’re not hot and bothered about any 

excuse to take me out! Shoot!”396 

As Brubaker, Howard and Renfrow point out, groups and roles operate as ideological 

frameworks that shape “informal cognition and recognition” and “structure perception and 

interpretation in the ebb and flow of everyday interaction.”397 The poetics of diversity in 

Ceiling/Sky unveils the interrelation of the characters and the historical baggage that groups 

and roles impose. Interactions between ipseities are not neutral due to the background that 

ideas about groups and roles bear. In this regard, one of the conundrums of a diverse society 

with a tumultuous racial past is the relation between diversity and social capital. Robert D. 

Putnam remarks that “evidence from the US suggests that in ethnically diverse 

neighbourhoods residents of all races tend to ‘hunker down’. Trust (even of one’s own race) 

is lower, altruism and community cooperation rarer, friends fewer.”398 In terms of aesthetic 

refraction, the poetics of diversity of Ceiling/Sky unveil not only the social interrelation of 

the characters but also an affective rhizome that mediates it. This affective rhizome ascribes 

value and emotions to groups and roles in relation to historical backgrounds and social 

perspectives. In terms of ipseity, the interactions between diverse characters in the social 

oratorio not only depend upon their personal identities. There is an affective rhizome below 
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the surface that mediates encounters. In Ceiling/Sky, it determines how different groups and 

roles acquire emotional meaning for different individuals in a diverse social milieu. 

H. Affective Rhizome 

In his structuralist theory, Louis Althusser argues that individuals are transformed into 

subjects by ideological and institutional pre-given structures.399 By being identified as a 

member of a group, an individual is led to see herself as such. Althusser argues that 

ideologies pervasive in civil society and institutions of legal enforcement cooperate to 

identify individuals as certain kind of subjects. In relation to Brubaker’s view, Althusser’s 

theory discloses how ideological and institutional structures serve to transform categories 

into groups. In a diverse social milieu, categories operate as markers of identity. Peter Brooks 

points out that markers of identity are techniques of social classification, “means that would 

allow [the enforcers of society], to track, to classify, to exercise surveillance over those 

identities judged dangerous to the social body as a whole.”400 As mentioned before, 

interactions in a diverse social milieu are not neutral. There are underlying ideological and 

institutional structures that mediate them, which resemble what Jacques Rancière calls the 

distribution of the sensible, an ideological construction that determines perception and 

interaction, and ultimately imposes labels, behaviors and expectations to ipseities in relation 

 
399 Louis Althusser, “Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses (Notes towards an 

Investigation),” trans. Ben Brewster, Lenin and Philosophy and Other Essays, Monthly Review Press, 
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to groups and roles. Gabriel Rockhill defines the distribution of the sensible as an “implicit 

law governing the sensible order that parcels out places and forms of participation in a 

common world by first establishing the modes of perception within which these are 

inscribed.”401  It is a construction that sorts, categorizes and determines modes of perception 

and interaction. According to Rancière, the distribution of the sensible is made possible by a 

“general law that determines the distribution of parts and roles in a community as well as its 

forms of exclusion.”402  

In relation to a poetics of diversity, the distribution of the sensible not only mediates 

perception and interaction but also affective value. Following Glissant, encounters with the 

Other in a diverse milieu foster feelings and emotions that weaken or solidify groups and 

roles. In this regard, the distribution of the sensible is related to what I call an affective 

rhizome, the network of feelings and affects in a diverse society that mediate social 

interactions. In Ceiling/Sky, the lyrical registry of the text and the score unveils how different 

groups and roles foster feelings and affects, like Tiffany’s fascination with a certain 

performance of masculinity, David’s obsession with female companionship, Consuelo’s 

distress with cultural clashes and social persecution, Leila’s generalizations over police 

brutality, and Dewain’s reaction to loaded words. For instance, the song “Your Honor My 

Client He’s a Young Black Man” introduces Rick, a Vietnamese American who acts as 

Dewain’s defense attorney. Adams’s score imbues this piece with traces of minimalism and 
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funk, using a rhythm of US black origin to imply racial connotations. Inside the courtroom, 

Rick tries to save Dewain from a harsh sentence due to California’s “Three Strikes Rule” that 

is meant to punish recidivists. As Paul Moors points out, Ceiling/Sky “polemicizes against 

California's Gov. Pete Wilson's concept of ‘Three Strikes, You're Out.,’”403 specifically the 

Proposition 184, the three-strikes law passed in California in 1994, which gave life 

imprisonment to recidivists for misdemeanors.  

In the courtroom, Rick deploys a strategy that attempts to elicit empathy towards his 

defendant. He stresses Dewain’s racial and gender identities multiple times, implying a 

history of systemic discrimination towards black males in US society. He compels the judge 

to put Dewain’s action in context, “Just as I/Just as I // Have to trust what I know/where I 

stand // in relationship to // This remarkable Black man!” Rick talks about Dewain as a 

“natural-born leader” and recounts how Consuelo told him by phone that the INS snatched 

her son as bait: “She’s screaming and crying! She’s completely undone! Maybe she should 

hide! Maybe he should bring her a gun!”  Rick recalls the episode in the convenience store, 

emphasizing that “it’s a cultural thing […] He’s Thinking this has been a hella day // from 

him and his girlfriend and two // bottles of beer is not more than he’s due!” Throughout his 

defense, he sheds light on the social position of inner-city, black men: “you probably know 

it’s always open season // on a Young Black man set up to fail! […] (I think) it’s a cultural 

thing // his rage and his petty mistake,” and highlights the disproportion between crime and 
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punishment: “They’ve stolen a Child! He’s taken two beers! // Three strikes and he’s facing 

forty-five years! […] Two bottles of beer and his life’s now at stake!”404  

Rick’s intervention tries to recast Dewain’s image as a recidivist by giving context to the 

whole situation. He explains Dewain’s behavior during the arrest, bringing up the emotional 

burden of inner-city, black males who most often cope with social prejudice and 

discrimination because of their race and social standing, and a history of racial tension, social 

neglect and police brutality. This piece also refracts on double standards in US society. There 

is a stark imbalance between helping a brutal military regime in a foreign civil war, with 

71,629 civilian killings and disappearances,405 in which “85 percent of the killings, 

kidnappings, and torture had been the work of government forces, which included 

paramilitaries, death squads, and army units trained by the United States,”406 and being 

persecuted by the INS because of a lack of legal documents, as well as between legally 

kidnapping a child and being incarcerated for snatching two beers from a convenience store. 

In the social oratorio, ideas about groups and roles have different histories. These histories 

nurture the affective rhizome, conditioning how the characters not only see but feel each 
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other and value their social milieu. For Consuelo and Dewain, the social milieu in which they 

live is far from welcoming. The particularities of their groups and roles as undocumented 

Hispanic and Black recidivist conditions to a certain extent their feelings towards the system. 

In “Dewain’s Obbligato/Counterpoint to Rick’s First Solo,” Jordan elaborates lyrics 

expressive of Dewain’s anger and frustration regarding the weight of his racial identity 

before the law: “I messed up again! // I’m failing Consuelo! // The court won’t allow me to 

speak! // I’m supposed to be vicious // but humble // and weak […] Two bottles of beer? // 

That’s not the crime! // I am the criminal! // Check out my skin! // Talk all you want // but // I 

just can’t win!”407 Dewain’s pessimistic attitude towards his legal outcome is refractive of a 

history of judicial stigmatizing of Black Americans. Bruce G. Link and Jo C. Phelan point 

out that stigma operates through differentiation and labeling, ascription of negative attributes 

to labels, us-and-them mentality, status loss and discrimination that leads to inequality and 

the legitimation of stigma through power.408 However, Dewain’s rage is also heightened by 

his own sense of failure towards Consuelo. The racial history of his social milieu and his 

singular circumstances heighten his negative affective expression.  

However, Dewain’s feelings are not fixed. Later, his rage against the system elicits a 

strong sense of self-reliance and change. In “Song about Law School as the Natural Follow-

up to Jail,” David visits him in jail and tells him that the community “raised the money for 
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[his] appeal.” David also mentions that Tiffany, the White crime-as-news reporter who was 

present during his arrest, “may refuse to testify! // Because she’s been listening to // her very 

special guy/the cop! // And he’s a little bit sweet on Blackfolks!”409 The reaction of the 

community, Mike’s commitment to social rehabilitation and Tiffany’s attraction to the police 

officer coalesce to improve Dewain’s prospects. However, Dewain has made up his mind and 

wants to take his legal fate in his own hands: “I been thinking about Law School // as the 

natural follow-up // to jail! // If there’s something that can get me in here // and then that 

something // can get me outta here // I figure // I should get into that something // and see 

what I can get out of it!”410 As a following stage direction reveals, Leila delivers “a big pile 

of law-school textbooks to Dewain in his prison cell.”411 He is committed to change his 

social fate by himself. In this regard, the affective rhizome of Ceiling/Sky is not stable but 

circumstantial. As a process rather than a fixed product, this affective rhizome depends upon 

the interactions of the characters. It does not correspond to a set of rooted emotive ranges that 

invariably match certain group identities to certain feelings. On the contrary, it complicates 

feelings, allegiances and emotions. In terms of ipseity, the interactions of the characters 

entangle and update the affective rhizome. Sometimes the feelings of a group identity are 

deeply entrenched, as in Dewain’s pessimism, but can take a positive light; sometimes the 

encounter with the Other and the context transform the affective repertoire of an individual; 
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other times interpersonal connections determine emotive range. The poetics of diversity of 

Ceiling/Sky creates an unfixed and variable affective rhizome, which depends upon a 

changing process of interactions.  

The lyrical registry of the work not only discloses feelings regarding group identities but 

also interpersonal emotional connections. For instance, the lyrical ballad “Consuelo’s 

Dream,” expresses her longing for a family life with Dewain and their children beyond the 

perils of civil war or the persecution of INS agents: “And peaceful we stayed together forever 

and ever / And the enemies left us alone […] And you my beloved became A Rich Man / 

And I became as fat as my mother / And our baby became a beautiful woman who adored 

and defended her very big brother.”412 The lyrics describe a dream in which Consuelo hears a 

knocking on the door. Her traumatic experiences make her believe that there might be 

soldiers coming for her and her family, but it is Dewain who shows up. In her dream “The 

sirens never made a sound […] And neighbors came by just to see […] And my son was 

whispering (the names of) the things that you pass // on your way to a school where the 

teachers speak Spanish like me.” Consuelo’s connection with Dewain transforms her 

affective life: “You gave me your lips // And you held me so close in the dark // That all of 

the violence fell into eclipse // And wasteland became like a wonderful park […] And 

peaceful we lived on the banks of a river // More lovely than any the world’s ever known.”413  
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In terms of aesthetic refraction, the ensemble structure complicates the affective structure 

of the characters. In the poetics of diversity of the social oratorio, emotions and feelings 

appear as the result of social, personal and intimate interactions. Although ideas about groups 

foster certain emotions, interpersonal relations are sometimes stronger sites of emotional life. 

In Ceiling/Sky all the characters share a longing to establish intimate connections with 

another, sometimes with someone within the same group, sometimes with someone from a 

different group. Multiple obstacles hinder them. In one instance, Dewain appears as an 

affective support for Consuelo, perhaps her only one in foreign land. They belong to different 

groups but share a history of social neglect. Their personal connection provides her with a 

place of belonging in a hostile society. In another instance, in the piece “Leila’s Song: Alone 

(Against or at Last),” a “Lyrical ballad à la Whitney Houston,” Leila feels herself alone and 

longs for the fidelity and reliability that she cannot find in David. They belong to the same 

racial group, even to the same community, and share a commitment for social justice, but 

David’s attitude towards women is an obstacle for their making a lasting personal 

connection.  

In another instance, in the minimalist piece “Rick’s Cross-Examination of Tiffany and 

Mike,” Rick interrogates Mike and Tiffany over the incidents that led up to Dewain’s 

detention. When he accuses them of “cruel collusion at the expense of [his] client,” they react 

violently, and conflict ensues. Their group identities become conspicuous in this moment of 

conflict. Tiffany vilifies Rick’s status as immigrant, “Why don’t you get back on a boat! […] 

Is it a cultural thing/these // people’s children/They wash up on our shores // and then they // 

attack.” When he accuses her of lacking moral authority to question him regarding his 

family’s migration to the US, Tiffany retorts, “Because I’m white? Oh, // please! This dis // 
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would make (possibly) good // dialogue // for a news special // sometime // But save it // Mr. 

Asian American— // I gotta go!” After their intense encounter, he “stares at Tiffany and then, 

with no warning, he slips into this solo,” “Rick’s Awkward Love Song,” in which he 

expresses his infatuation with her. This piece, full of incoherent speech patterns due to a 

strong emotional reaction, which contrast with Rick’s eloquence moments ago, is expressive 

of his sudden emotional outburst towards a person from a different group, with whom he had 

a heated argument a few moments ago. In short, the affective rhizome that interconnects the 

characters in Ceiling/Sky is in constant motion. Its multiple variations depend upon a 

changing process of interactions. Opacity and change rather than transparency and fixity 

characterize it.  

I. Diverse Opacities 

Glissant points out that “We have suggested that Relation is an open totality evolving 

upon itself […] In Relation the whole is not the finality of its parts: for multiplicity in totality 

is totally diversity.” This idea of an open and diverse totality avoids clear boundaries and 

absolute amalgamations. For Glissant, a poetics of relation embraces opacity, which is the 

recognition of a lack of absolute transparency and the value of difference. According to 

Glissant, there are obscure areas in the self and its relations with the other that are 

constitutive: “I thus am able to conceive of the opacity of the other for me, without reproach 

for my opacity for him. To fell in solidarity with him or to build with him or to like what he 

does, it is not necessary for me to grasp him. It is not necessary to try to become the other (to 
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become other) nor to “make” him in my image.”414 Glissant considers that unity in difference 

does not entail clear understanding and sameness, which echoes Jordan’s idea of connection 

across groups. For her, common wants and needs determine connection across the boundaries 

of group identities, without necessarily advocating a total unity or the erasure of difference. 

In terms of aesthetic refraction, the poetics of diversity of the social oratorio and the affective 

rhizome that underlies it interconnect the ipseities of the characters in a diverse whole, in 

which historical, social cultural and personal differences are pervasive. As ipseities, these 

characters are in an on-going process of self-formation, always incomplete, always changing, 

always opaque. There are many things about themselves that they ignore. What they all share 

is a common need for intimate connection.  

As Josh Kuhn remarks in an interview with Jordan, “All of your characters [in 

Ceiling/Sky] had to overcome tremendous odds to articulate many different things, political 

or otherwise, but the one thing that was struggling to become possible was the articulation of 

love.” For Jordan, love is “coming out of yourself […] a deeply appreciative and enthusiastic 

awareness of somebody else […] It’s what we’re living for and that’s what I’m fighting for 

[…] My commitment to love is not an alternative to my political commitments. It’s the same 

thing. Except in this piece I was able to concentrate overwhelmingly on the lyrical side of the 

quest between two people, again and again.”415 Love appears as a common denominator in 

Ceiling/Sky, a deep affection that all the characters share. Its realization shines as a common 
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aspiration. When the main event of the play, the earthquake, takes place, all the characters 

come to terms with their personal necessity to establish reciprocated love. Sydney Mahone 

identifies the earthquake as “the pivotal image that resonates with the physical, spiritual, 

intellectual and political ‘changes’ that rock the worlds of the romantic lovers who are central 

to the story.”416 This theatrical device enables moments of recognition and effects self-

knowledge in all the characters. In her interview with Kuhn, Jordan recalls how Peter Sellars, 

the director of the original production, found a passage in chapter 99 of the Holy Quran, 

which talks about the Day of Judgement. According to Jordan, “Peter pulled [the Holy 

Quran] out and came to the section towards the end about the earthquake. It says that when 

an earthquake occurs, every atom of evil will be known and every atom of good will be 

known. And we thought, ‘That’s it!’ Now I knew what I was going to aim for; a kind of 

denudation would take place between and among people, that a natural catastrophe would 

coerce or make possible.”417 As a catalyst for change, the disruption caused by a natural 

phenomenon triggers a moment of “denudation” in each one of the characters, enabling 

multiple moments of lyrical recognition. 

In act 2, the earthquake elicits several anagnorises. In these moments of recognition, the 

characters articulate their needs and become aware of something about themselves that 

changes their ipseities. The ensemble structure allows for the simultaneity of these moments. 

Anagnorisis, from the Greek roots “ana-” or “back,” and “gnorisis” or “making know,” is an 
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event that illuminates the opacity of the character, like Oedipus’s becoming aware of the 

obscurity of his past or Hamlet recognizing the bloodbath that his actions triggered. 

Anagnorisis illuminates the opacity of ipseity. Ceiling/Sky stresses the importance of 

interaction for the realization of these moments of recognition. In terms of ipseity, and 

borrowing from Glissant’s poetics, the self needs the other for its own recognition. For 

instance, in the song “Three Weeks and Still I’m Outta My Mind,” Leila and David are 

having an intimate moment. They have been together for three weeks now, still infatuated 

with each other. In this piece, they are making out in David’s office inside the Church, 

declaring their mutual attraction. When the earthquake hits them by surprise, Leila disappear 

under the debris. Aided by candlelight, David finally “finds Leila and he drops to the ground 

again taking her into his arms.”418 It is only when her life is at risk that David recognizes his 

love for her beyond sexual attraction. In the next piece, “Crushed by the Rock I Been 

Standing On,” David desperately tries to understand what just happened: “This doesn’t make 

any sense! […] You were laughing and smiling at me and romance! […] And now I can’t tell 

whether you’re breathing or not!” His recognition of his true feelings towards Leila elicits in 

him a faith crisis: “Who would hurt you like this? // I’d give up my life for your kiss! // And 

I’m trying // I’m trying to pray // I’m trying but you could be dying // and why?”419 In this 

perilous moment, David repeats several times the line “I’m crushed by the rock I been 
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standing on,” evoking a crisis of ipseity. His facing the possible death of Leila elicits this 

moment of recognition and crisis. 

As mentioned before, in act 2 of Ceiling/Sky Jordan stresses the lyrical registry of the 

social oratorio. She uses the earthquake to illuminate the opacity of the characters, allowing 

them to articulate their true needs and enabling self-recognition. Almost all the characters 

share a common need for connection, built into the convention of heterosexual romance. 

However, although the libretto suggests crucial changes in their lives after the earthquake, 

complicating readings of the character through group identities, the score keeps matching 

musical styles to groups like it did in act 1. This tension between libretto and score at the end 

of Ceiling/Sky is reflective of authorial choices. In contrast to Jordan, who crafts the 

characters through interaction and process, Adams seems to be privileging the weight of 

group identity, illustrating people according to ethnographic sounds. There is no stark change 

in the way the music operates after the earthquake. The same musical choices that defined the 

characters in the previous act come back to determine them now. Although the score 

highlights American identity as diverse and variegated through the use of several music 

styles, these styles keep matching groups to discrete sounds, without taking into account the 

interconnectedness of all the characters and the complication of their ipseities. The intimate 

moments of act 2 are the result of all the interactions between the characters that have been 

taking place throughout act 1, in which sociopolitical aspects prevailed. Now, the focus is on 

the affective life of the characters. As mentioned before, the resolution of the social oratorio 

stresses the lyrical registry, which presents different couples trying to come to terms with 

each other. 
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This tension between score and libretto in act 2 is reflective of how the work of art 

refracts authorial perspectives. In terms of aesthetic refraction, Jordan and Adams’s own 

experiences and ideas regarding identity might condition the characterization and structure. 

In other works, like Nixon in China, The Death of Klinghoffer and Doctor Atomic, Adams 

usually makes use of group identity as determinant for the characters. For instance, according 

to Yayoi Uno Everett, in Doctor Atomic “Adams intended Kitty Oppenheimer and her Tewa 

maid, Pasqualita, to represent the concept of the ‘eternal feminine’ [...] their prophetic voices 

contrast and complement the male scientists’ preoccupation with objective speculation […] 

Kitty possesses a degree of clairvoyance combined with powerlessness that conjures up the 

image of Cassandra […] Pasqualita’s role in the opera receives the most enigmatic treatment 

[…] she is profoundly connected to nature and the earthly domain.”420 The ascription of 

traditional “feminine” virtues to Kitty and Pasqualita, and the exoticization of the latter, a 

Tewa Indian portrayed as more “connected” to nature, essentializes the group identity of 

these characters. This procedure is in tension with Jordan’s interrogation of group identity in 

“Report from the Bahamas, 1982,” in which she unveils the necessity to look at the 

particularities of intersubjectivity as a place of personal identity. Adams’s matching of 

groups and sounds tends to generalize and essentialize identity. In contrast, Jordan’s focus on 

interaction complicates groups and roles, giving “opacity” to the characters’s ipseity.  
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Perhaps the character of Mike has the more “opaque” ipseity in the work. In the song 

“Duet in the Middle of Terrible Duress,” Tiffany helps him to recognize something crucial 

about himself. When Mike finds Tiffany safe in the ruins of her place, she finally asks him 

directly about their strange relationship: “Why can’t we fly? // Is there some other woman? Is 

there a man? // A secret agenda? // An underground plan?” Mike asserts that he feels “this 

really great connection” with her, but without physical desire. When Tiffany understands that 

she does not awaken Mike’s physical attraction, a realization comes to her: “Maybe, Mike, 

maybe you’re gay! Maybe you’re queer!” Mike initially rejects the idea, but when Tiffany 

remarks that “what you do or you don’t feel // That’s real // for you,” he exclaims “Maybe—

Jesus Christ—maybe you’re right!” Rick appears by the end of this piece and “Tiffany 

throws herself into [his] arms as she laughs,” insinuating a sudden romantic connection. 

During the social oratorio there was opacity in Mike and Tiffany’s relationship in relation to 

the opacity of Mike’s own sense of self. According to Jordan, with this character she was 

trying to portray someone “in love with the idea of being a man” and to refract how 

American culture “is about John Wayne and Clint Eastwood and so, to me, there is a 

homoerotic content to it. I was hoping that the character could help people toward a 

revelation […] The idea that he might be gay would be the farthest thing from his mind […] I 

tried to make it clear that there are a lot of people who are out of touch with themselves, most 

of us I think.”421 Tiffany’s interrogation enables this moment of self-recognition that 

illuminates Mike’s ipseity. Through this character, Jordan not only interrogates sexual 
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identity at the individual level but also the homoerotic opacity of US popular culture, in 

which hypermasculine roles abound.  

This interrogation of sexual identity and mainstream culture takes place during the only 

song in which two white characters take center stage. Tellingly, Adams composes this piece 

as “an opera scene, with many different changes of tempo and mood. Musically the most 

complex and demanding number, mainly in Adams’s elevated style.”422 Apparently, the 

composer reserves the “most complex and demanding number” of the work, imbued with his 

own “elevated style,” to a scene performed by white characters. Arguably, he identifies his 

own music style with the group identity of this characters. Although Mike’s anagnorisis is 

powerful and relevant, the composer instils his own style and the highest musical complexity 

of the work to characters who are not at the dramatic axis of Ceiling/Sky. Consuelo and 

Dewain, the only established couple since the top of the play, who most face the most 

dramatic situations throughout, are arguably the characters who lead the action of the social 

oratorio.  

The resolution of the Consuelo-Dewain story encompasses three consecutive songs 

before the finale. Paradoxically, precisely when they finally see each other for first time in 

the social oratorio they must part ways. In what is left of his prison cell after the earthquake, 

Dewain delivers a “Song of Liberation and Surprise,” a “Lyrical and intimate piano ballad 
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with final saxophone solo,”423 in which he describes poetically to Consuelo the earthquake as 

an upending of his world. According to the libretto, although Dewain had the opportunity to 

run away from his imprisonment, he chose to stay: “I said, ‘I am the way I will // be free. // It 

doesn’t matter where/I put my head to bed: // I’m here! // I am the way I will // be free,’ I 

said. // So I stood still.”424 The earthquake triggers a moment of soul-searching in him, with 

the repetition of the phrase “I am the way I will be free” as the signaling for the awakening of 

a strong sense of self-determination. Dewain’s anagnorisis is closely related to an 

Emersonian attitude of self-reliance: “The power which resides in him is new in nature, and 

none but he knows what that is which he can do, nor does he know until he has tried.”425 

There was something opaque in himself that his anagnorisis illuminates. His new ipseity 

contrasts with his previous pessimistic attitude. As his first lines in Ceiling/Sky make explicit, 

Dewain had a fatalist mindset, “I thought that I was preordained to fail // and that // I’d never 

manage to stay out of jail.”426 His idea of being “preordained to fail” is related to his group 

identity, as the lines in “Dewain’s Obbligato” make explicit. Entrapped by the stigma of his 

group identity, Dewain internalized a set of expectations imposed by a category. 

Metaphorically, the earthquake shatters such defining internalizations.  
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But not only Dewain recognizes something new about himself. Consuelo lives through a 

similar process. In “¡Este País!/This Country,” a “Refined polymetric duet, [with] marked 

Latin influence,”427 in which Adams’s score ascribes again ethnic rhythms to group 

identities, Consuelo declares that “This country! It doesn’t want you and it doesn’t want 

me!,” a repetitive phrase throughout the song. US society is portrayed as a social milieu 

without equality of opportunities for its diverse groups. Rather than connecting with them in 

new ways, it keeps them within discrete boundaries. Arguably, Adams’s artistic choices 

mirrors this social gesture. In Jordan’s libretto, Consuelo and Dewain sing in chorus “How 

do I get // a license to live here? // How do I ask // for permission to stay? // Where can I 

move in the world // without fear? // What is the price // and who do I pay?” Another 

repetitive line reinforces their sense of alienation, “I think that this land belongs to a gun // 

and we have no rights standing under the sun.”428 The association of belonging with such a 

quintessential American object as the gun evokes a social order sustained by coercion and 

violence. The affective rhizome unveils how for Consuelo and Dewain US society seems like 

a world in which might is right and justice is the interest of the strongest. They discover that 

their affects are with their own communities, their original places of belonging, even though 

it entails their separation.  

As a former member of the Farabundo Martí National Liberation Front of El Salvador, a 

leftist guerrilla organization during the Salvadoran Civil War, Consuelo prefers “going 
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home! I am not a beggar or a whore! // I’m going back to the FMLN // I want to become 

political again! // I want to keep the hope for land // and the open hand // of justice // alive 

inside El Salvador!”429 She asks Dewain whether he wants to join her, but he already has 

made up his mind, “I wouldn’t be much good // to you or me // outside of mi neighborhood! 

// This is where I belong! // This is where I started out a lightweight // on the scales and this 

is where // I need to weigh in heavy // as I can // and strong! // I have to stay // and fight for 

you and me // my way!”430 The connection that both characters have with their respective 

communities becomes strong by the end of the story. Consuelo lives through a similar change 

as Dewain; she changes her victimizing attitude and takes action. Her new ipseity is resolute 

and combative. Facing multiple sociopolitical obstacles in their relationship, they decide to 

fight for social change in their native milieus.  

Personal commitment, communal allegiances and structural constraints create a 

disruptive tension in Consuelo and Dewain’s relationship. In terms of ipseity, three types of 

interaction—personal, communal and social—mediate their personal connection. The poetics 

of diversity of the social oratorio interconnects tensions between personal life, community 

and society in Consuelo-Dewain story, which comes to a resolution in the song “One Last 

Look at the Angel in Your Eyes.” Of a strong lyrical quality, the song presents the last 

moment between the couple before their separation: “the fact that we met still fills me // with 

surprise // and the fire of my wanting you—That fire // never dies! // But the days and nights 
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// do not care about love // and there is no shelter // when push comes to shove.”431 The 

affective rhizome of Ceiling/Sky unveils tensions between their affects at several levels. The 

allegiance to their communities, one in El Salvador, the other in South Central, LA, separated 

by structural and geopolitical borders, and the impossibility of finding a sense of belonging 

in US society, tears their relationship apart. 

As a social oratorio, Ceiling/Sky interrogates the opacity of the characters as works in 

progress, changing processes, that are recognizing themselves through their interactions. 

Group identities are not what defines the characters entirely, because as categories they are 

not transparent and fixed. Ideas and feelings about groups are opaque, malleable and open to 

change. As ipseities, the characters are open-ended, opaque, reevaluating themselves in their 

moments of anagnorisis. Their development depends upon their multiple relations, 

connections and encounters in a diverse social milieu. In this regard, the social milieu that 

Ceiling/Sky depicts is full of opacities. There is an affective rhizome underneath every social 

interaction, indicative of multiple affective tensions between and within groups, and between 

and within individuals. The social oratorio unveils the opacity of diversity at individual, 

communitarian and social levels. Diversity is not transparent. Its mere existence is not 

indicative of social achievement. Multiple tensions below the surface exist. In terms of 

aesthetic refraction, the ensemble structure of Ceiling/Sky discloses an affective rhizome that 

mediates social interaction between groups and between individuals, unveiling the opacity of 

relations, ipseities and social encounters.   

 
431 Idem, 92. 
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Applying aesthetic refraction and ipseity, I present an analysis of Ceiling/Sky as a social 

oratorio that problematizes diversity. An ensemble structure presents diverse characters 

interacting. They act and are acted upon in a dense network of interrelations, which is 

evocative of what I call a poetics of diversity: a network of relations that refracts a diverse 

milieu of individuals, all of them members of different groups, each one with different social 

roles. Their interactions give content to an affective rhizome right below the surface, 

indicative of the emotive range that groups, roles and personal relations bear. As a social 

oratorio that refracts a poetics of diversity and creates an affective rhizome, Ceiling/Sky 

problematizes a diverse social milieu, refracting the multiple social positions that different 

groups have, the difference that exists within groups and the risk of social fragmentation 

when conflicts break society up into discrete group identities. The multiple tensions between 

groups, roles and individuals in the social oratorio problematize essentialist readings of group 

identities and naïve readings of individuality: in a diverse society, group identities bear a 

heavy burden due to historical processes, but they do not define the individual in absolute 

terms; in a diverse society, the individual cannot be define entirely by groups or roles 

because of her singular interactions, nevertheless the baggage of her group identities and her 

social roles mediates in her relations.  

Group identity is significative but not absolute. My theorization of ipseity as interaction 

offers an alternative way to analyze dramatic characters, focusing the attention on their 

interactions between themselves, others, environments and ideas. In my analysis of 

Ceiling/Sky, the tension between libretto and score is reflective of the two visions of identity 

that I have been developing. Jordan’s view is closer to what I call ipseity, an interpretation of 

selfhood as interaction and process. In contrast, Adams relies on group identity as definitory 
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in his use of ethno-sounds to define the characters, even after the crucial changes that the 

earthquake causes. My use of aesthetic refraction to analyze character and structure in 

relation to historical contexts unveils how group identity and ipseity can work together in 

dramatic criticism. Groups and individuals are not fixed products but open-ended processes. 

As Glissant suggests in his Poetics of Relation, a diverse society embraces difference even 

within groups. Instead of fixed places of origin, groups become sites of connectivity, with 

multiple histories coexisting within them. Instead of a territory full of multiple roots, a 

diverse society appears as a rhizome, an entanglement open to transformation, in which 

opacity is always there, waiting for new moments of recognition and change. 

J. Coda  

As a concept, ipseity enables the critic to focus her attention on singular interactions 

without losing sight of group identities. Ipseity is an addition rather than a supersession of 

group identity to nuance our critical endeavors. It allows us to particularize the multiple 

interactions of the character between herself, others, environments and ideas. On the other 

hand, aesthetic refraction allows the critic to interrogate the text, looking at its internal logic 

in relation to structure, characterization, experience and historical milieu. Using aesthetic 

refraction, the personal perspective of the author becomes crucial to understand the treatment 

of the subject matter, what is explicit and tacit, visible and invisible in the text. It makes of 

the dramatic text a gathering of interactions of characters, environments and ideas that takes 

place between the world of the author, the world of the play and the world of the critic and 

elucidates the constructiveness of the text as an authorial perspective in relation to historical 

circumstances. Aesthetic refraction brings about conditions of possibility of identity 
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formation, the role of singular interaction as a source of selfhood and difference within 

societies and communities in regard to individuals. 

The application of ipseity and aesthetic refraction to Shange’s for colored girls discloses 

an understanding of community as an ensemble of individuals. The interaction between 

individual and community enables the constitution of an I-Ye relation, in which individuals 

make community and community nurtures individuals. This relation brings about a sense of 

belonging through an affective network that elicits emotional bonding, crucial for 

community-making. In the play, the assemblage-style structure allows for the accumulation 

of diverse experiential content. The performance of this content becomes a shared 

experience, which makes possible communal bonding and the constitution of community. In 

for colored girls, community appears as something actively made rather than passively 

inherited, something which needs constant reinforcement to keep it existent. The making and 

unmaking of community attest to its fragility and the necessity to reinforce communal 

bonding through singular interactions. External and internal forces threaten its permanence. 

Moreover, power asymmetries between and within communities influence the unmaking of 

community and ipseity, and their possible obliteration. At the individual level, reciprocity 

and empathy are crucial for nurturing community and ipseity.  

In Jordan’s Ceiling/Sky, the use of ipseity and aesthetic refraction as tools of analysis 

reveals the poetics of diversity of a social oratorio, which gives voice simultaneously to 

multiple characters from different groups, with different social roles. The ensemble structure 

of the work enables the interrogation of multiple encounters between them, interrogating a 

diverse social milieu. In these encounters, the historical baggage of groups and roles 
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mediates their interactions. This mediation depends upon an affective rhizome right below 

the surface, indicative of the feelings and emotions that categories, groups, roles and terms 

bear within them. However, the affective rhizome does not appear as a fixed product. Rather, 

it evokes an open process, constantly modified by singular interactions, personal choices and 

intimate connections among the characters. Viewed as ipseities, the group identities of the 

characters do not define them entirely. Rather, they all share a need for connecting with 

others and themselves. There are opaque aspects of themselves that group identity fails to 

illuminate. It is through their interactions that the characters recognize the opacity of their 

ipseity, experiencing moments of change in their encounters with the Other. The opacity of 

the characters is suggestive of the opacity of diversity, places that remain obscure, in need of 

analysis, in a diverse social milieu, and that group identity fails to address entirely.  

An understanding of ipseity as interaction allows a different ontological, social and 

political understanding of dramatic characters and human life. To exist in interactions means 

that the individual is not an isolated, self-sufficient entity and that groups do not define 

selfhood in absolute terms. On the one hand, the problem of placing group identity at the core 

of the self makes of individuals members rather than agents, partisans rather than changing 

subjects, obliterating singularity, difference and openness. On the other hand, enshrining the 

idea of the individual as a self-sufficient agent ignores the advantages that some groups have 

over others in a diverse society. As an alternative, ipseity opens the self by presenting 

interaction as a mode of existence. The idea of a being that acts and is acted upon, a 

subject/object that is part of a bigger order, can bring into our critical endeavors matters of 

concern that can be shared across group identities to think about the human world as a 

collective construction. As Jordan and Latour point out, the human world is a project, a 
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fragile one, that can easily be undone if some matters of concern do not connect us all before 

“those other clouds unify this ragged bunch of us, too late.” 
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IV. Conclusion  

Analyzing six African American plays through ipseity and aesthetic refraction allowed 

me to focus my attention on singular interactions within the structure of the works, disclosing 

an understanding of the dramatic character as a singular process rather than the general 

product of a group identity. My critical procedure unveils the character’s singularity and 

difference without diminishing the importance of group identity. Through ipseity and 

aesthetic refraction, the dramatic text becomes a place of tensions between an authorial 

vision, particular historical circumstances, artistic composition and the interpretation of the 

critic. Under this view, plays appear as depositories of knowledge about human interactions, 

with the characters acting and being acted upon in an on-going process throughout the 

structure of the work. In sum, ipseity and aesthetic refraction disclose a condition of the 

dramatic character as a subject/object that acts and is acted upon in the structure of the text, 

which determines the interactions of the characters. My analysis uncovers several 

mechanisms influential in ipseity-formation, such as recasting, ascription of value, historical 

recycling, belonging as interaction, affective networks and the poetics of diversity. As 

mentioned above, these mechanisms emerge from a focus on interaction rather than 

affiliation, allowing me to move the critical lens from a fixed understanding of group identity 

to a variable process of interactions between characters, environments and ideas. 

As mentioned before, a paradigm of interpretation based on ipseity and aesthetic 

refraction highlights difference and singularity without dismissing group identity. On the 

contrary, it can add new venues of inquiry to the theorization about its conditions of 

possibility. For instance, in Appiah’s view, ideas, patterns and expectations appear as 
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conditions of possibility for group-making. However, my own analysis unveils how affects 

play a significant role too. For instance, my theorization on how interactions constitute 

community through affective networks accentuates the value of bonding in community-

making. Without bonding, communities are easily unmade. Bonding is a force that keeps the 

affective network of ipseities together. Also, in a diverse society groups not only are 

indicative of cultural patterns and behavioral expectations. They are loaded with affective 

value due to historical circumstances and social processes. The affective value of groups 

mediates interactions with the Other in a diverse social milieu. However, these affects are not 

fixed and can change with the circumstances. Theorizing on group identities as ideas, 

patterns and expectations without addressing their emotional aspects limits our understanding 

of constructs like gender, class or race and their emotional value for the individual. 

In my analysis of Shange’s for colored girls, bonding appears as the determinant factor in 

community-making, sustained through reciprocal doings. Bonding makes of community an 

active process instead of an abstraction, something actively done rather than passively 

inherited. It is the force that ties individuals together through affective networks as sites of 

belonging. However, community is not restricted to group identities like race, class and 

gender. It is possible to imagine community-making across different groups. Moreover, 

sharing a label of affiliation does not entail sharing a community. Equating labelling with 

community-making brings back the shadow of essentialism. Essentialism embraces ideas of 

identity and community as sameness and inheritance, dismissing difference,  agency and 

change. Community-making does not homogenize individuality. Multiple ipseities can 

interact together, creating community while retaining their individuality. Group identities are 

not homogeneous entities that nullify the ipseity of individuals. For instance, in Trouble in 
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Mind Childress mobilizes a critique about an idea of African Americans, instantiated through 

patterns of performance, without relying on the group. Actually, she presents a black cast 

with a compromising attitude. It is a singular character, Wiletta Mayers, who becomes the 

force that recasts the image of the African American character in the play. In Trouble in 

Mind, the singularity of Wiletta’s interactions subverts ideas, patterns, expectations and 

affects through a strategy that mobilizes self-determination at the individual level as a way to 

reclaim self-representation at the collective level. Childress’s text suggests how performance 

can become a space of singularity and self-determination, a means to recast the 

representation of black characters, offering nuanced and different perspectives. Following 

Childress’s dramaturgical strategy, her acknowledgement of singularity and difference within 

groups makes of the individual an agent of change and an accountable subject. In this regard, 

the horizon of possibilities of the individual is expanded when ipseity instead of group 

identity defines selfhood. Self-determination starts at the individual. A lack of autonomy and 

agency can lead to irrational herding, a conspicuous phenomenon in cases of bubbles and 

crashes in the market, the otherization of groups in times of social conflict, like in Germany 

during the 1930s, and cases of aggregated opinion in social networking services. The 

influence of heteronomy in the relation of the individual with herself can even lead to cases 

of self-hatred. 

The internalization of ideas about groups prevalent in a social environment can have 

devastating effects in ipseity formation. In Kennedy’s Funnyhouse of a Negro, the 

internalization of an idea is not just an abstract endeavor. Ideas about groups go along with 

narratives of belonging that produce ascriptions of value. Ultimately, in this process of 

ascription some groups become more desirable than others. Affective value links the social to 
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the psychological. In the case of an interracial character as Negro-Sarah, the antagonism 

between her different narratives of belonging, due to antagonistic ascriptions of value, 

engenders a self-destructive sense of ipseity. Without a place in-between to belong, one 

narrative of belonging not only takes precedence over the other but also destroys it. This 

psychological phenomenon echoes social processes, disclosing the influence of the social 

environment on matters of ipseity formation. Understanding ipseity as a psychosocial 

phenomenon and the dramatic text as a refractive medium can help us to nuance our views on 

the relation between society, psychology and performance. As Kennedy’s text unveils, the 

influence of social environments upon the psychology of the individual can drastically alter 

perception not only of the self but also of the world. As I will describe later in more detail, 

the problem of perception is far from being a disinterested, value-free endeavor. It relies on 

constructed perspectives of reality that ascribe value to different subjects and objects. For 

instance, the revalorization of certain groups has been crucial to set into motion causes for 

civil rights and changes in public opinion. Multiple group identities based on race, gender 

and sex have been revalorized, creating new perspectives and horizons of possibilities. 

However, it would be naïve to interpret the actual social structure as free of group 

discrimination and full of equal opportunity. 

Legal constraints, public opinion and societal hurdles still affect some groups more than 

others. In I Was Looking at the Ceiling and Then I Saw the Sky, June Jordan offers a poetics 

of diversity in which group identities and social roles mediate interpersonal relations and 

ideas about oneself. Diverse societies have a rhizomatic structure underneath, which ascribes 

emotional range to ideas about groups, determines how individuals craft their sense of 

ipseity, and mediates social interactions. Social and personal interactions are not transparent. 
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There is opacity in every encounter with the Other as well as within the individual. However, 

the affective rhizome is not a fixed social product. New interactions and encounters, new 

choices and relations, constantly reshape it. The rhizome is an on-going social process, not 

the immutable product of history. However, it can ascribe negative values to some groups in 

relation to others. Diversity should not be considered an achievement in itself, ignoring a 

thorough assessment of the social landscape and its details. A progressive political project 

should rely on the constant revision of diversity to assess the horizons of possibilities of 

different groups and individuals in a polity. For instance, according to the United Nations 

Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean, Latin America is the most 

unequal region of the world.432 The social diversity in Latin America has historical roots in 

the racial Casta system, enforced during colonial times. One of the most diverse regions of 

the world is at the same time one of the most unequal. However, in our current globalized 

world, there are also transnational imbalances that set economic interactions through unfair 

networks of distribution, in which some countries have the upper hand. There are also 

multiple constraints regarding international mobility for individuals based on their group 

identity, as instances of illegal immigration, travel bans and asylum-seeking issues reveal. A 

progressive construction of the present is an endeavor that depends upon our constant 

revision of the inequalities inherited from our past to avoid their repetition.  

 
432 Simone Cecchini and Rodrigo Martínez, Inclusive Social Protection in Latin America: A 

Comprehensive, Rights-based Approach (Santiago: United Nations Publication), 2012. 
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In this regard, ipseity as interaction can help us to mobilize an idea of the present as a 

process of repetition/revision of the past. In The America Play, Parks presents multiple 

visions of history as a construction that connects past and present. Her metaphor of history as 

a hole highlights the lack of absolute certainty regarding historical representation, because in 

the process of transforming events into accounts something is always missing. History is 

opaque. The singularity of multiple historical events and the different agents involved in their 

creation are beyond accurate representation. There is always a hole in the whole of history, in 

which fictions sometimes pass as facts. Parks’s text develops a performative view of the 

historical timeline, showing how the past acts upon the present and vice versa. In my 

analysis, I use the metaphor of recycling to address this process. The text subverts the 

illusion of linearity, a continuous forward movement in time. Instead, it presents characters 

that constantly do the present by repeating and revising the past in a process of accumulation.  

The play, US history appears as a performative construction, an arrangement that determines 

possibilities of belonging, in which the Lesser Knowns remain buried in the multiple holes of 

history. The America Play also offers a chiasmic view of the relationship between past and 

present. The interactions of the characters not only create the present by repeating/revising 

the past. The past is also recreated in the present through the constant “digging” of the 

characters. As a metaphor, “digging” involves a repetition/revision of the past that transforms 

it. In this regard, the text offers an image of historical belonging not as linear narrative but a 

complex process full of discontinuities, in which an active engagement is needed to find the 

missing links. Parks’s “digging” nuances historical belonging. 

A nuanced interpretation of historical belonging makes possible the distinction between 

ancestry and community, giving historical understanding to group identity. As mentioned 
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above, ancestry is not the same as community. Their confusion could lead to take belonging 

for an inherited essence rather than an active process. As McCraney’s The Brothers Size 

uncovers, belonging requires reciprocal doings. It is not a matter of group affiliation. An 

interpersonal understanding of belonging is more singular, something that takes place 

between ipseities in relation. As the relationships of the characters in McCraney’s play 

unveil, interaction is a condition of possibility for the emergence of belonging. Assuming 

that some traits like skin color instantaneously activate belonging is making of it an essential 

inheritance of groups rather than an active effort of concrete individuals. The essentialization 

of belonging nullifies difference and singularity, bringing back the old rule of one-size-fits-

all, which easily legitimizes prejudice, stereotype and discrimination. McCraney’s 

dramaturgical project in The Brothers Size nuances our understanding of difference within 

communities, disclosing the singularity of black male characters, whose life is much more 

than racialized or gendered readings. The interactions of Ogun, Elegba and Oshoosi 

throughout a story from “the other America” are places of belonging that cannot be 

subscribed to ideas of group identity in absolute terms. Their singular interactions reveal 

singular ipseities, subverting the idea of a patterned black male identity. In McCraney’s play, 

Oshoosi must flee from “his” community because he feels that he does not belong to it, and a 

social environment in which he is guilty until proven otherwise. 

Ipseity is not by any means a call to enshrine an idea of the individual à la Ayn Rand, 

which dismisses the impact of group identities in social interactions. Ipseity can help us not 

only to expand our definition of belonging beyond group identity, but also to tackle the 

neoliberal ideology of the self-made individual. If interactions determine ipseity, there is no 

such a thing as a self-made individual. As my theorization of the role of the social milieu on 
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ipseity formation shows, entrepreneurial projects always take place within social structures of 

distribution that set different horizons of possibilities for different individuals and groups. 

There are legal, financial and locational hurdles impossible to overcome for some, while they 

are nonexistent for others. Not every group and not every person within the same group 

interacts in society with the same horizon of possibilities available. My hope is that ipseity 

can focus our critical attention on interaction rather than affiliation. My initial inquiry on 

ipseity and aesthetic refraction in this dissertation points towards what I call an ontology of 

ipseity. This ontology critiques the neoliberal perspective of an autonomous subject using the 

world in a self-interested way, and puts question marks on constructs like identity politics 

that make of groups the fundament of selfhood. Under an ontology of ipseity, the world 

ceases to be the expendable other and becomes constitutive of the self. The interactions 

between self and world translate into a multiplicity of interconnections as centers of analysis. 

The idea of interactions as foci of analysis is aligned to an idea of change as a fundamental 

principal of the human experience. An ontology of ipseity is an ontology of becoming, in 

which the self is understood as a process, in contrast to ontologies of being, in which the self 

appears as a product. Ontologies of being often rely on repetition to classify entities in the 

world through representational means. On the contrary, ontologies of becoming are 

mistrustful of the essentialist drive behind these procedures, mainly because the idea of an 

essence providing stability to entities—even if this essence is addressed as a set of 

properties—dismisses change. An ontology of ipseity makes of change a primordial feature 

of the self, focusing on its development through time and space. Interaction, change and 

interconnectedness are three categories that give ground to an ontology of ipseity, and can 

help us to escape from the essentialist trap of repetition and the shadow of representation. 
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An understanding of ipseity as interaction provides to scholars a conceptual tool to 

address human action as a multidirectional, interconnected and changeable process, without 

relying on repetition. A critical problem of repetition as a main category of analysis is its 

tendency to use inductive inference to describe human behavior. As Hume remarks regarding 

the problem of induction, “there can be no demonstrative arguments to prove that those 

instances, of which we have had no experience, resemble those, of which we have had 

experience.”433 There is no warrant that the future will resemble the past. Rather, it could be 

more productive to start theorizing performance by focusing our attention on singular 

interactions that takes place between selves, others, environments and ideas. This view 

makes of performance a changing process rather than a repetitive product. What I call the 

problem of repetition in performance has to do with generalizations on human behavior. We 

can derive a general pattern out of human doings, but it does not mean that the doings or the 

agents are always the same. In my view, interaction does not entail repetition in the sense of 

sameness, because the parties involved change throughout the process. Change makes of 

every interaction and every agent something singular at every moment. Ricoeur’s critique of 

idem-identity in his hermeneutical project and his use of ipse-identity to ground his theory of 

narrativity share similar considerations. 

My hope is that ipseity and aesthetic refraction can be applied to the analysis of a specific 

group of dramatic texts. This would help us to update our interpretive methodologies from 

deconstructing the conflicts between groups to reconstructing singular interactions. 

 
433 David Hume, A Treatise of Human Nature (Mineola: Dover, 2003), 64. 
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Analyzing the text in its singularity through aesthetic refraction can help us to disclose the 

ipseity of the play. But the conceptual tools that I am proposing can also be applied beyond 

the dramatic text. If the self is thought as a process of interactions, its existence is a matter of 

becoming through multiple relational processes. For instance, the development of selfhood 

requires the nurturing of others during times of helplessness as in infancy, is in need of 

environments that provide necessary and sufficient conditions for growth, and improves its 

chances of survival thanks to informed choices based on sound ideas about states of affairs in 

the world. An ontology of ipseity offers a view of existence as the constant interactions of 

multiple interconnected processes. Today, we are living in a time in which it “is extremely 

likely that more than half of the observed increase in global average surface temperature 

from 1951 to 2010 was caused by the anthropogenic increase in GHG concentrations and 

other anthropogenic forcings together.”434 In addition, the lack of effective international 

cooperation to tackle the menace of the actual coronavirus pandemic reveals the limitations 

of our current global order based on neoliberal ideologies. The pandemic also highlights how 

some individuals and groups are more vulnerable than others, and how political figures favor 

economic growth over human life. These global phenomena require critical frames that, 

without dismissing group identities, put the emphasis on how individuals interact. Here are 

two cases for consideration.  

 
434 Core Writing Team, R.K. Pachauri and L.A. Meyer (eds.), Climate Change 2014: Synthesis 

Report. Contribution of Working Groups I, II and III to the Fifth Assessment Report of the 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (Geneva: IPCC, 2014), 5. 
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First, interactions between human agents and environments are determinant to a thorough 

assessment of the effects of human action in the Anthropocene. As world-making creatures, 

humans have the capacity to affect not only their social environments but also the Earth’s 

biosphere. The Anthropocene is an era in which human action transcends the traditional 

limits of drama, with its focus on human-to-human relationships. In this regard, ipseity as 

interaction also involves actions that affect more than just human agents. As G. E. M. 

Anscombe points out, the problem of human character boils down to engaging the world in a 

fulfilling way.435 Ipseity allows us to open this problem to environmental and ideological 

issues determinant for building a sustainable human project. Secondly, as is well known, 

utilitarianism is a moral doctrine which tacitly justifies economic theories that rely on ideas 

of rational, self-interested agents. As Adam Smith famously wrote, an individual “intends 

only his own gain, and he is in this, as in many other cases, led by an invisible hand to 

promote an end which was no part of his intention.”436 According to this utilitarian view that 

justifies self-interest in economics, private vices create public goods. However, what is 

known as “the tragedy of the commons”437 goes in opposite direction to the idea of the 

invisible hand. As Bryan H. Druzin summarizes it, the tragedy of the commons is a social 

dilemma in which “a group of actors behaving according to rational self-interest undermines 

 
435 Anscombe, “Modern Moral Philosophy,” pp. 1-19. 

436 Adam Smith, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations, ed. Sálvio M. 

Soares (MetaLibri, 2007),  349, http://www.ibiblio.org/ml/libri/s/SmithA_WealthNations_p.pdf 

437 Garret Hardin, “The Tragedy of the Commons,” Science 162 (3859): 1243-1248. 
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the entire group’s long-term interests by depleting a common resource.”438 Although some 

economists, such as Paul Romer, counterbalance the restraining force of scarce resources 

with the positive force of discovery and innovation, by the end there is no guarantee that the 

latter will catch up with the former. The current pandemic is a fatal exemplary warning. 

As Galen Strawson points out, human life takes place as a constant passing through the 

here and now.439 Strawson’s point is that human beings live in a changeable present, with a 

prerequisite to act and survive in it to build the future. Action is an unavoidable feature of life 

in general and human life in particular. In this regard, ipseity does not present a view of 

action through a unidirectional, anthropocentric vector. Rather it reconceptualizes action in 

terms of interaction as a process of reciprocity and change. To act in the present is also to be 

acted upon. Looking at the individual as a subject/object, an entity who acts in the world and 

is acted upon, makes of the pair subject-world a codependent project. But our present is full 

of structures inherited from the past that set incentives and constraints as conditions for 

action. These structures go from global supply chains to perspectives of reality. In this 

regard, aesthetic refraction can go beyond the text and become a conceptual tool to assess 

how social structures determine possibilities of interaction for individuals, how interactions 

instantiate and modify these structures, how mental structures determine perspectives of the 

world and horizons of action, and how new ideas transform them all. Aesthetic refraction can 

 
438 Bryan H. Druzin, “A Plan to Strengthen the Paris Agreement,” Fordham Law Review (2016), 

p. 19, http://works.bepress.com/bryan_druzin/18/ 

439 Galen Strawson, “Against Narrativity,” Ratio XVII (December 2004): 428-452. 
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help us to perceive interactions and structures as mutually constitutive in a network of 

relations in the world rather than in texts. 

For example, aesthetic refraction is a suitable tool to assess how worldviews are 

instantiated due to interactions between selves and ideas. An understanding of the 

mechanisms involved in structuring and characterizing a perspective of the world can open 

the field of performance studies to new critical foci. Perceiving the world is not a neutral 

endeavor. Mental structures of meaning are in part constructs and, as such, depend upon 

human-made principles as lenses to perceive reality. Perception is more like an exercise of 

interpretation rather than a strictly objective process of cognition. As Edward Slingerland 

points out regarding objectivist views of the world, there is no clear distinction between facts 

and theories, hypotheses are not clearly falsifiable, facts are consistent with an infinitude of 

hypotheses, and absolute, disinterested objectivity is an illusory goal.440 The role that 

constructs play in perception and behavior can be tragically found in cases of genocide, 

which etymologically means the “killing of a people.” Ideas about a people, in the form of an 

us-vs-them mindset, can lead to cases of herd mentality and the mobilization of systemic 

forces of destruction, as the brutal effects of the völkisch movement in Europe and the Shoah 

remind us. 

As mentioned before, my application of ipseity and aesthetic refraction to the analysis of 

dramatic texts led me to find several tools to examine self-formation. These tools emerged 

out of my focus on interaction and authorial perspectives. I did not develop my analysis 

 
440 Slingerland, What Science Offers the Humanities, 61-71. 
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through a racialized reading of the texts. My concern was in what makes the texts singular 

and different. My methodology allowed me to nuance considerations over the characters and 

the structures of the works without losing sight of group identity. The concepts that I 

mobilized in this dissertation, such as recasting, ascription of value, historical recycling, 

belonging as interaction, affective networks and poetics of diversity, can be used beyond the 

text to analyze performance in a broad sense. For example, recasting ideas about and 

ascribing new values to non-human entities can help us to expand our moral sphere to avoid 

hazardous situations like spillover infections. Applying the idea of historical recycling to the 

analysis of our throwaway culture can help us to rethink the prevalent linear economy using a 

more circular approach. Belonging as interaction can unveil the need to integrate 

environmental conditions into ideas of selfhood. Affective networks can help us to include 

non-human agents into our ideas of community. And poetics of diversity can be mobilized to 

assess discriminatory impositions upon human and non-human agents. These conceptual 

tools could make more effective and constructive our critical endeavors. 

Lastly, my theorization on ipseity and aesthetic refraction through the assessment of six 

African American plays led me to think about the need for new dramaturgical projects in 

which action is mobilized beyond human-to-human relations. The anthropocentric nature of 

drama should give way to new approaches to look at human action. As the etymology of 

“theatre” reminds us, the seeing place of human action should be in touch with contemporary 

issues that supersede family relations, intrapsychic problems, social settings and identity 

politics. A theatre of ipseity could disclose the interconnected nature of the world and help us 

to perceive the full dimension of human action. In this regard, the problem of action could be 

seen through the concept of phronesis, which is concerned with how to act in particular 
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situations. Assessing our interactions in the fullness of their consequences can make us more 

aware of what Ricoeur calls attestation, and would move us to submit our actions to what he 

calls injunction: we would become witnesses and judges of our actions and ourselves, with 

each one of our actions rippling through the texture of the world, and the world rippling 

through us in a process of constant exchange. Under this view, the self would not be enclosed 

or fragmented but open to the flow of life, and maybe we could say that we belong, as one of 

Eugene O’Neill’s characters says, “without past or future, within peace and unity and a wild 

joy, within something greater than my own life, or the life of Man, to Life itself!”441 

 

  

 
441 O’Neill, Long Day’s Journey into Night,  156 
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